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Abstract 
 With more than seventy million individuals, the baby boom generation is rapidly 
approaching traditional retirement age and threatening to strain America's public and private 
resources. Within the context of Social Security and Medicare, the subject of later life has 
become one of the most pressing issues of our time. But these potential fiscal problems are not 
just the result of natural aging; rather, they were caused by historic developments that 
encouraged most individuals to retire in their mid-sixties, regardless of their personal financial 
status, physical health, or career ambitions. This project argues that these assumptions about 
retirement emerged from political and social developments that emerged in the 1950s and 1960s. 
Prior to those decades, a majority of Americans over the age of sixty-five continued to work as 
long as they were physically able and could find employment.  
 For the first time in the 1950s, retirement for the middle-class began to emerge as a 
common experience, centering more heavily on leisure, consumerism, and self-fulfillment. 
Middle-class retirement developed out of a confluence of events, including the widespread 
adoption of mandatory retirement policies in the workplace, growing Social Security payments 
that provided supplemental income for leisurely retirements, marketer’s efforts to promote the 
retirement industry, the emergence of a "senior lobby" led by AARP, and the creation of 
Medicare in 1965, which greatly relieved the financial burden of health issues in later life. In 
short, retirement transformed from something enjoyed by economic elites into an institution that 
a majority of middle-class Americans could experience and quite possibly enjoy.  
 A final point of analysis that permeates this project is the concept of entitlement, or a 
social insurance or earned benefits model. Politicians could justify expansion of programs 
benefiting the aged middle-class because the recipients themselves had paid into trust funds in 
iv 
 
their younger working years, thereby earning their benefits. I argue that this entitlement ideology 
explains the enduring public approval for Social Security and Medicare in the face of politically 
conservative attacks, especially when compared with less popular welfare programs that in the 
popular mind are associated with minorities rather than middle-class white recipients. 
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Introduction 
 
The 1979 movie Going in Style exemplifies the image of poverty that largely defined 
later life in the United States from the mid-twentieth century through the 1970s. In the film, the 
roles of three older men are played by George Burns, Art Carney, and Lee Strasberg. Their 
characters reside together and endure a menial existence. Their daily lives consist of eating, 
attending to personal hygiene, and going to the park to watch the children of strangers play. They 
have no jobs or responsibilities, no hobbies, no spouses, and only limited contact with one of 
their nephews and his family. They initially appear to be in reasonably good physical health, and 
they clearly still have the mental and physical aptitude to work at least part time, but the film 
never suggests that they could make any relevant contributions to society other than occasional 
contact with their relatives. They live on their Social Security checks alone, rent a small, grimy 
apartment, and appear to own only their clothes and a few other personal items. To make matters 
worse, the younger characters in the film largely ignore them as they meander through the city 
streets. Overall, the film’s early section captures a normative image of old age that was only 
beginning to wane by the film’s release date– that of old age as a mere waiting period before 
death.   
The film soon diverges from the expected course, but it does so by utilizing similar 
stereotypes about old age. Motivated by sheer boredom, George Burns’s character, Joe, 
convinces the other two to rob a bank. They spend little time dwelling on the philosophical or 
moral implications; instead, they ask more practical questions, such as, "what if we get shot."  To 
that question, Joe responds, "what's the difference?" If they succeed, they will have plenty of 
money. If they fail, then at least they would have the excitement and, Joe argues, free room and 
board in prison. From that point, the film depicts them stealing guns from the nephew, the 
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successful robbery of the bank for $35,000, one of them dying from a heart attack following the 
overstimulation of the bank heist, the remaining two flying to Las Vegas and winning an 
additional $70,000 at a craps table, and one of the latter two characters dying from 
overexcitement and exhaustion from the travel and gambling success. The film closes with the 
arrest of Joe, who refuses to return the money and hides it by giving it to the nephew. Joe 
declines a plea bargain, and is convicted and sent to prison. In an upbeat, comical tone, Joe 
explains that in prison the system takes care of him, gives him lots of attention, and provides a 
life that did not differ in substance to his life outside of prison, which actually had been "a cage" 
as well.
1
 
The creators of Going in Style chose to emphasize the comical and upbeat traits of the 
individual characters and juxtaposed those traits against the commonplace images of poverty, 
loneliness, and purposelessness among the elderly. These three characters ultimately rose above 
those normative constraints, maintained upbeat attitudes, and displayed an unorthodox, albeit 
illegal, creativity in making the best out of the rest of their lives. They did not fear death, but 
instead chose to see it as an inevitable part of life. The film thereby implicitly suggested that the 
three individuals started out living normally for people of their age, and only in the implausible 
search for adventure did they move into the realm of Hollywood fantasy and public 
entertainment. The depressing parts of the film thereby represented "normal" aging, whereas the 
more upbeat moments were portrayed as comical and unlikely antidotes to reality.  
 By the end of the twentieth century, I argue, these images and the actual incidence of 
later life poverty had diminished to such an extent that public policies and popular opinion 
increasingly viewed older Americans as citizens deserving of special governmental or private 
benefits that would help them maintain a middle-class standard of living. Furthermore, older 
                                                          
1
 Going in Style, Tony Bill and Fred T. Gallo, Martin Brest, George Burns, et al., December 1979. 
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Americans painstakingly carved new social roles that centered on political involvement, a new 
concept of leisurely retirement, and other consumer endeavors. Over the period of time that this 
project covers, older Americans received benefits and social guarantees that are still unparalleled 
for people of other age groups.
2
 Going in Style and other contemporary media depictions aptly 
portrayed the challenges faced by many individuals in later life, but they rarely credited senior 
citizens for defining complex personal identities and social roles or for having any larger purpose 
to their lives. Only in the 1980s did the popular images of aging begin to catch up with the 
enormous changes in financial security, health, personal satisfaction, and retirement lifestyles 
that had begun to occur as early as the 1950s. It must be acknowledged that many older persons 
did indeed experience severe mental and physical hardships, loneliness, inadequate support from 
private and public sources, insufficient financial security, or a sense of purposelessness, yet in 
the latter half of the twentieth century, older Americans attained far better levels of health, 
political, and social standing. 
A snapshot of the present financial aspects of aging sharply contrasts with the narrative of 
later life poverty that predominated between the 1950s and 1970s. Compared with children, who 
make up the only other age demographic likely to earn as much sympathy and public provision 
for care, older Americans have access to much more public support ensuring their fundamental 
well-being.
3
 The poverty rate of children is double that of senior citizens.
4
 Even after the 2008 
recession, less than 10 percent of senior citizens fell below the government’s official poverty 
                                                          
2
 Sociologist John Myles, for example, argues that the American welfare state is unique for focusing so heavily on 
the needs of the elderly, see John Myles, Old Age in the Welfare State: The Political Economy of Public Pensions, 
Revised ed. (Lawrence, KS: University Press of Kansas, 1989), 5-27. See also: "Poverty in America," Congressional 
Digest 88, no. 7 (September 2009): 193. 
3
 Regarding government policies and statistics throughout this project, "senior citizens," the "elderly," and so forth 
refer to adults over the age of sixty-five, unless otherwise noted. 
4
 Christopher Howard, The Welfare State Nobody Knows: Debunking Myths about U.S. Social Policy (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2007), 125. 
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lines with an additional 5.4 percent considered "near-poor."
5
 Meanwhile, the Census Bureau 
estimates that more than 45 percent of senior citizens would be living below the poverty line 
without the Social Security program.
6
 Compared with senior citizens’ poverty rates prior to 
various expansions of the Social Security program, this may well be an accurate estimate. In 
percentage terms, older Americans of the 1950s and early 1960s were the most impoverished age 
group.
7
 In The Other America, Michael Harrington’s landmark book on poverty, Harrington 
estimated that at least 60 percent of older Americans were living in poverty or just above the 
poverty line. Just two decades later, in the 1980s, older Americans were the least impoverished 
age group.
8
 
Senior citizens are also the only age group that can claim to have virtually universal 
health care, a factor that strongly contributes to the population’s low poverty rates. Nearly all 
receive insurance coverage through Medicare, leaving less than 2 percent without any health 
insurance in 2010. By comparison, 18.4 percent of the population under the age of sixty-five, 9.8 
percent of children under age eighteen, more than 28 percent of young adults aged nineteen to 
thirty-four years old lack health insurance.
9
 For seniors, these numbers also compare favorably 
with those of the past. In 1960, for example, nearly 50 percent of senior citizens and 62 percent 
of senior retirees lacked health insurance.
10
 While children do receive targeted public benefits in 
                                                          
5
 Administration on Aging, "Profile of Older Americans: 2010," ed. Department of Health and Human Services 
(2011), 11. Proquest Statistical Insight. 
6
 Paul N. Van de Water and Arloc Sherman, "Social Security Keeps 20 Million Americans Out of Poverty: A State-
By-State Analysis," (Washington, DC: Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, 2010), 1. 
http://www.cbpp.org/files/8-11-10socsec.pdf Accessed 01 March 2012. 
7
 Harrington drew his information and definition of "adequacy" from the U.S. Census Bureau. Unless otherwise 
noted, the onset of old age for purposes of public policy was considered to be sixty-five, see Michael Harrington, 
The Other America: Poverty in the United States (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1963), 103-104. 
8
 Harris Meyer, "Senior Bashing," Hospitals & Health Networks 70, no. 23 (5 December 1996): 28. 
9
 Carmen DeNavas-Walt, Bernadette D. Proctor, and Jessica C. Smith, "Income, Poverty, and Health Insurance 
Coverage in the United States: 2010," ed. United States Census Bureau (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of 
Commerce, 2011), 26. The 2 percent of seniors without insurance are made up of illegal or recent legal immigrants 
and individuals or communities with religious exemptions from the program. 
10
 Sheri I. David, With Dignity: The Search for Medicare and Medicaid (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1985), 4. 
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the areas of health and education, they have no guarantees of health insurance or family income 
remotely comparable to Medicare and Social Security.
11
  
Meanwhile, a sense of "senior power" has emerged in the nation’s politics, and senior 
citizens have become perhaps the most sought-after demographic of voters in the United States. 
A 1972 event underscored this trend as President Richard Nixon reversed his previous stance in 
favor of domestic spending cuts by signing into law the largest single increase in Social Security 
payments in the program’s history. In a political game of one-upmanship between Nixon and 
Democratic Congressional leaders, the proposal had grown from a modest 5 percent increase in 
benefit levels to a 20 percent increase with additional provisions for automatic annual Cost of 
Living Adjustments (COLAs), indexed to inflation. Nixon attempted to claim full credit by 
instructing the Social Security Administration to enclose a letter with each of the 24.76 million 
checks sent out (just prior to the upcoming presidential election), saying that the bigger checks 
resulted from a bill "signed into law by President Richard Nixon."
12
 The influence of senior 
citizens, or at least the largest organization they belong to, has continued to grow and now 
supports one of the most formidable political lobbies in the nation, headlined by AARP 
(formerly the American Association of Retired Persons). It is a member-benefits and lobbying 
organization with annual revenues in excess of $1 billion and a membership of 40 million 
people, making it the second largest organization of any kind in the United States, behind the 
Roman Catholic Church.
13
  
                                                          
11
 Children are the subject of some targeted welfare programs such as the State Children’s Health Insurance Program 
(S-CHIP), but those programs do not cover the entire population as effectively as programs for older Americans, see 
Howard, The Welfare State Nobody Knows, 125. 
12
 Quoted in: Lawrence A. Powell, Kenneth J. Branco, and John B. Williamson, The Senior Rights Movement: 
Framing the Policy Debate in America (New York: Twayne, 1996), 131-132. 
13
 Jeffrey H. Birnbaum, "On Issues from Medicare to Medication, AARP's Money Will Be There," The Washington 
Post, 24 April 2007. 
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AARP has exerted an outsized influence in the past decade of domestic politics. In 2003, 
Congress passed and President George W. Bush signed into law prescription drug coverage 
under the Medicare Prescription Drug and Modernization Act, colloquially known as Medicare 
"Part D." AARP’s lobbying efforts contributed to this act, which policy experts sometimes 
consider to be the largest expansion of the welfare state since the creation of Medicare itself in 
1965. Also notable is the extent to which AARP-endorsed supplemental health insurance plans 
supply the prescription drug coverage provided by Part D. AARP followed these efforts by 
successfully opposing the Bush administration’s proposals to privatize Social Security. With its 
"Divided We Fail" publicity campaign and through direct lobbying, AARP then controversially 
supported legislation for comprehensive health care reform that eventually became the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010. In that instance, critics argued that the organization 
had taken on a set of policy goals entirely removed from the wishes of a majority of its members, 
but Congressional Democrats and the Obama administration still cited AARP support as a major 
reason to pass the bill.
14
 
 
Public Support for Entitlement Policies  
Citing unsustainable federal levels of spending on older Americans, critics in the early 
1980s began to complain of "greedy geezers" taking resources that could better be spent on 
younger generations, and warned that "entitlements" would cripple the economy.
15
 Such 
disparagements had emerged by 1980, when the noted journalist Robert J. Samuelson cautioned 
the newly-elected President Ronald Reagan, "You may think you were elected president of the 
                                                          
14
 Frederick R. Lynch, One Nation Under AARP: The Fight Over Medicare, Social Security, and America's Future 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2011), 2, 140-142, 174-184. 
15
 Howard, The Welfare State Nobody Knows, 126; Robert H. Binstock, "From Compassionate Ageism to 
Intergenerational Conflict?," The Gerontologist 50, no. 5 2010): 576. 
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United States, but actually you were elected head of the world’s largest senior citizens club."
16
 
Reagan attempted to counter this narrative of senior power by categorizing the programs of 
Social Security and Medicare alongside welfare programs for the poor as "entitlements" and 
warned of the dangers of citizens depending too heavily upon government support. He could use 
the term entitlement as a code word signaling "welfare" and Social Security alike, without 
actually having to specify the still-popular Social Security program.
17
 Meanwhile, popular and 
scholarly criticisms of America’s "entitlement society" (albeit more focused on purportedly lazy, 
young, and healthy beneficiaries) emerged and flourished.
18
 
Reagan’s efforts popularized the phrase "entitlement program," but he could not control 
the popular definitions of the term. Prominent advocates of Social Security and Medicare argued 
that the term entitlement was a positive label that distinguished Medicare and Social Security 
from charity or welfare for the poor, because a majority of the entitlement programs’ 
beneficiaries (or at least their spouses) had paid into the programs during their working years and 
accordingly been promised benefits during their retirements. These advocates argued that the 
recipients were, therefore, legally and justly entitled to receive the earned or promised benefits.
19
 
                                                          
16
 George F. Will, "The 'Grandpa Bulge'," The Washington Post, 5 February 1981. 
17
 Theda Skocpol, The Missing Middle: Working Families and the Future of American Social Policy (New York: 
W.W. Norton & Company, 2000), 46-47; Robert J. Samuelson, The Good Life and Its Discontents: The American 
Dream in the Age of Entitlement, 1945-1995 (New York: Times Books, 1995), 46.  
18
 Examples of anti-entitlement publications include: Phillip Longman, The Return of Thrift: How the Coming 
Collapse of the Middle-Class Welfare State Will Reawaken Values in America (New York: Free Press, 1996); Peter 
G. Peterson, On Borrowed Time: How the Growth in Entitlement Spending Threatens America's Future (San 
Francisco: ICS Press, 1988). Gareth Davies argues that liberalism’s shift toward an entitlement ideology largely 
explains the rise of the conservative movement: Gareth Davies, From Opportunity to Entitlement: The 
Transformation and Decline of Great Society Liberalism (Lawrence, KS: University Press of Kansas, 1996). The 
political opposition to Medicare and Medicaid in the mid-1990s is detailed in David G. Smith, Entitlement Politics: 
Medicare and Medicaid, 1995-2001 (New York: Aldine de Gruyter, 2002). Related to the genre of anti-entitlement 
scholarship, Jonathan Rauch argues that government programs are hard to eliminate even when they accomplish 
their original goals or the original problems become irrelevant, see Jonathan Rauch, Demosclerosis: The Silent 
Killer of American Government (New York: Times Books, 1994). 
19
 See, for example: Daniel Patrick Moynihan, "The Case Against Entitlement Cuts," Modern Maturity, November 
1994, 13. 
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Alternative terminology for this definition of entitlement included social insurance, a social 
contract, socialized benefits, or an earned benefits model.
20
  
Within the political science discipline, although not in popular discourse, Robert Nozick 
has proposed a third meaning of the term by proposing an "entitlement theory" that echoes the 
writings of John Locke, but does not contain a particular reference to age. Nozick argues that 
producers are entitled to the fruits of their labor and that governments violate that entitlement to 
property with any attempt to equalize property holdings. Under this model, governments protect 
individuals’ "entitlement" to property (so long as it is acquired through legal means), but would 
violate those rights by attempting to redistribute that property to other citizens.
21
 While this idea 
has been closely associated with the conservative movement over the last few decades, the use of 
the term entitlement to describe it has not resonated with the general public or in the nation’s 
politics. 
This historical debate over the politics of entitlement provides the conceptual framework 
for this project. As defined here, "senior entitlement ideology" or "senior entitlement program" 
refers to an ideological justification for public programs that broadly benefit older middle-class 
recipients and mostly rely on revenue collected from the beneficiaries themselves under a social 
insurance model. The most popular programs that can be described as entitlements were targeted 
to the middle-class, but also extended benefits to wealthy and impoverished beneficiaries, and 
required some form of contribution from a majority of the recipients before and/or during their 
retirements. By combining these features, recipients could say that they had previously earned 
the benefits they received and were not the recipients of charity. Along with programs 
                                                          
20
 Renée L. Beard and John B. Williamson, "Social Policy and the Internal Dynamics of the Senior Rights 
Movement," Journal of Aging Studies 25, no. 1 ( 2011): 25. The social insurance model of America’s welfare state 
is detailed in: Theodore R. Marmor, Jerry L. Mashaw, and philip L. Harvey, America's Misunderstood Welfare State 
(New York: Basic Books, 1991). 
21
 Robert Nozick, Anarchy, State, and Utopia (New York: Basic Books, 1974). 
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specifically designed to fit this social insurance model, other local, state, or federal programs 
including meal deliveries, special tax rebates, or other forms of assistance have similarly relied 
on a notion of deservedness that recipients have earned through the course of a lifetime, even 
though those recipients did not necessarily pay directly into the programs. So, while not always 
fitting the model of a middle-class oriented entitlement program, other smaller programs have 
benefited from related sources of public approval and embody a part of the public benefits 
bestowed upon older Americans. 
I utilize this definition of entitlement ideology to explain the origins and sustained basis 
of popular approval of public programs – not to conflate the policies’ unique origins, historical 
context, or special goals. The funding mechanisms, policy goals, and practical results of 
programs have varied widely, but popular support has followed similar patterns for each of these 
diverse programs. The funding and policy issues surrounding Medicare and Social Security, for 
example, differ sharply from one another. Medicare provides payments to medical providers on 
behalf of individual beneficiaries, whereas Social Security provides direct cash benefits to the 
recipients. As will be discussed, Medicare’s cost structure and fiscal outlook relies on the 
delivery of medical care in the wider American health care system, making its financial problems 
far more complicated and harder to remedy than Social Security’s funding issues. Nonetheless, 
Americans and policymakers often equate the funding problems of one program with those of the 
other, and a majority of Americans have likewise seen both programs as something they and 
their relatives are entitled to benefit from in later life. Public support for these and related 
programs benefiting seniors has remained steady over the time period covered in this project.  
I argue that in the post-World War II period, this public support for senior entitlement 
programs emerged to largely define the later stages of life in America. Public policies 
10 
 
incentivized retirement from the workplace by age sixty-five, approximately, while the common 
definition of retirement gradually shifted from a lonely, purposeless waiting period before death 
into a time best suited for the pursuit of hobbies, travel, intellectual enrichment, community or 
political involvement, consumerism, or family life. Public policies and private initiatives 
increasingly promised older Americans greater financial stability, reliable access to health care, 
freedom from the rigors of the workplace, and the distinct opportunity to choose an individual 
purpose for later life. Taken together, these efforts implied a common belief that these 
advantages should be made available to everyone who had reached "old age" (the exact onset of 
old age remained debatable), regardless of events or choices made previously in each 
individual’s life. The level of personal savings, private pensions, personal disposition, race, class, 
gender, or health status could determine the extent to which individuals could benefit from the 
expanded support network, but this does not diminish the fact that new forms of public support 
emerged, thrived, and still help define old age in the United States today.
22
  
In labeling a senior entitlement ideology or referring to pre-1980s programs as 
entitlements, I apply the terminology somewhat retroactively to describe the growing public 
approval for increased support of older Americans. Just as historians retroactively refer to the 
early twentieth century as the Progressive Era, I use the concept of entitlement to explain the 
origins of sustained popular support for increased public benefits for older Americans. Prior to 
the 1980s, the term entitlement occasionally referenced constitutional rights and long before that, 
in the colonial era, deference to nobility. Congress first used entitlement to describe public 
benefits in 1944, specifically referring to programs in which beneficiaries automatically qualified 
                                                          
22
 This argument echoes a narrative offered by Sheryl Tynes and other scholars, although I place heavier emphasis 
on middle-class entitlement ideology as an agent of change in its own right throughout this time period, see Sheryl 
R. Tynes, Turning Points in Social Security: From "Cruel Hoax" to "Sacred Entitlement" (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1996). 
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by meeting certain demographic criteria. The Social Security Administration followed suit by the 
1960s and began describing (and justifying) its benefits as entitlements, or even as American 
"rights" attained by virtue of reaching old age.
23
 Senior citizens were not the only group to 
receive benefits that are popularly described as entitlements, but as measured by the sheer 
amount of spending and by the level of public controversy generated, they were and still are the 
biggest beneficiaries of America’s welfare state.  
Some scholars have tacitly suggested that senior entitlement programs were inevitable or 
static, but in reality intense debates surrounded the programs’ initial adoption, continued 
existence, and periodic evolution.
24
 An examination of alternative models that were not chosen 
quickly dispels the notion of inevitability. Many senior citizens would not contemplate, much 
less desire, a world without programs that fulfill the functions of Social Security, Medicare, or 
Medicaid. Yet even as these programs came into being and evolved, a vocal minority of 
politicians, citizens, and scholars continually proposed legislation that would have made various 
alternatives to senior entitlement a reality. Such proposed alternatives have included the elderly 
working until physically unable and only then receiving public assistance on the basis of 
disability or impoverishment. Another thoroughly rejected alternative was the rationing of 
medical care so that the elderly would not use medical or financial resources that could 
presumably be redirected to younger generations. Under this model, expensive life-saving 
medical care would be withheld merely because a patient had turned seventy-five, eighty, or 
another established age limit. Had these models been adopted, only those who were wealthy, 
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fortunate enough to enjoy good health, had a generous pension from their employer, or had 
carefully invested their savings would be able to retire for nearly the last one-quarter of their 
lives, as became increasingly common.
25
 Instead, a majority of Americans have come to support 
the concept of a lengthy retirement from the workforce, made possible to a significant degree by 
public programs. 
This narrative begins in the first chapter with an examination of the cultural redefinition 
of old age between the 1950s and the 1970s to a flexible view that considered older Americans 
more capable and youthful than previously thought, but simultaneously in need and deserving of 
public assistance. This improved status by the 1970s can be observed in somewhat more 
favorable media images, new paradigms in the scholarship of gerontology and geriatric 
medicine, the increasing use of more respectful terms like "senior citizen" in favor of more 
derogatory terminology, and new public approval for the creation of Medicare in 1965. 
Chapter two discusses the creation of prominent age-based organizations that advocated 
for senior citizens between the 1930s and the 1960s and details the development and expansion 
of the major programs that came to be known as entitlements or benefited from the expanding 
public interest in senior citizens’ well-being. In addition to Social Security and Medicare, 
legislation that received this public approval included the Age Discrimination in Employment 
Act of 1967 and the Older Americans Act of 1965, which created the Administration on Aging. 
As these programs emerged, political reformers and older Americans began to define a coherent 
political philosophy in favor of public benefits for the aged. I agree with the existing 
historiography that the age-based lobbying organizations, with the notable exception of the 
labor-oriented National Council of Senior Citizens, held a surprisingly weak lobbying influence 
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prior to the late 1970s and 1980s, although I do contend that those organizations played a critical 
role in developing a popular rationale for age-based benefits.  
In chapter three I argue that by debating the merits of senior entitlement and making 
lobbying demands, age-based organizations played a crucial role in initiating and sustaining 
popular support for senior entitlement. Several prominent organizations, including the Gray 
Panthers and initially even AARP, resisted government benefits and warned of the dangers of 
middle-class dependency on public programs. These organizations’ foremost argument against 
entitlement was that by participating in compulsory public benefits programs, individuals would 
become dependent on government aid, be forced into retirement (potentially) against their will, 
and thereby lose their freedom of choice or sense of individuality. Critics from outside the senior 
community complemented these warnings with an argument that senior entitlement removed 
resources from younger generations and perhaps hampered economic growth. By the 1990s, 
though, a majority of senior citizens, their representative organizations, politicians, and the 
general public had come to reject the alternative approaches and embrace seniors’ rights to 
public benefits.  
Chapter four examines the new, increasingly normative experiences of retirement to 
explain the roles and social status that senior entitlement made possible for a large portion of 
middle-class retirees. I argue that the status and social roles of older Americans can be defined 
loosely within the framework of consumerism. While certainly not all retirement experiences can 
be defined as consumerism, the dominant cultural images that emerged were ones of travel, 
relocation to Sunbelt states, the pursuit of hobbies, the purchase of medical products and 
services, and the emergence of older persons as a demographic group targeted by marketers. In 
sum, senior citizens’ lifestyles and social statuses, bolstered by widespread public approval, were 
14 
 
entirely removed from the conditions that had prevailed in the 1950s. As suggested by the film 
Going in Style, popular references to senior poverty and negative stereotypes appeared 
periodically, but these images coexisted with the newer concepts of senior power and leisured 
retirees. 
15 
 
Chapter One – Challenging Disengagement and Poverty: A More Youthful 
Old Age 
  
The elderly in the 1950s were largely impoverished and disenfranchised from social life 
and political involvement; however, they were a growing percentage of the population. They had 
longer life spans and were healthier relative to previous generations, yet in many cases they lost 
opportunities for employment upon reaching their sixties or even their fifties. For most 
households this situation translated into a longer period of time spent outside the workforce, or 
"retired," usually without sufficient pensions, savings, or health insurance to provide financial 
security. According to popular stereotypes and many contemporary scholars, the elderly were 
mostly senile, crippled, childlike, obsolete, or otherwise incapable of offering meaningful 
contributions to society.
1
 
Just two decades later, by the end of the 1970s, senior citizens’ social standing and 
financial well-being had improved dramatically. In that brief span, social reformers (some of 
whom were senior citizens themselves) had proposed and enacted Medicare, Medicaid, and other 
expansions to the Social Security program that extended public financial guarantees and helped 
raise the political profile of older Americans. By framing the legislation mostly as entitlement 
programs, these reformers created a system in which all American citizens could qualify for 
considerable benefits just by reaching old age, regardless of individual financial need. 
Meanwhile, the popular definition of retirement also shifted from a waiting period before death 
to a time of leisure and possibly continued social involvement. This chapter will explore the 
cultural shifts that, I argue, redefined the meaning of old age toward a more flexible view of the 
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possibilities for later life, defined largely by an individual’s ability to "stay youthful" in later life. 
This cultural redefinition of old age provided the initial rationale and the continued justification 
for senior entitlement programs.  
 
Senior Poverty and Age Stratification by Mid-Century 
High rates of poverty and social disenfranchisement had characterized old age long 
before the 1950s. Additionally, the separation of people along the lines of age, labeled 
"stratification" by scholars, actually increased throughout the twentieth century.
2
 In the late-
nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, the development of new bureaucracies, an industrial 
focus on efficiency, consumerism, and lower mortality rates made it expedient to categorize 
individuals according to chronological age norms, in addition to the more traditional, hierarchical 
categories of race, gender, ethnicity, and class. While progressive reformers emphasized 
education and the benefits of a sheltered upbringing for the nation’s youth, the elderly occupied a 
narrower and ineffectual role in society. The so-called "wisdom" of the elderly held only an 
abstract meaning in a rapidly changing urban and industrial world. Complicit with this erosion of 
social standing was the elderly's growing difficulty in simply earning a living in the low-skill, 
labor-intensive factory jobs that were becoming a larger part of the economy.
3
  
As the century advanced, younger people also came to frequent age-differentiated social 
clubs and activities, while tending to spend less time cultivating cross-generational relationships. 
In this "peer society," as historian Howard P. Chudacoff labels it, the lack of inter-generational 
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familiarity contributed to the increased isolation of older Americans and decreased awareness 
among the younger population of the complexities and possibilities of later life. Such ignorance 
allowed negative stereotypes to dominate the public discourse on aging. Thus in 1922, when the 
famed psychologist and "discoverer" of adolescence, G. Stanley Hall, published the first major 
American study of aging and psychology, the public was predisposed to accept Hall's conclusion 
that "senectitude," a sharp mental and physical decline more commonly known as senescence or 
senility, was the standard trajectory of aging, beginning at age forty.
4
  
These stereotypes led to the elderly being seen as dependent and uninterested in or 
incapable of contributing to an industrial society. As a result the poorest or disabled elderly 
became socially isolated and sometimes institutionalized in almshouses or mental institutions. 
Mandatory retirement policies with set ages of retirement forced the older, but possibly still-
healthy workers to leave the workforce before they may have wanted or could afford to do so. 
Finally, the social norms of everyday life limited the daily interactions across generations, with 
the exception of intra-family contact. While institutionalization in an almshouse, "old folks 
home," or nursing home was statistically rare throughout this history (ranging from just over 1 
percent in 1880 to 5 percent of the elderly population by 1990), these institutions presented a 
strong symbolic warning about the social disadvantages of growing old. With the limited 
availability of public or private pensions, high unemployment rates, and the inability or 
unwillingness of young working-class families to take in their elders, poverty seemed the 
inevitable outcome of living much beyond the age of sixty.
5
 This pattern held steady through the 
1950s, as author Michael Harrington observed. "We have given them [the old] bare survival," he 
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wrote, "but not the means of living honorable and satisfactory lives as valued members of our 
society."
6
  
 At least as early as Hall's publication of Senescence in 1922, scholars and the public 
recognized the unique challenges that the elderly faced in an industrialized society and began to 
consider old age as a separate stage of life distinguishable by the inability to participate in the 
workplace due to physical or mental decline. Although it was not his intention, Hall brought 
public attention to the utter absence of institutions and private lifestyles (such as a leisurely 
retirement) that could cope with an aging, presumably senile population. Such social innovations 
were largely absent from Hall's time, but even Hall believed that a better understanding of 
evolution, medicine, and biological aging processes could eventually reduce the various 
hardships of old age and possibly inaugurate a utopian society where elders could once again 
function as wise counselors for younger generations.
7
 In a sense, then, Hall left open the 
possibility of a more "youthful" old age, in which the aged could continue to fulfill important 
social roles, regardless of whether those activities took place a formal work environment.  
 Whether directly inspired by Hall or, perhaps more likely, simply adhering to similar 
ideas, social reformers from the 1920s onward recognized the utility of legislation that could 
improve the lives of the elderly and even started to reconsider the cultural meaning of old age. 
By the mid-twentieth century, these reformers still largely adhered to the existing stereotypes, 
but in the welfare state they saw an opportunity for the elderly to overcome impoverishment and 
perhaps develop aspirations for later life. These efforts set the stage for a redefinition of old age 
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that would be characterized by a leisurely retirement from the workforce, social involvement, 
and a more "youthful" outlook. 
 
Explanatory Models: Disengagement and Activity Theories 
 Seeking to replace the many stereotypes of old age, gerontologists Elaine Cumming and 
William E. Henry outlined "disengagement theory" in 1961. Under this explanation, the 
disenfranchisement of the elderly was a natural and perhaps even desirable social outcome. "In 
our theory," they explained, "aging is an inevitable mutual withdrawal or disengagement, 
resulting in decreased interaction between the aging person and others in the social systems he 
belongs to." Contrary to the seemingly negative implications of this model, Cumming and Henry 
intended that disengagement theory would provide a positive model for old age. They observed 
that in the contemporary social environment, the only way for the elderly to gain respect was to 
act younger than they really were, whereas disengagement theory attempted to understand aging 
on its own terms by arguing that many older persons actually found happiness in withdrawing 
from certain social roles and becoming more introspective. Cumming and Henry accordingly 
posed the question: "Why is it not suggested instead that old people may want recognition for 
having been useful, for a history of successful instrumentality?" When embracing the next stage 
of life (withdrawal or disengagement), instead of stubbornly fighting the biological or social 
limitations of old age, Cumming and Henry believed that the elderly could adhere to the 
attainable model of disengagement theory.
8
  
  Despite Cumming and Henry's hope that their theory would lead to an acceptance of the 
elderly on their own terms, disengagement quickly co-opted existing stereotypes and acquired 
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negative connotations. Negative views of disengagement often echoed the words of gerontologist 
Zena Blau, who wrote in 1973 that, following retirement, "many older people just cling to life as 
they wait to be relieved of a lonely and useless existence."
9
 Under this view of disengagement 
theory, the elderly succumbed to their declining social status, and they did not find the process 
fulfilling. This view of disengagement stemmed from compassion, or perhaps pity, and 
acknowledged that many older people did indeed have a difficult time coping with physical 
decline and the lack of purpose sometimes associated with retirement from the workforce.  
 Disengagement theory, coupled with common stereotypes, had broad social implications. 
While most gerontologists intended their work to draw attention to the unmet needs of the 
elderly, the popular stereotyping of disengagement contributed to the declining social status of 
senior citizens by exaggerating the extent of their "otherness" or social distance from younger 
generations. Older Americans were unemployable, separated from daily interactions with 
younger generations, generally lacked autonomy and social influence, and most damaging, were 
seemingly uninterested in a world that they expected to soon depart. As with all stereotypes, 
these views presented a homogenized image of an entire demographic group and failed to 
acknowledge the wide range of experiences and abilities that older persons possessed. 
A corollary of disengagement theory, known as activity theory, presented a way of 
thinking about aging that could inspire political reform. Activity theory relied on the same 
parameters of disengagement theory by acknowledging that the elderly did often disengage from 
society, but activity theorists argued that they did so involuntarily due to social pressures. First 
put forth by gerontologist Robert J. Havighurst in 1961, activity theory placed an emphasis on 
the social forces that pressured the elderly to disengage. Activity theory held that the elderly 
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could (and presumably should) fight those social pressures and remain involved in society well 
into chronological old age. "Old age" under activity theory therefore described a decline in the 
amount of social activity, not a mere numerical accumulation of years. Those who lived a long 
life and yet remained active were "aging well" or "aging successfully" – both phrases that came 
to be used extensively in scholarly works, popular publications, and various types of personal 
accounts.
10
 In effect, activity theorists identified a model of aging that political reformers were 
already using to justify entitlement programs. Those reformers, whose efforts will be discussed 
shortly, intuitively believed that if provided the necessary financial resources and social leeway, 
the elderly could find a new role in society. 
     
Countering Senior Poverty: Medicare 
While the major programs benefiting senior citizens will not be detailed until the next 
chapter, the protracted political debate over the adoption of Medicare provides a view of the state 
of senior poverty and stereotypes about aging in the late 1950s and early 1960s. On the surface 
this debate appears to have been narrowly focused on the provision of health care for the elderly, 
but it actually constituted one of the nation's most important debates over the broader social and 
political roles of the elderly in the United States. In addition to the program of Medicare, these 
reform efforts resulted in the creation of Medicaid, the Older Americans Act of 1965, and greatly 
expanded Social Security pensions. This legislation, combined with an expansion of private 
pensions, personal savings, and longer life spans, helped sustain the growth of the leisurely 
retirement as a normative institution. Older Americans came to be viewed as the deserving 
beneficiaries of government aid, but perhaps still not as fully autonomous participants in society 
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and politics. The resulting changes in lifestyle and rhetoric allowed for the redefinition of the 
disengagement stereotype toward a new stereotype of leisurely nonproduction, which defined 
senior citizens as no longer disengaged from society, but nonetheless limited in social roles.  
With the election of President John F. Kennedy in 1960, old age came to the forefront of 
national politics. Medical expenses had become one of the most pressing threats for older 
Americans' pocket books. Due to their status as a high-risk group to insure, most older 
Americans had not benefited from the private health insurance plans that had come into 
widespread use after the Second World War. Between 1959 and 1962, for example, 71 percent of 
the overall population had some form of health insurance, but only half of senior citizens had 
any. Among older retirees, the numbers were even worse – only 38 percent had insurance. The 
22 percent of retired workers who managed to retain some form of insurance from their 
employers usually could not cover their spouses on the plans.
11
 For those who had insurance, the 
limited coverage reflected senior citizens’ high-risk health status. A typical insurance plan for 
older customers only covered 7 percent of a hospital bill and frequently offered nothing for 
prescription drugs or routine visits to the doctor.
12
  
The impact of health expenses on seniors' overall financial security was similarly bleak. 
A report generated by the Legislative Reference Service of the U.S. Congress indicated a median 
annual income of $2,500 for American citizens over sixty-five and $1,000 for widows over sixty-
five. The report showed that, in 1959, 67 percent of families headed by senior citizens had less 
than $2,000 in total savings. At an average cost of over thirty dollars per day, hospital expenses 
would exhaust most older American household's life savings in less than sixty days (a not 
unusual length of stay for seniors at the time), even without factoring in extra physicians', 
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nurses', surgical, and prescription drug fees. To qualify for state or local assistance with medical 
bills, assuming such aid were even available, families had to pass a means test to prove their 
impoverishment, making it necessary to first exhaust their resources in savings, other property, 
and, according to many, their dignity. The advocates of Medicare believed that it would be better 
to offer assistance to the aged to prevent their spending all of their resources, so that they would 
not become permanently reliant on charity or the local public dole.
13
  
To address these problems, Kennedy proposed a plan of compulsory social insurance for 
older Americans, a proposal which would eventually become Medicare.
14
 He did not articulate 
the problem as a matter of national finances, but rather as a question of compassion for a 
disadvantaged group. At a nationally televised rally in Madison Square Garden in 1962, 
Kennedy addressed 20,000 persons brought together by the National Council of Senior Citizens, 
an age-based organization affiliated with the American Federation of Labor and Congress of 
Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO), for the purpose of gathering public support for Medicare. 
He expressed the devastating impact of medical expenses that a typical older couple might face: 
His basic needs are taken care of. He owns his house. He has twenty-five hundred or 
three thousand dollars in the bank. And then his wife gets sick - and we're all going to be 
in a hospital, nine out of ten of us, before we finally pass away, and particularly when 
we're over sixty-five - now she is sick, not just for a week but for a long time. First goes 
the twenty-five hundred dollars - that's gone. Next he mortgages his house, even though 
he may have some difficulty making the payments out of his social security. Then he 
goes to his children, who themselves are heavily burdened because they're paying for 
their houses and they are paying for their sicknesses, and they want to educate their 
children. Then their savings begin to go.
15
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This hypothetical older couple henceforth fell into poverty, as did thousands more actual elderly 
persons around the nation.  
Alongside other citizens, older Americans clearly needed a solution to the problem of 
medical bills, but the politics of healthcare could never be limited to finances and health issues. 
The stigma of socialism forced reformers to limit the scope of their health reform efforts to the 
elderly, which brought the financial and health issues of aging to the forefront of national 
politics. Democrats most feared a replay of President Harry Truman's failed attempt to enact a 
National Health Insurance program in the late 1940s. That earlier debate witnessed the American 
Medical Association (AMA) undertake the largest special interest lobbying campaign in 
American history to that point.
16
  
As the main organization representing America's physicians, the AMA was able to win 
public support for its view that a government insurance program constituted dangerous socialism 
and would create "socialized medicine," "pill mills," or "assembly line medicine" in which 
patients could not choose their own doctors and the entire system would become bogged down in 
bureaucratic waste. The AMA pamphlets widely distributed to doctors’ patients drove in the 
organization’s point with lurid headlines: "Compulsory Health Insurance (Politically-Controlled 
Medicine): A Threat to Health – A Threat to Freedom!: A MESSAGE FROM YOUR DOCTOR: 
If you value your liberty, if you value the health of your family, turn inside and read this 
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documented indictment of socialized medicine."
17
 The debate over Truman's plans for National 
Health Insurance even sparked dubious conflations of socialism and Nazism, as expressed by a 
member of the Board of Trustees of the AMA: "When Hitler took over in Germany, he 
considered the sickness insurance plan one of the greatest factors in gaining state totalitarian 
control of the people."
18
 Some doctors' organizations pressed the analogy even further, 
comparing government health insurance to "insidious mass murder which gets under way as soon 
as any compulsory health insurance program is instituted, and becomes vulnerable to open mass 
murder when democracy is destroyed by so-called social security and Government 
paternalism."
19
  
Due to careful political maneuvering on the part of Congressional Democrats, the debate 
over Medicare was far more muted, even though it too elicited opposition from political 
conservatives and the AMA. Those groups argued that social health insurance, like "socialized 
medicine," limited individual rights and freedom of choice. Medicare proponent G. Mennen 
Williams, governor of Michigan, countered, "Freedom to starve for lack of food, or to suffer for 
lack of medical care, is not freedom."
20
 As noted by historian Monte M. Poen, the Medicare 
advocates could elicit more sympathy for "health care for the aged" than Truman had been able 
to gain for the poor more generally. While "the poor" were often blamed for their own 
impoverishment, no one could help growing old and eventually leaving the workforce.
21
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Therefore, Medicare advocates gained traction in depicting the aged as helpless, feeble, 
impoverished, and in desperate or deserved need of government assistance. Furthermore, the 
reformers could fight accusations of radicalism by following in the established footsteps of the 
Social Security program. Still, the debate over Medicare sparked enough references to socialism 
to trap the bill in Congressional committees for over seven years. Only the Democrats’ landslide 
victory in the 1964 elections finally placed legislators in a position to pass Medicare in 1965.
22
  
 Despite this outspoken opposition, the basic concept of Medicare always enjoyed strong 
public approval. When polled with the generic question of whether the government should "do 
something" to address the health needs of the elderly, 70 percent of the population supported 
taking action. The more detailed legislative proposals of Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson were less 
popular, as is common with actual proposals in comparison with generalized policy stances, but 
they still managed to record 55 percent approval ratings in most polls.
23
 Throughout the course 
of the debate, the demand for action on the issue did not wane. A 1964 Gallup Poll, taken just 
after Lyndon Johnson's election, showed "medical care to the aged" as the second highest 
national priority, behind the Vietnam War but ahead of civil rights, "farm problems," and 
unemployment.
24
 
Medicare resonated with a majority of the American public because it drew on 
preconceived notions of the elderly as disengaged, sick, and helpless. The advocates of Medicare 
assumed that "the aged," as policymakers preferred to call them during these years, would not 
work beyond the age of sixty-five (more or less) and therefore would not be able to afford their 
medical bills. In other words, the reformers attempted to make seniors’ disengagement from the 
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workforce, although not from social life, economically feasible. Instead of pursuing a welfare 
program targeted to the poor elderly, the reformers focused on creating an entitlement program 
for everyone over the age of sixty-five. Meanwhile, the political debate placed significantly less 
emphasis on the federal need-based program for people of all ages, Medicaid, which only 
appeared in the Medicare bill in the House Ways and Means committee during the "eleventh 
hour" of the debate.
25
  
 To draw public support for a general entitlement program, Medicare advocates stressed 
the helplessness of the aged, as a group, by conflating the problems of some older persons with 
the problems of all older persons. Proponents of the bill put forth shocking, but accurate 
statistics, including "67 percent of these [aged] families . . . had savings of $2,000 or less." They 
further argued that 60 percent of older persons had annual incomes below $1,000, and yet 50 
percent had medical bills above $200.
26
 Meanwhile, Medicare’s conservative opponents pointed 
out that "nearly 4 million out of 16.6 million older persons are still employed." Further, they 
referenced a 1957 Old-Age and Survivors Insurance study indicating that "over 45 percent had a 
net worth of $10,000 or more." The opponents of Medicare also noted that compared to all 
younger age groups, more older persons had liquid assets available (70 percent of the elderly 
population), more available tax deductions, and the lowest level of indebtedness of all age 
groups.
27
  
Each side chose to emphasize different types of evidence, but more importantly their 
goals relied on opposite assumptions about old age. In the first case, the Medicare proponents 
emphasized the majority statistics of 87 and 67 percent of senior citizens who presumably 
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needed at least some assistance; therefore, an entitlement program serving everyone in the age 
group would be an ideal approach. This most closely reflected the model of activity theory by 
emphasizing the inability of the elderly to cope with the current social structures, while at the 
same time acknowledging their desire for a more dignified and active personal life. In the second 
instance, the opponents of Medicare emphasized that a minority, but still significant, population 
presumably had enough wealth not to require any assistance. They also questioned whether the 
aged as a group really suffered financially more than other age groups. This argument could, but 
did not necessarily, dovetail with warnings about expenses to taxpayers and the threat of 
socialism. Either way, the opponents could argue that a needs-based welfare program would be 
more appropriate, rather than characterizing an entire demographic group of sixteen million 
people as being as impoverished as the poorest members of that group.  
 It is not the purpose of this project to determine which side was "correct," as each had 
valid viewpoints and supporting data. A sizeable if undetermined proportion of the older 
population did indeed need a solution to the problem of rising medical bills, but an entitlement 
program was not the only available solution. It is clear, however, that the group conflation 
strategy that won the legislative argument in favor of entitlement had the less than desirable side 
effect of reinforcing the cultural stereotypes of disengagement. In order to win support for the 
legislation, the advocates of Medicare made feebleness and financial dependency seem inevitable 
for nearly all who entered old age. One example appeared in a Daytona Beach, Florida 
newspaper in 1962 and then was reprinted by Senior Citizens News, which was the main 
publication of the National Council of Senior Citizens. The editorial covered the dual suicide of 
an older husband and wife, whose bodies were found in their apartment with farewell notes left 
behind. "Beside the notes," read the editorial, "was a mass of accumulated doctor and hospital 
29 
 
bills, some paid, some unpaid." The notes, which were addressed to their daughter, explained 
that they could not meet their financial obligations, and, not wanting to burden their grown 
children, they took the only course of action they deemed possible. Only through the Medicare 
program, argued the author, could the nation "take care of society's neglect of its nearly 17 
million elderly people in their last days on Earth."
28
 By characterizing such isolated events as the 
normative experience of thousands of senior citizens, the reformers depicted the elderly as a 
group that was totally dependent on charity or government assistance to counter the collateral 
effects of disengagement.  
   
An Emergent Model: Leisurely Retirement   
 In one critical respect, the Medicare reformers promoted the activity theory above 
disengagement. If the elderly had little to live for and were merely waiting to die, as at least 
some disengagement theorists proposed, then there would be little reason to expend national 
resources treating their illnesses. Instead, Medicare advocates emphasized that older Americans 
wanted to retain their health, financial independence, and dignity. The alternative model they 
advocated was to embrace the "golden years" of retirement. As with disengagement, the elderly 
would (for the most part) no longer be active in the workplace, but retirees could still pursue 
their own interests, which included hobbies, grandkids, and enjoyment of the daily routine. 
Further, they would not present a fiscal burden to their families if some of their needs were 
addressed by Medicare and other public programs.  
 The expectations for retirement in the 1960s differed greatly from those of earlier 
generations. In the early 1800s, barely 5 percent of the population had lived beyond the age of 
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sixty, therefore, the word "retire" did not automatically conjure an image of old age. It instead 
simply meant to leave the public eye.
29
 By 1880, Webster's American Dictionary considered that 
usage to be archaic. Instead, "retiring" specifically meant leaving the (industrial) workforce 
because the worker was "no longer qualified for active service." As historian W. Andrew 
Achenbaum argues, this definition stressed that age itself disqualified employees from working. 
"Retirement," in the sense of leaving the workforce, had had little meaning in rural communities 
a century before, when no clear line distinguished between employment and unemployment 
except perhaps total incapacitation or abject poverty and beggary. The elderly often still 
struggled compared with younger generations in rural settings, and they did not necessarily hold 
a revered position in society even in the family, but an older farmer could contribute at least 
some labor well into old age. By contrast, in an urban factory setting there was little gray area 
between gainful employment and being considered too old to work for full wages. By 1915 more 
than 150 companies offered modest pensions, with the intention of justifying the removal of 
(presumably) inefficient older persons from the workforce, but these pensions were inadequate to 
provide for the aging population.
30
 Only about 6.4 percent of Americans lived to the age of sixty 
by 1900, so the public burden was still modest in scale and failed to gain widespread attention 
during the Progressive Era.
31
  
 What most distinguishes retirement in the early 1900s was its brevity and cultural 
insignificance compared with later years. At the passage of Social Security in 1935, the average 
time an American male spent in retirement before death was just over two years, or roughly 6 
percent of his life. By the end of the century, however, the average older male spent 22 percent 
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of his life in retirement.
32
 Much of this increase was due to growing life expectancy. In 1890 the 
average age of death was sixty-six for men and seventy-one for women. By 1950, those ages had 
increased to seventy-seven for men and eighty-one for women.
33
 Meanwhile, the average older 
male was actually more likely to retire at a younger age. In 1880, 78 percent of men over age 
sixty-five were still employed – by 1960, only 40.8 percent were. By 1990 this number dropped 
still further to 18.4 percent.
34
 Some of this increase of retirement can be attributed to pension 
plans, rising wages, and Social Security benefits, but mandatory retirement policies were also 
more frequently applied in the mid-twentieth century. By their mid-forties or early-fifties, 
workers could expect to be labeled "older workers" and faced extreme difficulties in finding new 
jobs. The result was a net increase in the frequency and length of retirement.
35
  
 As late as 1952, a majority of workers still considered retirement something to be feared 
rather than embraced. Business leaders also considered mandatory retirement a necessary evil, 
not a progressive American institution. The rise of activity theory enabled a more positive view 
of retirement as an institution that allowed workers to leave the workforce gracefully, but this 
view only started to take hold around 1960, when a small majority of active workers had a 
positive view of retirement and were looking forward to it.
36
 Still, the concept of retirement as 
the "golden years," a gratifying low-key phase of life, had not fully materialized for the majority 
of workers.
37
 In fact, as late as 1975 some commentators still subscribed to the view that, 
"Retirement is getting to be almost as typical of American life as hard work used to be. The idea 
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is still so new, and so foreign to the historic Puritan ethic . . . ."
38
 Even those who had a positive 
image of retirement sometimes resented being pushed toward retirement, and in some cases even 
considered this pressure an infringement on their individual liberties. Some public figures echoed 
these sentiments, including Eleanor Roosevelt, who when considering mandatory retirement 
wrote that she would, "rather die in the atomic war in a few seconds than live in a world that was 
constantly becoming more Communistic, and making me live in a narrower and narrower 
area."
39
 
 The addition of Medicare in 1965 served to normalize retirement and ensure seniors' 
deeper financial and rhetorical dependency on public resources. As an entitlement program 
applying to nearly everyone over the age of sixty-five, Medicare relied on the assumption that 
most senior citizens were retired, disabled, or otherwise required financial assistance. To an 
extent, this was already the case. After the implementation of Medicare, however, businesses, 
and government agencies could add further justification to their mandatory retirement policies 
because their retirees would be cared for and retirement would make room for younger workers 
to enter the workforce with fresh ideas and energy. Politicians found the latter reasoning 
especially palatable (although they did not widely publicize this fact), because they could record 
older workers as "retired," not "unemployed." Mandatory retirement "lowered" the 
unemployment rate even as it threatened to increase the problem of senior poverty.
40
 
 Along with the normalization of retirement during the 1960s and 1970s, more positive 
images developed that were based first on activity theory and then on the popular acceptance of 
withdrawal from the workforce as a normal life experience. The debate over Medicare helped 
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clarify the importance of retirement, especially as liberal reformers emphasized the importance 
of maintaining the "dignity" of the aged. Perhaps no word appeared more frequently than 
"dignity" in the justification of Medicare. This largely resulted from the demands of senior 
citizens themselves, who wrote letters to their legislators, including pleas such as, "The cost of 
[medical care] is unpredictable, and can only be met, with dignity, by having paid for it before 
retirement."
41
 To many older Americans, the most important element of any reform was that it 
would not be seen as a form of charity, but rather as a benefit that they had earned through years 
of contributing to the workplace and to society. Prior to Medicare, a much less popular Federal 
provision for the health care of senior citizens already existed, the Kerr-Mills program. Adopted 
in 1960, Kerr-Mills provided need-based care to senior citizens, but required what detractors 
considered to be a "humiliating" means test to determine who was impoverished enough to be 
eligible for benefits. Because the program required expensive state-matching of funds, its scope 
in practice was limited to five states that received 90 percent of the funding.
42
 Many older 
Americans agreed with the sentiments of Elbert C. Stout, who wrote an open letter to all 
Congressmen which read,  
An early death with dignity is preferable to a pauper's death later, from having to resort to 
treatment under the provisions of the disgraceful 'Kerr-Mills' Law! So please ask God's 
forgiveness for stigmatizing this great nation by having adopted a policy of pauperism 
care for its citizens during their evening of life, and rise to your high official 
responsibility and erase it . . . ."
43
  
 
 The pro-Medicare legislators and bureaucrats who had been charged with administering 
the Kerr-Mills program generally agreed with Stout, albeit less vociferously. Robert M. Ball, 
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Commissioner of Social Security (Medicare initially fell under the Social Security 
Administration), focused more narrowly on the health benefits by explaining that Medicare 
would "allow the selection of care appropriate to the condition of the patient with much less 
regard than in the past to the question, 'Can he pay for it?'"
44
 In a speech delivered at the 
Democratic National Convention in 1964, Carl Albert, the House Majority Leader and one of the 
architects of Medicare's passage in that chamber, stressed the importance of senior citizens 
maintaining the "high degree of independence [that] is almost as valuable as life itself."
45
 In this 
instance, Albert suggested that independence and dignity were intricately linked with self-worth, 
and Medicare could help deliver that "independence" even though the beneficiaries would still 
technically be reliant on a government program.  
 By embracing dignity, the Medicare supporters assumed that with proper health and 
financial arrangements, retirement could be a dignified experience and therefore could also be a 
meaningful period of life in itself. During the Medicare debate, Dr. Benjamin Spock, the famed 
American pediatrician, extended the argument of dignity to include a multi-generational analysis 
of family dynamics. While the AMA opposed Medicare for being a socialist program, Dr. Spock 
publicly disagreed, arguing that the bill was essential for the well-being of the nuclear family. In 
his own practice, he had observed his patients' parents forgoing medical treatment and 
extracurricular activities for their children because they had to pay for their grandparents' 
medical care. Dr. Spock and many other advocates of Medicare believed that it was unfair, or at 
least impractical, to ask working families to start careers, raise children, buy homes, and take full 
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financial responsibility for the care of their aging parents all at the same time. Easing this burden 
with public benefits would give the elders of the family a newfound dignity, instead of burdening 
their grown children.
46
  
Also, beginning in the 1960s, shifting popular terminology reinforced the concept of 
dignity and simultaneously redirected it toward viewing old age as something to look forward to. 
It became less acceptable, or at least less common, to refer to older persons as "geezers," "old-
timers," "oldsters," "codgers," "fogeys," or "hags."
47
 Other negative terms that declined in use 
included "old bag," "dirty old man," "old goat," and "little old lady."
48
 By contrast, the terms 
"senior citizens" or simply "seniors," "retired person," or "mature American" came into vogue as 
various organizations demanded more respect and legislation on behalf of older Americans.
49
  
A subset individuals demanding more respectful terminology, most vocally represented 
by the Gray Panthers organization, countered that "senior citizen" was actually a patronizing 
term that implicitly segregated older persons while simultaneously stripping them of all the 
authority suggested by the word "senior."
50
 This opposition to the term senior citizen actually 
took a cue from Ethel Percy Andrus, founder of AARP, who argued that even well-meaning 
language could constrain and segregate older persons as a minority group. She complained that 
the term "senior citizens" was "a disservice to [older persons] and to the youthful sponsors who 
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so named them, forgetting that they, too, if fortunate enough to live long, at last might also be so 
classified – and so segregated and so belittled."
51
 Nonetheless, organizations like the National 
Council of Senior Citizens embraced the term, and mainstream opinion by the 1970s and 1980s 
had come to accept "senior citizens" as the most respectful, preferred term to describe older 
individuals.  
Whatever the terminology, the senior movement or "gray lobby" (which is the subject of 
chapters two and three) successfully drew attention to the problems of old age, raised the level of 
respect for older Americans, and increased awareness that the "golden years" of retirement could 
indeed bring happiness and a sense of purpose. A small sample of these organizations includes 
the American Association for Retired Persons (AARP, founded 1955), the National Council of 
Senior Citizens (NCSC), an offshoot of the AFL-CIO, founded 1961), the National Retired 
Teachers Association (the direct predecessor of AARP), the locally-based Senior Citizens’ 
Councils and Golden Ring Clubs, the National Council on Aging, the Gerontological Society of 
America, the National Caucus on the Black Aged, the American Association of Homes for the 
Aged, the American Nursing Home Association, the National Association of State Units on 
Aging, the Asociacion Nacional Por Personas Mayores, and the National Association of Retired 
Federal Employees. In the 1960s, and especially as their numbers and strength grew in the 1970s, 
these organizations adopted the strategies, language, and goals of the civil rights and women's 
rights movements and started to campaign against ageism.
52
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Reorienting Old Age in the 1960s-1970s 
 The leading images of old age continued to evolve during the course of the 1960s and 
1970s. Even though senior citizens still withdrew from the workplace in great numbers, the 
debate over Medicare and the rise of the senior movement made it obvious that they were not 
disengaging from social and political life. Nonetheless, as these ideas developed through the 
1970s, new but still largely negative descriptions of aging supplanted disengagement and activity 
theory. In gerontology, the "socio-environmental theory," outlined by J.F. Gubrium, emerged to 
supplant disengagement theory. Socio-environmental theory stressed that with age, older 
individuals lost their former social roles (especially work roles), but then, if they aged 
"successfully," they would replace them with new social roles that could be fulfilled in spite of 
advanced age. With good health, finances, and the support of younger generations, old age could 
actually be a time to thrive, but probably still not in the workplace. Closely related to this socio-
environmental theory was "continuity theory," described by R.C. Atchley in 1971. Continuity 
theory similarly argued that older people could choose to adapt their viewpoints and activities to 
the evolving world and their changing minds and bodies. Failure to do so would constitute a 
failure to age successfully.
53
  
 The continuity and socio-environmental theories described emerging conceptions of old 
age in the scientific and popular communities. The medical field of geriatrics in particular had 
begun to revise the negative stereotypes of old age. The American Geriatrics Society (AGS, 
founded 1942) encouraged the study of the diseases and specific health issues associated with 
aging and supported the growth of geriatric medicine as a mainstream field of American 
medicine. In their quest to cure the health problems of aging in the 1940s, geriatricians had 
contributed greatly to the acceptance of disengagement by treating aging as a disease in its own 
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right. Certain diseases, especially senility, seemed inevitable; therefore, the only way to deal 
with the elderly was to remove them from important social roles and attempt to treat their 
illnesses.
54
 Starting in the 1950s, though, the medical community came to the conclusion that 
there were actually no so-called "diseases of aging." Instead, the causes of specific chronic 
diseases afflicting the elderly at a greater rate were now seen as caused by years of poor living 
habits or general physical decline which increased the probability of some diseases. This subtle 
distinction led the AMA's Committee on Aging to declare in 1963 that, barring the onset of 
serious mental or physical diseases or disorders, which could affect individuals of any age, older 
persons could live active lives, including gainful employment, into their eighties.
55
  
 These medical revelations helped social gerontologists modify their own 
conceptualizations of old age, but the socio-environmental and continuity theories were still 
constrained by the slow pace of actual changes in the popular image and social status of senior 
citizens in the 1960s and 1970s. Popular magazines ranging from Science Digest to the Reader's 
Digest dutifully reported on the positive medical findings, but the resulting changes in public 
opinion were hardly transformational.
56
 According to popular views, the elderly were inflexible, 
unintelligent, senile, unproductive, resided in nursing homes, and were uninterested in sex. 
Depictions of the elderly on television, for example, tended to show blank facial expressions, a 
pronounced hunch in stature, gaudy, and unflattering outfits, incoherent speaking patterns, and a 
comical personality that exhibited stubborn, forgetful, or childlike characteristics.
57
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 The main exception to these negative views could be found in daytime soap operas, 
which accorded older people more respect and often showed them as healthy, sexually active, 
and adventurous. This rarely resulted in the perpetuation of a positive image, though, as the 
producers intended these characters to draw attention for their extraordinary behavior, not for 
being typical persons. In other words, it was understood that the audience would perceive these 
characters as the comical or remarkable exception to the rule of infirmity in old age.
58
 When 
discussed on prime time or late night television on shows hosted by figures such as Carol 
Burnett, Johnny Carson, and Dick Van Dyke, old age most frequently appeared in comedic 
caricature. Johnny Carson, for example, repeatedly joked about prunes, old age, and constipation, 
as well as treated sex and innuendos among the elderly merely as subjects of ridicule. Carson 
also played the recurring character of "Aunt Blabby," who personified many of the negative 
images of age among older women, especially the traits of confusion, ill health, unflattering 
dress, and nearness to death. As a response to the inquiry by Ed McMahon, "what do you have 
going?," Aunt Blabby answered, "at my age I've got everything going," and proceeded to 
mention her failing eyesight and other infirmities. Aunt Blabby could be witty, but in Carson's 
depiction, her comments were often the result of confusion rather than cleverness. In addition, 
Aunt Blabby cracked jokes about such topics as flatulence, claims of personal fraternization with 
the founding fathers, and comparisons between herself and the nation's economy: both "sagged" 
and were "hard to get going again."
59
  
 While not all humor about old age intended outright disrespect, the tendency toward 
using younger and cross-gender actors to portray the elderly (as in the case of Aunt Blabby) 
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laughed at the old rather than with them.
60
 In terms of stereotyping, this trend shared many traits 
with the minstrel shows of the late nineteenth century, which frequently used white actors in 
blackface to perpetuate stereotypes about the ignorance, laziness, and clumsiness of African 
Americans, all while emphasizing the opposite whiteness of the actors and audience.
61
 Younger 
actors sporting tacky wigs, pasty makeup, gaudy clothing, and accessories like canes and walkers 
similarly perpetuated the stereotypes of old age without actually giving senior citizens the 
opportunity to portray themselves in a better light on television. While in these cases the topic 
allegedly informed the audience about old age, the "old" characters depicted by younger actors 
actually juxtaposed America's glamorous youth culture against a caricature image of aging 
adults.  
 Despite the slight revision of the disengagement stereotyping to include a more active 
and leisurely retirement, many inaccurate images, myths, and stereotypes still permeated the 
leading images and the social status of senior citizens. These included:  
 (a) Isolation and Loneliness. The undermining of disengagement theory resulted in a 
general acknowledgement that the elderly did not want to be disengaged, but in some ways this 
revelation merely enhanced the existing stereotype of the elderly being isolated and lonely. If the 
elderly no longer happily faded away as described in the disengagement model, but were often 
forced into retirement against their will, then perhaps they lived in miserable solitude. When 
polled in the mid-1970s, 60 percent of younger people agreed with the blanket statement, "All 
older people are lonely." Only 12 percent of the elderly agreed.
62
 The discrepancy can be 
explained in large part by the social distance that had grown between old and young. Fewer older 
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persons lived with their extended families than in the past. By 1980, 75 percent of older men 
lived in an independent household, either alone or with their partners, compared with just over 
45 percent in 1940.
63
 Instead of living with or near their grown offspring, more older Americans 
lived in retirement communities, neighborhoods, and nursing homes where they primarily 
interacted with other senior citizens or a small subset of younger persons working in industries 
that served the needs of the old.
64
 That social distance made isolation from younger generations 
something of a reality, but it did not necessarily follow that older persons were especially lonely 
or socially isolated.  
 This distancing between generations could be seen most clearly in television, the medium 
that provided the most "information" about aging to many younger people. The first problem 
relating to isolation and loneliness was underrepresentation. According to one study, older 
characters made up only 4.9 percent of the total characters shown on television between 1969 
and 1971, despite the fact that they constituted more than 10 percent of the population. This 
underrepresentation also reveals a subset of the isolation stereotype. On average, an older man 
appeared once every twenty-two minutes of viewing, whereas an average viewer would have to 
watch a random sample of programming for four to five hours before encountering a single older 
female character. By strong implication if not by actual on-screen presentation, older Americans, 
especially older women, were quarantined in their own households or in a nursing home where 
they only received the few visitors who took time out of their schedules to visit.
65
  
 (b) Senility and Inflexibility. Some Americans attempted to justify this isolation of the 
elderly by subscribing to other stereotypes, such as inflexibility or senility. In some ways, these 
myths perpetuated disengagement theory. Senility could describe a range of mental illnesses 
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most frequently associated with old age and most often used as justification for disengagement. 
By the 1970s, the medical community, as previously mentioned, had mostly abandoned the 
concept of inevitable mental illness in old age.
66
 The most feared of these illnesses, Alzheimer's 
Disease, afflicted one-eighth of senior citizens over sixty-five and more than half of senior 
citizens over the age of eighty-five. Nonetheless, younger individuals could also have similar 
diseases, and a majority of all senior citizens enjoyed relatively good health.
67
 
 The stereotype of inflexibility held that the elderly could not adjust to a changing world 
and were maladapted for the workplace and for social life. Concerning the workplace, the use of 
mandatory retirement policies remained common during the 1960s and 1970s, although some 
reconsideration of its purpose and new legal restrictions on its practice did emerge. For 
companies that awarded raises based on years of service, older workers received the most 
compensation and yet, according to managers, seemed to cause the most problems due to ill-
health or from an inability to adapt to change.
68
 In particular, the young adults of the 1960s and 
1970s held the view that older workers performed their jobs too "mechanically" and that older 
people were, generally, too unwilling to accept change.
69
  
 The image of inflexibility did decline during the 1960s and 1970s as activists challenged 
the legality and logic of mandatory retirement. A few works of literature, for example, 
sympathized with the victims, even while maintaining some assumptions about inflexibility. 
Chairman of the Bored (1961), by Edward Streeter, followed the life of a business executive who 
was forced into retirement and could not adjust to the sudden loss of status and power. In a sense, 
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his inability to adapt to changing circumstances actually presented a reason to oppose mandatory 
retirement.
70
 These images of inflexibility reflected the observations of gerontologists Eugene 
Friedmann and Robert J. Havighurst, who, in 1954, argued that most retirees were unable to 
enjoy retirement because they came of age in the pre-1920s work-oriented culture that placed 
little emphasis on leisure or consumption for personal happiness. If older Americans of the 1960s 
could not embrace the life of leisure that mandatory retirement promoted, their experience of 
retirement could indeed be miserable.
71
  
 Most opponents of mandatory retirement, on the other hand, argued that applying a 
standard age of retirement to all workers unfairly discriminated against those who remained 
efficient workers (and by implication, flexible) well past the age of sixty-five.
72
 In a direct 
reference to the Civil Rights Movement, the term "ageism" first emerged in 1969 to describe this 
concept. With the delineation of ageism, the American workplace gradually moved away from 
blanket policies based on strict chronological age limits for the old, although federal programs 
continued to provide an incentive for retirement around age sixty-five.
73
 This more flexible view 
of later life possibilities entered mainstream opinion by the mid-1970s, when nearly 70 percent 
of Americans disagreed with the principle of mandatory retirement. Some older Americans 
might indeed have been stubborn and unable to adapt to a changing workplace, or potentially in 
poor health, but a majority of the public gradually realized that this influence of age did not 
apply to everyone equally.
74
 Contemporary productivity studies did show a general decline of 
worker efficiency with age, but the decline did not apply to everyone equally, nor did the average 
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downward trend become acute at any one particular age. Mandatory retirement and the 
assumptions of inflexibility that justified it consequently underwent public reconsideration. 
Some policy changes resulted, such as the increase of the minimum age of compulsory 
retirement to seventy, nation-wide, with the 1978 Age Discrimination Act, but the practice itself 
remained intact, as did the concept of inflexibility on the part of older Americans.
75
 
 (c) Physical Decline and Asexuality. While the popular images of inflexibility, loneliness, 
and senility best qualify as stereotypes, physical decline is a biological reality of old age. There 
was still room for exaggeration and other mythmaking, though, as with the popular notions that 
older people were all disabled or uninterested in sex. In fact, Masters and Johnson reported in 
1970 that more than 60 percent of older married couples were sexually active, at an average 
frequency of nearly one act per week, through their late seventies. Nonetheless, the sense that 
sexual activity among the aged was immoral, unlikely to work, or generally "icky" persisted, and 
the elderly themselves frequently internalized these stereotypes. Senior citizens were less likely 
than younger generations to talk to their doctor about sexual issues, were more likely to believe 
in traditional religious values about the immorality of sexuality for purposes other than 
reproduction, and more likely to permanently abstain from sex due to the death of a marital 
partner. Generally speaking, old age and sexuality were not publicly-discussed topics, except in 
the form of degrading humor. One of the few common exceptions to this silence was the equally 
harmful concept of the "dirty old man." This stereotype continued to circulate widely even 
though the vast majority of sex offenders arrested were in their twenties or thirties.
76
  
 For at least some Americans, the stereotype of physical decline subsided considerably 
during the 1960s and 1970s as a result of the new trends in retirement. Popular magazines 
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targeted toward an older audience, including Retirement Living, Trailer Life, Harvest Years, 
Modern Maturity, Seniority, and 50 Plus, helped popularize the concept of retirement as a 
leisurely time of life in which senior citizens could pursue travel, quality time spent with 
grandchildren, and activities like golfing or tennis.
77
 The common factor making such a 
retirement possible was good health, which Medicare helped ensure. This general improvement 
in health actually played out in practice, as older Americans of the 1970s exhibited far lower 
rates of chronic illness than in previous decades.
78
 The image of leisurely retirement certainly 
conflicted with the images of lonely, ill, or socially inflexible older Americans on television, but 
this discrepancy in the media portrayals can be explained largely by the fact that these magazines 
targeted senior citizens themselves, whereas the television producers of the 1970s still coveted 
the youth audience as easily-persuaded consumers with money to spend.
79
 The actual targets of 
these two mediums held a fairly consistent view of retirement across all age groups. When 
polled, attitudes were evenly split between those who looked forward to retirement and those 
who did not. While the image of a leisurely retirement spent in good health certainly became 
popularized, a solid majority of Americans had not yet fully embraced it.
80
  
 Physical health, age, and retirement also played out differently for men than for women. 
In 1975, fully 75 percent of older men who were not participating in the workforce did so 
because of "retirement" and "old age." Some 81 percent of women, on the other hand, cited 
"home responsibilities" as the reason they did not seek employment. For a majority of women, 
therefore, the new retirement trends meant having their husbands at home more often, not a 
major shift in their own work patterns. Among men, 16 percent cited "ill health" or "disability" 
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as the reason they left the workforce, compared to 8 percent of women.
81
 For these people, the 
physical decline associated with old age was all too real and a determining factor of their 
lifestyle. Nonetheless, a majority of older Americans could expect multiple years of active 
lifestyles in reasonably good physical health, and the popular images of old age were beginning 
to acknowledge that fact.  
 (d) Poverty and Dependency. Another pair of images that underwent changes in the 
1960s and 1970s were of poverty and dependency. Actual rates of poverty among the elderly 
declined significantly in these years, and the image of poverty softened as well. Between 1959 
and 1970, poverty rates for older Americans declined from 35.2 percent to 24.6 percent. By the 
late 1970s, the senior poverty rate had dropped to roughly 14 percent.
82
 The latter poverty rate 
still slightly exceeded the overall population's rate, but this hardly justified an image of all older 
persons living in abject poverty. Rather, some subsets of the elderly lived in poverty while the 
majority had incomes that could be considered adequate by the 1970s.  
 At the same time, the institution of the almshouse largely disappeared from the American 
landscape as the original Social Security legislation, and then Medicare and Medicaid, provided 
funding for "rest homes" (nursing homes) but not for "almshouses." At least in image, the former 
institution emphasized care based on health needs rather than on financial needs, even though the 
purposes of the two institutions overlapped in practice. Consequently, few people witnessed their 
elders enter the dreaded almshouses of earlier decades. Even as the image of poverty declined, a 
concept of dependency in old age remained intact. The nursing home presented a more 
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respectful, medically-oriented, but costly living environment, showing that older Americans had 
more financial resources, whether their own or from public sources.
83
  
 For the vast majority of older Americans who were not institutionalized at any given 
time, the concept of dependency still thrived, albeit in a subtler form. Starting as early as the 
mid-1960s, businesses and advertisers observed and sought to profit from the declining senior 
poverty rates. They hoped to turn senior citizens into a lucrative market segment, and by seeking 
out leisurely retirement and spending more money on travel and entertainment, older Americans 
began to fill this role.
84
 Thanks to Social Security and Medicare, however, predominant opinions 
about aging still considered senior citizens dependent on public support for their financial 
wellbeing. With rapid inflation in the 1970s, the image of senior citizens living on a fixed 
income elicited significant sympathy. A Gallup Poll conducted in 1977 asked respondents to 
label which group was "being unfairly treated" by the Carter administration. The most frequent 
response was "senior citizens," followed closely by small businessmen, the unemployed, and 
"people like yourself."
85
 When the Reagan administration curtailed the growth of federal 
spending on Medicare in the 1980s, the same Gallup question elicited an even stronger response 
on behalf of senior citizens. Some 45 percent responded that senior citizens were being treated 
unfairly by the Reagan administration, compared to 18 percent who said so of the previous 
Carter administration.
86
 The direct attack on the federal benefits allocated to senior citizens 
elicited great sympathy for senior citizens, emphasizing their assumed and actual dependency on 
federal programs. 
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 While this assumption of dependency still largely characterized old age, the rate and 
image of poverty also declined. The remnants of disengagement theory played an important role 
in this process, as some observers suggested that the elderly could be happy with far lower 
income levels than the population in general. By this logic, the elderly benefited from federal 
programs, tax breaks, discounts on many private services, and likely did not need as much 
income to maintain their lifestyles. More than 70 percent of senior citizens owned their own homes, 
and they were less likely to have young children for whom to care.
87
 Due to Medicare, saving as 
much as possible for potential health costs was less imperative. Signs of a continuing 
disengagement stereotype included the continuing assumption that the elderly were satisfied 
without entertainment or significant social roles.
88
 For those observers who embraced the image 
of a leisurely retirement, then, poverty and dependency seemed confined to racial minorities and 
single or widowed women. On the other hand, those who still adhered to a form of 
disengagement theory or the concept of isolation shared the sentiments of a 1972 poem that 
expressed the "joys" of old age by stating, "You're out of the running, and accept the fact with 
grace."
89
 In this extant stereotype, money, possessions, and self-sufficiency no longer mattered. 
 (e) The Young-Old and the Old-Old. The existence of both positive and negative 
stereotypes surrounding old age does not just reveal that different people held clashing views. In 
fact, a theory of aging had emerged to describe the tendency for one person to hold two 
seemingly contradictory views simultaneously. The images of the "dirty old man" and the 
asexual old man coexisted in American society. Likewise, an older woman might enjoy travel or 
be the "senile old lady" who sat at home and complained about the "kids these days." In 
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scholarly circles and in some instances of popular culture, the concept that largely reconciled 
these tensions by the end of the 1970s was that of the "young-old" and the "old-old." These terms 
emerged as a practical theory for gerontologists to differentiate the healthy and disabled elderly, 
but they also occasionally appeared in popular media to describe the dichotomy of old age in 
American society.
90
  
 The young-old and old-old paradigm could be quite flexible in terms of chronology. The 
young-old referred to people between the ages of fifty-five and seventy-five, roughly, who were 
old enough to have gray hair and were either nearing or living in retirement. This group absorbed 
most of the positive images of old age and successfully deflected most of the negative images. 
The young-old were active, in relatively good health, and perhaps most interested in the 
possibility of hiding their advancing age through alterations in appearance and behavior. The 
old-old, on the other hand, roughly described people above the age of seventy-five, although they 
could be younger and still fit the description. Among the old-old, aging was instantly 
recognizable and impossible to hide. The old-old could be disabled, require expensive and 
difficult care, have dementia, or be stubborn and inflexible. If an eighty-year-old could still live 
up to the behavioral and appearance expectations of the young-old category, or the social 
standards of youth, then he or she fit within that schema. If a sixty-year-old suffered from mental 
or physical disability, he or she could be viewed through the lens of the old-old category. This 
distinction between the old-old and the young-old made it possible to discard many of the former 
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stereotypes of aging for particular individuals, while simultaneously maintaining those views 
about some subsets of the aging population.
91
  
 Most people did not use these actual terms or apply these stereotypes so precisely, but the 
young-old/old-old model best described state of age stereotyping, as well as the social status of 
senior citizens by the 1980s. This distinction helped make it possible for the seventy-year-old 
Ronald Reagan to win election to the presidency and go on to serve until the age of seventy-
eight. Due to his youthful demeanor, sense of humor, and hair that defied turning gray, Reagan 
fit squarely within the young-old image, and he actually managed to appear more "youthful" in 
many respects than his younger rivals.
92
  
 
Conclusion 
 Although the leading images and myths of old age were still often negative by 1980, they 
did challenge the previous, inaccurate theory of disengagement and the longtime assumptions 
that the elderly were senile, impoverished, asexual, or hopelessly inflexible. By 1980, the 
reoriented image of old age, at least as it applied to the young-old, was becoming one of leisure 
and social activity, not disengagement. Still, this new image presented a double-edged sword. 
Senior citizens were freed from the expectations of work, but they could not also attain the social 
status that accompanied gainful employment. Older Americans actively participated in defining 
the loss of employment negatively, as many of them still emphasized the value of work to an 
even greater extent than younger generations. The embracing of retirement and the public 
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programs that made it possible for millions of middle-class Americans, as we shall see, was a 
drawn-out, contentious process.  
 The leading images of old age left some room for leisurely retirement, but aging 
continued to be viewed as a pitiable experience and the word "old" as a negative descriptor. 
Some elements of public approval for government programs were in place, including a 
burgeoning view of retirement as a positive experience. But senior citizens also faced 
stereotyping and the need to assert a claim to being political, economic, and socially autonomous 
individuals. The young-old/old-old paradigm granted appreciation to seniors who acted youthful, 
but it disregarded anyone who exhibited traits widely associated with old age. The negative 
stereotypes of old age never subsided completely, but through the 1970s and 1980s, older 
Americans did involve themselves more deeply in the areas of political lobbying, consumerism, 
and social life (all subjects of subsequent chapters), and in so doing they attained a deep base of 
public approval for their status as citizens deserving of special status and public benefits. 
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Chapter Two – Benefits Won: The Senior Movement and the Coalescence of 
Entitlement Policy and Ideology  
 
 In 1975 the estimated proportion of older persons living below the poverty line was at 
most 15 percent – a mere fraction of the Congressional Budget Office's estimate of 58 percent 
who would have lived beneath the poverty line had it not been for direct government assistance 
from Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, food stamps, housing subsidies, and Social Security 
Income (SSI) disability benefits. By 1979 spending on the elderly through Medicare, Medicaid, 
and Social Security alone amounted to $148 billion, or approximately 29.6 percent of the federal 
budget.
1
 This chapter examines the origins of the public approval and policies of senior 
entitlement, as well as the origins and activities of the age-based organizations that encouraged 
public support.
2
 
The earliest contemplations of age-targeted public programs in the United States can be 
traced at least as far back as 1900, yet a full-fledged movement for such programs really only 
gained traction with the coalescence of the major elements discussed in chapter one (improved 
health in old age, longer life spans, deeper engagement with society, leisurely retirement as a 
possible and desirable outcome, and the potential of financial stability). The concept of senior 
citizens as deserving beneficiaries of public programs took root at the federal level in these 
decades as a wave of demands for entitlement programs and legal protections against "ageism" 
swept through the older population.
3
 These advocates’ efforts were not in vain. "Senior power" 
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became a widely-recognized phrase that denoted the growing size of the older population, an 
emergent identity as a distinct social or political group, and an apparent tendency to vote more 
regularly than younger generations.
4
 Many of these assumptions about senior political power 
were premature, factually flawed, or masked significant divisions within the senior rights 
movement, yet an explosion of public programs and new legal protections occurred in the 1960s 
and 1970s.  
While these benefits did not inaugurate a utopian world (as noted by gerontologist Robert 
H. Binstock, who argued that nearly a quarter of the aged were still "deprived and 
disadvantaged" in 1980) they did help to disassociate old age from the images of 
disenfranchisement and poverty that had reigned in previous decades.
5
 The widespread 
acknowledgement that the vast majority of older persons lived above the government's official 
poverty line by 1980 made it possible for political scientist Robert B. Hudson to note with 
confidence, "Chronological age can no longer directly be associated with poverty."
6
 Later in the 
decade, Harris polling data supported the conclusion that 90 percent of senior citizens were 
"satisfied" with their lives, including the economic aspects.
7
 Clearly the senior movement—or at 
least many of the ideas it promoted—had triumphed in its mission to win wider 
acknowledgement of and effective assistance for the elderly. The concept of entitlement that 
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emerged came to define government-provided benefits as special rights bestowed upon the entire 
demographic group – not merely as optional or charitable assistance for individuals in need.  
 
Introduction to the Senior Movement 
 While many scholars have accurately noted that individual age-based organizations made 
limited contributions to the creation of senior entitlement policies prior to the 1970s, the senior 
movement did help lay a groundwork for the general view that older Americans merited greater 
respect and public benefits on account of their advanced age.
8
 The senior movement lacked a 
uniform political vision or goals prior to the 1970s, but it did make important, if indirect, 
contributions to the development of new legislation in its early years. The ideology of senior 
entitlement was based on the fundamental acknowledgement that the unique issues faced by 
older citizens were a public problem and responsibility – a view that developed only in a limited 
way between the public debates around 1900 and the adoption of Social Security in 1935.
9
 Aging 
advocates in this era relied on an assumption that old age was a broad societal problem rather 
than merely a personal or family issue. Progressive leaders were among the first to express 
concern that the United States, when compared to other industrialized nations, had not 
recognized this public responsibility, developed age-based advocacy organizations, or adopted 
legislation specifically addressing age-related issues. Germany, Austria, Britain, France, 
Romania, and Sweden had adopted national old age pension systems in 1889, 1906, 1908, 1910, 
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1912, and 1913, respectively. By contrast, Theodore Roosevelt found himself at the vanguard of 
the American pension movement in 1908, when called attention to the "outrage" of America's 
lack of public pensions. Even Turkey, a nation inhabited by a race and culture that Roosevelt 
considered inferior, had pursued these modern, progressive policies.
10
 The United States did not 
actually lag as far behind the other nations in welfare policy as Roosevelt argued. In 1893, for 
instance, the federal government spent 41.5 percent of its revenues on pensions for Union Civil 
War veterans and their widows or orphans. By the early twentieth century, nearly one-third of all 
men over age sixty-five received some benefits from these provisions.
11
As a percentage of the 
federal budget, these outlays for pensions were even comparable to what the twenty-first century 
government spends on Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security combined.  
 Roosevelt more accurately argued that not all of the elderly shared in these benefits, and 
his warnings did help facilitate a progressive-style movement for pensions and improved old age 
homes. The coming of World War I and the Bolshevik Revolution, though, made it expedient for 
the opponents of public pensions to associate these reform efforts with a German or socialist 
model, which undermined support for virtually any proposal for compulsory public pensions.
12
 
The American ideals of "rugged individualism" and Social Darwinism further undermined the 
logic of public assistance for the aged who were perceived as not fit to thrive in a laissez-faire 
society.
 13
 Compared with the British and Canadian political environments, American reformers 
also found it more difficult to draw on the socialist and labor movements. The American socialist 
movement faced such fundamental resistance that it could hardly devote its efforts to the needs 
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of the elderly. Likewise, the labor movement's support for public pensions was tenuous at best, 
mainly due to the opposition of Samuel Gompers and the American Federation of Labor, which 
resisted government programs that could fall victim to political whims or the rulings of the 
Supreme Court.
14
  
Meanwhile, private pensions or savings remained inadequate until well into the mid-
twentieth century. By 1930 only 720 such plans existed in the entire nation, covering just 2.4 
million workers, many of whom were not yet retired. Some plans did not include full benefits for 
spouses after the death of the breadwinners, who were usually male and had shorter life spans 
than their wives. Without public or private pensions and in a hiring market that broadly 
discriminated against older workers, the only other means of support that the elderly could turn 
to included personal savings, charity, and support from younger family members. For as many as 
one-quarter of the elderly population, even these fallback options were not enough to keep them 
out of an almshouse.
15
 
 Considering the scale of issues facing older citizens, American policymakers and scholars 
did increasingly recognize some level of public responsibility for the elderly after 1908, which 
set the stage for a more defined senior movement to emerge during the Great Depression.
16
 Some 
of the first public commissions on aging, the earliest pension systems for private, state, and 
federal employees, and the specialized field of geriatric medicine emerged between 1909 and 
1915.
17
 Some organizations, particularly the Fraternal Order of the Eagles and the American 
Association for Labor Legislation, continued to advocate for public pensions in the 1920s, but 
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when measured by public recognition and policy achievements, these institutions did not 
accomplish much in the early years.
18
  
The financial devastation of the 1930s finally sparked several movements for pensions or 
other assistance to the elderly, the most prominent of which were the EPIC plan (a part of 
muckraking journalist Upton Sinclair's failed 1933-1934 campaign for the governorship of 
California); the Ham and Eggs Group (a California pension movement with ties to Hollywood 
and to Upton Sinclair); the Townsend Movement (loosely Keynesian in principle, the "Townsend 
Plan" would have given all Americans over age sixty-five a remarkably generous pension of 
$200 per month, but only under the condition that they spend each payment in its entirety to 
stimulate the economy); and finally, the American Association for Social Security (the 
organization most often credited with framing the 1930s old-age policy debate and whose 
founder, Abraham Epstein, coined the term "social security" for both the organization and the 
federal program).
19
 As with the pension movement of the 1910s, though, these plans were 
vulnerable to charges of socialism or communism. The detractors of Sinclair's EPIC plan, which 
was an acronym for "Ending Poverty In California," derisively called it, "End Property, 
Introduce Communism."
20
 
 The first major age-based lobbying organizations had finally emerged, but these were 
short-lived and lacked sufficient influence to win legislation that even remotely resembled their 
demands. Seeking to avoid charges of redistribution of wealth, or communism, the Roosevelt 
administration formed committees that formulated policy based more on conservative advice 
than on proposals from any of the new lobbies. While the lobbies successfully pressured for 
Social Security legislation, they had little input on that legislation. In the early years of the 
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program, the funding apparatus was so politically conservative that it actually had the effect of 
taxing regressively, so that wealth was redistributed slightly upward. Politicians reversed this 
situation in the following decades by expanding the program eleven times between 1950 and 
1972.
21
  
 Social Security, which today is the largest domestic program in the United States, was not 
really an entitlement program in the modern sense of the term until after a series of expansions 
that began in the 1950s. In order to allow the trust fund to grow, the program issued no monthly 
benefits between 1937 and 1942. People who reached sixty-five in this time, worked in a job that 
paid the new Social Security taxes, and retired from that job were eligible for a single lump-sum 
payment, calculated on the basis of what they had paid into the trust fund. The first lump-sum 
payment issued in 1937 was just seventeen cents. The average lump-sum payment eventually 
reached $58.06 by 1942 – still hardly enough to fund a short retirement.
22
 With such small 
benefits and the effects of the Great Depression, the official rates of poverty among the aged 
continued to rise from 40 percent in 1930 to a full 66 percent in 1940.
23
 Even after monthly 
payments finally commenced in 1942, pension levels remained fixed, regardless of inflation, 
until Congress periodically approved their increases. Social Security beneficiaries had to endure 
long periods of time with fixed incomes before politically heated debates finally produced raises. 
From 1941 to 1951, the Consumer Price Index, as calculated by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
indicated that the cost of living had increased 77 percent, yet Social Security's average payments 
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remained fixed at just $26 a month from 1942 until Congress finally increased them to $46.15 in 
1950.
24
  
 The original age-based lobbying organizations and movements fared as poorly as the 
recipients of the fledgling Social Security program. All were gone by the mid-1940s, with 
nothing to take their place. By far the most prominent had been the Townsend movement, which 
by 1936 had 600,000 dues-paying members, who were mostly elderly Californians who had 
recently migrated from the east and were likely to lack family resources. The movement 
eventually gained a following of nearly 3.5 million people spread across the American West, as 
measured by those willing to sign petitions or otherwise support the cause.
25
 Despite this base of 
support, though, the Townsend Plan only attracted a polled approval rating of 3.8 percent as well 
as the condemnation of President Roosevelt himself.
26
 This was enough support to prompt a 
House bill, but not enough to merit serious consideration from either Franklin Roosevelt or a 
conservative Congress that enacted Social Security instead.
27
 By 1940, even the Townsend 
Movement had vanished due to internal scandals and Social Security's placation of the 
movement's supporters.
28
  
It was not until the late 1950s that national organizations would finally revive the senior 
movement and greatly expand the range of advocacy issues beyond public pensions. Originally 
intended as social groups or fraternal-style organizations, hundreds of locally-based "senior 
clubs" began to emerge in the late 1940s and subsequently voiced complaints about the 
longstanding inadequacies of public pensions, the continuing legality of mandatory retirement 
policies, the rising costs of health care for which they had no recompense, and a general cultural 
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disregard of the elderly. Inspired in large part by this throng of social clubs, some ambitious 
senior citizens and their younger allies began to found larger organizations that sought to 
improve conditions and in some cases play a more activist political role.
29
  
 In this context, Dr. Ethel Percy Andrus, a retired educator and the first female high school 
principal in California, founded the National Retired Teachers Association (NRTA) in 1947. 
Under her guidance in 1958, the NRTA founded (and later merged with) the American 
Association of Retired Persons (AARP). Another group, the National Council on the Aging 
(NCOA), was a professional organization that channeled grants and philanthropic donations. The 
NCOA emerged in 1960, but it was the descendent of a defunct organization that had been 
founded in 1950. Another prominent organization, the National Council of Senior Citizens 
(NCSC), came into being in 1961 and had direct ties to the American Federation of Labor and 
Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO). The NCSC was the only of these three leading 
senior organizations that considered political lobbying to be its main purpose, even though 
AARP and the NCOA also had a presence in Washington, D.C.
30
  
Several other organizations took direct inspiration from the civil rights movement by 
labeling the aged as a "minority" group and even copying the names of civil rights organizations. 
One such organization, the National Association for the Advancement of Older People, was 
short-lived and accomplished nothing of note, but the Gray Panthers, founded in 1970 by the 
sixty-five-year-old liberal activist Maggie Kuhn, found a resonance with the media that far 
exceeded the modest scale of its membership.
31
 Taken as a whole, then, these developments 
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characterized a multi-decade explosion of senior citizens organizations that advocated on behalf 
of or otherwise served the financial or social needs of their elderly members. By the end of the 
1980s the number of national age-based organizations had swelled to more than 1,000, with an 
additional 5,000 local chapters that were offshoots of the larger organizations.
32
  
 
Relative Strengths and Weaknesses of the Senior Movement 
The sheer number of senior organizations and the growing size of the elderly population 
(some twenty million individuals, or about 10 percent of the overall population by the 1960s) 
indicated a strong potential for senior political activism and for entitlement policies, but the mere 
existence of these organizations by no means guaranteed the solidarity of their movement or 
success in the accomplishment of their goals. The senior movement faced challenges that few 
contemporary observers recognized. In the 1970s, for example, the membership of senior clubs 
often experienced a 25 percent annual turnover rate largely due to their high rates of death, 
illness, and disability.
33
  
Politicians and the public alike (mistakenly) believed that senior citizens voted in greater 
numbers than the rest of the population or that they voted as a solid bloc or coalition. These 
views indicated that the movement had established an image of organized power, when in reality 
the elderly were anything but unified.
34
 A smaller percentage of older persons compared to 
middle-aged generations voted in the 1976 presidential election. Likewise, fewer senior citizens 
claimed to have participated in other forms of political involvement, such as attempting to 
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influence others’ votes, writing to public officials, and attending political meetings.
35
 These 
trends of low or average voting rates and political involvement held fairly steady between the 
1950s and 1970s when the major entitlement programs were created or experienced some of their 
largest expansions.
36
 In 1966 the authors of one study cautioned, "It is nowhere evident that 
[older Americans] are functioning as a unified group with indigenous leadership, focused 
political power, and shared long-range aspirations." Their inability to organize as a minority 
group, as youths and African Americans had recently done, inhibited seniors’ progress in 
visibility and political benefits. Obstacles to political organization included a lack of attention 
paid to the issues of aging until potential activists were themselves old, the tendency for 
activists’ social networks to pass away or become disabled and disenfranchised, and some 
reluctance to depend on the government or large organizations for help.
37
  
Only in 1986, well after the major senior entitlement programs were already in place, did 
senior citizens begin to vote with consistently greater frequency than younger generations.
38
 As 
far as senior solidarity was concerned, older Americans hardly considered their age to be a 
central aspect of their personal identity or their voting decisions. Only one-third of senior 
citizens considered "the elderly" to be a leading description of their personal identity, with most 
instead identifying more closely with others sharing their sex, race, class, religion, or political 
viewpoints.
39
 As noted by an oft-repeated cliché, seniors may have held near-unanimous support 
for Social Security and Medicare (which in recent years includes nearly 98 percent who want 
Social Security benefits to remain the same or increase), but the programs themselves were not 
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on ballots and politicians’ intentions were not always clear in election years.
40
 By the time the 
senior movement gained more direct political influence in the 1980s, politicians of both major 
parties were already approaching these issues carefully, precluding a permanent senior voting 
bloc for either party. 
Despite the inherent weaknesses in the senior movement, politicians and the public alike 
still tended to assume that seniors had formed a powerful voting bloc, a situation which gave the 
movement increased attention and, consequently, political influence. Among state legislators, 75 
percent believed that senior citizens voted more than younger generations and another 74 percent 
believed that senior citizens’ organizations were "effective in the policy process."
41
 The 
discrepancy with reality could be explained in part by a concerted effort on the part of the 
Democratic Party to sway the senior vote to its side, thereby attempting to create a voting bloc 
where none yet existed. The party's advocacy of Social Security during the New Deal was the 
first step in this drawn-out process, followed by the party's Senior Citizens for Kennedy 
campaign in 1960, which erroneously claimed that the senior vote had tipped the election in his 
favor. The myth of high senior voting rates similarly took hold in the Republican Party, which 
did not want to cede the growing elderly demographic and came to blame their 1982 mid-term 
electoral defeats in large part on Reagan’s proposals to cut Social Security benefits. Throughout 
that time, the perception of senior voting power far outstripped its actual impact on individual 
elections, but the perception alone provided an incentive for policies that benefited the elderly.
42
 
 Many observers also mistakenly believed that the elderly exhibited a strong tendency to 
vote for Republicans and conservatives. Members of the liberal youth movement of the 1960s 
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and 1970s believed that older persons became more politically conservative as a "natural" result 
of the aging process and had coined the phrase, "Don't trust anyone over thirty!" Contemporary 
life cycle studies, though, largely debunked this theory. Older Americans exhibited a strong 
tendency to vote however they had voted when they were younger, with the only noticeable trend 
of moving from either liberalism or conservatism toward more moderate views. Old age tended 
to add nuance to individuals’ political views, not make them more ideologically extreme.
43
 
Further, older Americans' political preferences often barely differed from those of the general 
population. Among seniors in 1976, 43.7 percent considered themselves "strong" or "weak" 
Democrats, versus only 25.1 percent who considered themselves to be "strong" or "weak" 
Republicans. An additional 28.9 percent identified themselves as independents. Among other age 
groups, by comparison, 45.3 percent identified with Democratic Party, 33.5 percent identified 
with the Republican Party and 20.2 percent were independents. Polling conducted during the 
1976 elections indicated that other factors, such as race, class, and gender, played a significantly 
larger role in choice of candidates than did age.
44
 Neither of the major parties could claim to 
appeal consistently to senior voters. While seniors' party affiliation favored the Democratic 
Party, between 1960 and the 1980s their voting patterns indicated a slight preference (usually 
around 5 percentage points) to Republican candidates in presidential contests.
45
  
 Even concerning political issues that directly affected the aged, demographic factors 
other than age usually had a larger influence on seniors' views and votes. A 1984 poll indicated, 
for example, that people aged sixty-five and older were somewhat less likely than people aged 
eighteen to sixty-four to agree that spending on Social Security and Medicare should be 
increased. Only between 45 and 47 percent of seniors thought such spending should increase, 
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compared with between 51 and 55 percent support from adults aged eighteen to thirty-five, an 
age group that had the least to gain from such increases. Other polls from the late 1970s and 
1980s consistently produced similar results, even on questions concerning mandatory retirement 
and "spending on the elderly" in general. Older persons' party affiliation, income, tax burden, 
education levels, and race typically overrode their age-based identity when forming political 
opinions on major issues, including age-based ones.
46
 
 The grassroots senior movement clearly lacked an adequate level of cohesion and had a 
mixed record of advocating on behalf of new legislation or in some cases even defending 
existing legislation, yet some of the movement’s organizations grew in prominence and started to 
outline legislative proposals.
47
 Many of the senior organizations grew from what could only be 
described as "fledgling" (with the possible exception of the labor-backed NCSC) before 
Medicare's adoption to become prominent, prosperous organizations that drew a significant 
amount of attention from the news media and politicians alike. Although they did not in fact 
have as much success in prompting specific policies as might be expected by the image of 
organized voting power that they projected, they were still the loudest voice in shaping an 
ideology of senior entitlement in the 1960s and the 1970s. By the 1970s, for example, 
Congressional committees frequently relied on AARP for the bulk of their statistical 
information.
48
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About once per decade starting in 1950, the National Conference on Aging (all 
subsequent conferences were called the "White House Conference on Aging") united the 
representatives of hundreds and eventually thousands of local or national age-based 
organizations. These conferences, as described by political scientist Henry J. Pratt, brought 
public attention to the needs of the elderly but were notoriously poor at producing any tangible 
legislative change or even a concrete agenda. Nonetheless, they did continually place issues of 
aging on the federal legislative agenda and thereby had an indirect influence on public policy.
49
  
The paradox between the senior movement’s flaws as a lobby and the widely-held belief 
in the movement’s political power is perhaps best illustrated by AARP’s reluctance to behave as 
a political lobby in the 1960s. In 1965 the organization’s founder, Dr. Ethel Percy Andrus, stated, 
"AARP holds no meetings to bewail the hardships of old age, nor to formulate pressure programs 
nor stress potential political strength of older folk, nor to urge governmental subsidy."
50
 She also 
did not envision Social Security developing into a program that would provide benefits for the 
vast majority of older persons regardless of individual need or contributions to the program, and 
she frequently stressed that AARP had no interest in legislation that granted public benefits to all 
senior citizens. Andrus wrote that AARP was "not unmindful of those older persons who do need 
help from a governmental source and we have been diligent in our efforts to bring about 
improvements in these programs, but we know that most older persons are able to live 
independently and [with] dignity."
51
 She summarized, "A.A.R.P. does not welcome the welfare 
state as the way of life for all older persons."
52
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Andrus and AARP instead preferred to focus on private initiatives, as stated in AARP’s 
original motto, "To Serve, Not to Be Served." The organization’s bylaws included the need to 
address quality of life issues, promote senior independence and dignity, advocate for further 
social and economic roles for older persons, and to improve the public image of the aged.
53
 The 
distinction between Andrus’s vision of senior independence and her fear of dependence on 
government benefits is perhaps most clearly illustrated by her and AARP’s stance on the debate 
over the adoption of Medicare in the early 1960s. AARP took no official stance on Medicare and 
did nothing of substance to promote the legislation before its adoption.
54
 It took an identical 
stance on the various expansions of Social Security between the 1968 and 1973 and did almost 
nothing to promote new policies in the early 1970s.
55
  
A brief history of the NRTA and AARP, however, indicates that both organizations 
lobbied more frequently and earlier than they claimed, just not on behalf of some of the major 
pieces of entitlement legislation. Like most other age-based organizations of the era, the NRTA 
began as a local entity that would provide direct benefits to its members, but these benefits 
included political lobbying on their behalf. In 1947, three years after Andrus had retired from 
teaching, she founded the NRTA to aid retired teachers who often struggled to earn a living. The 
organization’s rallying points centered on the fact that many teachers were subject to mandatory 
retirement even though their pensions typically amounted to just fifty dollars per month and even 
on this inadequate pay they owed federal income taxes. The NRTA became affiliated with the 
National Education Association and grew into a national organization in the 1950s, during which 
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time it had significant success in lobbying state legislatures to reform and expand teachers’ 
pension programs.
56
  
The second item on the NRTA’s agenda, the provision of health insurance for retired 
teachers, tracked more closely with Andrus’s vision of using private initiatives to solve major 
problems. As discussed in chapter one, the insurance industry considered older persons 
uninsurable due to the high individual risk of illness and only rarely provided limited health 
insurance options for the elderly. Seeking to remedy this problem, Andrus forged a relationship 
with a young, entrepreneurial insurance specialist, Leonard Davis, after the two met in 1955. 
They developed a one-year trial program with the Continental Casualty Company to provide 
private health insurance to 800 retired teachers in the state of New York. To the surprise of nay 
saying insurance experts, the program proved successful in terms of profits and the provision of 
health care, and by the next year 5,000 of the NRTA’s 20,000 members had enrolled in similar 
programs. Andrus and Davis noted the potential demand from non-teachers who faced similar 
difficulties in retirement, and did briefly consider proposing that the federal government should 
provide a national insurance plan for retirees. They ultimately deemed it improbable that they 
could initiate such a federal program, and instead Davis (then aged thirty-two years) and Andrus 
(aged seventy-two years) founded NRTA-AARP in 1958 to provide health insurance plans for 
non-teachers and to advocate more broadly on behalf of older Americans.
57
  
AARP thus evolved with lobbying interests that often were as close to the insurance 
industry as to those of its membership, a situation which could potentially have undermined its 
political influence. The insurance plans did not completely solve the crisis of medical funding for 
America’s senior citizens, but AARP did sell thousands of plans and soon also benefited from 
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the sales of travel insurance, pharmaceutical insurance, and after the adoption of Medicare in 
1965, supplemental health insurance plans, commonly called "Medigap" plans, to cover medical 
care for which Medicare made no provisions. Following this model, AARP grew from a 
membership of 150,000 in 1959 to more than one million by 1969 and nine million by 1975. By 
then the sheer number of AARP members ensured the organization some clout in Congress, even 
though the political interests of its membership did not always correlate with those of the 
organization’s leadership. Prior to the 1970s, AARP had not yet realized its potential as a 
powerful special interest and preferred to remain noncommittal in major legislative debates that 
would have expanded or created senior entitlement programs.
58
  
Despite the seemingly slow start of the senior lobby, then, politicians recognized the 
potential power of the senior lobby and approached aging issues with care by the late 1960s. The 
White House in 1969 hired a full-time staff member whose main job description was to 
communicate with AARP.
59
 Greeted with more hostility by the Nixon administration was the 
labor-oriented NCSC, which had attained enough clout to end up on the White House "enemies 
list."
60
 At all levels of society and government, the term "senior power" came into regular use by 
the 1970s. Most observers publicly glossed over the movement's weaknesses and instead 
emphasized the potential, if not extant, power of a demographic group that composed 17 percent 
of registered voters by 1972. This perception of organized senior voting power in some ways 
facilitated actual political influence. Representatives at all levels of government declared the 
elderly "an impressive voting bloc" and lent an ear to what some called, "the cane, crutch and 
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Cadillac vote."
61
 The senior movement certainly had problems with the ideological or social 
cohesiveness of its constituency, with formulating clear lobbying goals, with assertiveness, and 
with considerable inter- and even intra-group disagreements on policy matters, but the public 
visibility of the senior lobbying organizations still made the movement one of the most 
prominent on Capitol Hill.  
  
Labor and Entitlement versus the Welfare Approach: The Medicare Debate 
A senior entitlement ideology focused on middle-class needs finally emerged out of the 
national debate over the adoption of Medicare between the late 1950s and the mid-1960s. In 
terms of financial expense, the principal early demand of the senior movement and its supporters 
was for medical benefits to be administered by a social insurance program, and they faced 
opponents who proposed means-tested welfare programs as an alternative approach. Using its 
ties to the AFL-CIO, the NCSC immediately became the most influential senior organization 
within the Medicare debate. The organization was founded by Representative Aime Forand, a 
Democrat from Rhode Island, who had in 1957 introduced the predecessor bill to Medicare: H.R. 
94467, or simply the "Forand bill."
62
 Forand retired from Congress in 1960 and worked with 
representatives of the AFL-CIO and several senior clubs promoting "Senior Citizens for 
Kennedy" to create the NCSC in August 1961 specifically to advocate on behalf of Medicare. 
Within a year, the organization had grown to 600,000 members.
63
  
As the premier lobby representing working-class senior citizens, the NCSC maintained 
close ties to leaders of the Democratic Party and devoted most of its efforts to the promotion of 
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Medicare.
64
 Among their many activities, the NCSC published a monthly bulletin called "Senior 
Citizens News," which reported on Congressional happenings and often differed very little in 
substance from Democratic campaign materials.
65
 One activity that the bulletins encouraged with 
some success was instructing readers how to write Congressmen to show support for Medicare 
legislation.
66
  
 Another notable NCSC activity entailed public rallies, such as the 1962 rally that worked 
in conjunction with nearly 700 affiliated local organizations to organize protests in thirty-three 
cities on May 20, 1962.
67
 This was the same rally where President Kennedy delivered the 
nationally televised Madison Square Garden speech, mentioned in chapter one, on behalf of 
Medicare. An article published by The New Yorker best captured the moment: "President 
Kennedy stood before a capacity audience of twenty thousand old people in Madison Square 
Garden, smilingly accepted their long and enthusiastic welcome, and then put aside his prepared 
text to deliver one of the worst speeches of his career." Unhappy with his prepared speech for 
undisclosed reasons, Kennedy instead delivered the sort of stump speech that would excite 
people who already supported Medicare, but one that failed to win younger converts to the 
cause.
68
  
 The American Medical Association (AMA), no less wary of government health insurance 
than it had been during Truman's advocacy of national health insurance in 1948, took advantage 
of Kennedy's poor speech to air a half-hour rebuttal—at the cost of $100,000—the following 
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day. Rather than address a roaring crowd, the AMA's Dr. Edward Annis addressed the television 
cameras and a room full of empty seats at Madison Square Garden. He began, "I'm not a 
cheerleader. I'm a physician," and proceeded to dismiss Kennedy's speech as mere political 
rhetoric completely devoid of substance. Under Medicare, he threatened, medical decisions 
would fall to government bureaucrats rather than doctors and patients. The nail in the coffin for 
public support of Medicare boiled down to Annis's plea as a doctor speaking to a national 
audience of patients: "I implore you as your doctor, ask your doctor [about Medicare]." With 
evidence in hand that a majority of doctors supported the AMA's stance, and that the public sided 
with the AMA on the Madison Square Garden speeches, the AMA leadership hoped that they 
had nipped the proposed program in the bud.
69
  
 The opponents of Medicare, which included a majority of Republicans, some Southern 
Democrats, and of course the AMA, still recognized the political necessity of coming up with 
alternative proposals based upon the welfare approach. This acknowledgement stemmed from 
polling results showing that public support for some form of medical assistance to the aged 
consistently remained above two-thirds of those polled.
70
 The anti-Medicare coalition argued that 
most senior citizens could take care of themselves if allowed to do so, while the rest could be 
accommodated through welfare programs.
71
 Their plans entailed a variety of proposals for 
welfare programs, in which persons over 65 would qualify for hospital insurance, but only after 
passing a required means test to prove that they were impoverished.
72
  
 One of these proposals, the "Kerr-Mills bill," became law in 1960, but its limited funding 
and scope of coverage had done little to improve the economic problems that most senior 
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citizens faced. Due to a requirement that states match the federal funding, just five states 
received 90 percent of the Kerr-Mills funds, and barely more than 30 percent of America’s 
population over sixty-five lived within those states. The rest largely lacked health insurance 
coverage.
73
 Even the recipients of the Kerr-Mills benefits still faced the prospect of a means test 
that they considered to be a humiliating affront to their social status. If they had not required 
charity in their entire lives, then most still did not want to take handouts in their old age. After a 
year of the Kerr-Mills plan, the NCSC complained that the means tests, or "pauper’s oath" as 
they deemed it, was "degrading and humiliating."
74
  
 Possible fixes to the Kerr-Mills plan still could have entailed a targeted welfare plan 
rather than broader entitlements, but circumstances in Congress ended up favoring a more 
expansive program. With the Democratic landslide election in 1964, Medicare looked 
increasingly likely to pass, which prompted the AMA and the Republicans to create alternative 
plans and narrow the range of their attacks on the Medicare bill. Largely abandoning their 
contention that the plan constituted socialism, they instead argued that Medicare should not be 
compulsory and especially that it would be inadequate because it only provided for sixty days of 
hospital care but offered nothing for visits to physicians, prescription drugs, and any other areas 
of medicine. The AMA alternative, known as "Eldercare," would have expanded the Kerr-Mills 
program and added voluntary, low-cost government plans for physicians’ insurance, while 
paradoxically not providing anything in the way of hospital care.
75
  
 The Republican Party, hoping to avoid the appearance of outright opposition to health 
care for the aged, limited their attacks on Medicare to the fact that it was compulsory and that it 
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was inadequate because it only focused on hospital care. They instead proposed several bills, 
some of which were known as "Bettercare" and most of which offered a voluntary program for 
subsidized, but private, insurance covering the costs of physicians, pharmaceuticals, and 
hospitals. In a stroke of political genius, House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Wilbur 
Mills, Democrat from Arkansas and formerly the co-author of the Kerr-Mills bill, simply 
combined the major elements of all three plans. The "Medicare" plan championed by the NCSC 
became Medicare Part A, providing mandatory hospital insurance. Medicare Part B borrowed 
from the AMA’s and Republicans’ plans for voluntary (although government-provided rather 
than private) physician insurance coverage at an initial cost of three dollars per month. The third 
part, Medicaid, offered insurance to the indigent by expanding the Kerr-Mills program to cover 
the population more uniformly. Politically, Medicaid also had the side benefit of appeasing the 
AMA and Republicans because it would presumably reduce the demand for a universal 
government health plan in the foreseeable future.
76
  
 The specific policy design of this "Elder-medi-bettercare" policy, as Fortune magazine 
called it, had had as much to do with internal Congressional events as with the senior lobby or a 
public debate over entitlement, but the resulting legislation clearly favored the strategies of the 
NCSC and liberal reformers to entitle the broad swath of the elderly population to benefits 
instead of merely concentrating on individuals with a demonstrated need.
77
 Wilbur Mills viewed 
this "social insurance" approach as a critical policy of prevention that would help maintain a 
permanent fiscal balance. He had conspicuously spent much of the previous half-decade 
opposing Medicare and ensuring that the House bill remained trapped in the Ways and Means 
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Committee. His opposition stemmed from his disagreement with the principle of only covering 
hospital bills when other more routine medical expenses made up more than half of older 
persons' medical expenses. By covering hospital bills only, he feared, patients’ minor medical 
problems would fester until they became serious medical crises requiring hospitalization. In his 
words, the previous Medicare bill would have promoted "the most expensive part of the medical-
care dollar, namely, the general hospital." Comprehensive insurance coverage for such services 
as routine visits to the doctor, he reasoned, could save money in the long run.
78
  
 This viewpoint on prevention also informed Mills's views on social welfare for the aged 
more generally. When describing the philosophy of Social Security to a constituent, Mills 
argued, "It is a method of preventing destitution and poverty rather than relieving these 
conditions after they occur." He further described social insurance as "the extension of self-
support. People who have led productive lives and have supported themselves through their own 
efforts do not wish to see their self-reliance end with their ability to work."
79
 In the cases of 
Medicare and Social Security, then, Mills believed that retirees were entitled to their benefits: 
"Workers can expect that, having contributed, they will get benefits as an earned right, in dignity, 
without undue restrictions, and in a manner which safeguards their freedom of action and their 
privacy."
80
 In terms of political ideology, and even in some elements of policy design, Mills saw 
deep commonalities in the two programs. 
 Political rhetoric aside, the actual policy implementation of Medicare pursued goals (to 
varying success) that can be described as social insurance or preventive in nature. Erwin Witkin, 
the Chief Medical Consultant to the Bureau of Health Insurance of the Social Security 
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Administration between 1966 and 1970, summarized the goals for Medicare’s beneficiaries as a 
way to sustain the dignity of older Americans rather than attempting to restore dignity to unlucky 
individuals after they lost it. At a time in life when earnings were lowest, America’s twenty 
million senior citizens also faced more illnesses and medical expenses than any other age group. 
Witkin noted seniors’ great appreciation for a program that allowed them to receive medical care 
at low out-of-pocket expense without first falling under the stigma of being "charity cases." This 
program applied somewhat equally to all Americans over the age of sixty-five, and when 
interviewed they consistently stressed that they had earned the privilege through a lifetime of 
paying taxes. These reforms would allow seniors the dignity of seeking health care without 
financially burdening their doctors, their families, or even themselves.
81
 
 Medicare quickly had a profound impact on the nation's medical system. In its first year, 
Medicare made payments for 37 percent of its enrollees at a cost of $3.2 billion.
82
 The popularity 
of the program became evident by 1967 when 95 percent of senior citizens had signed up for the 
optional Medicare Part B, which provided physicians’ insurance at a cost of four dollars per 
month.
83
 Between 1966 and 1968, the share of public spending rose from approximately 30 
percent to over 70 percent of senior citizens’ total health care expenditures. During the same 
time, out-of-pocket spending among seniors declined from an average of $291.47 to $175.98, 
even though total expenditures on their behalf had increased by 40 percent.
84
  
 Researchers noted the high probability that seniors had been avoiding medical care due to 
expenses, and as a direct result of Medicare they sought out more services. The number of 
hospital visits among older persons increased by 11 percent within in the first two years. Total 
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days spent in the hospital by these patients increased by 20 percent in the same time frame.
85
 
Additionally, 41 percent of all physicians reported an increase in the number of older patients 
seen between 1966 and 1968, and no physicians reported a decrease in older patients. A further 
54 percent of surgeons reported an increase in the number of referrals they had received due to 
Medicare.
86
 The nursing directors of private hospitals with fewer than 100 beds reported 
increases in the number of patients ranging between 3 percent and 40 percent, while only a few 
public hospitals reported a decrease in older patients. The nursing directors explained that some 
patients with Medicare now chose more expensive, privately-run facilities, but it was not clear 
how widespread this new trend was. If a small part of the increased spending could be accounted 
for by patients seeking out more luxurious facilities, the more pronounced and measurable 
increase in spending went towards a greater number of visits to doctors, hospitals, and surgeons 
in the early years of the program.
87
 
 As senior citizens took advantage of their new benefits, Mills’s intent that the program 
would prevent illness and, subsequently, cost escalation, never materialized. The Medicare 
coverage was modeled on private insurance plans, which were largely designed for younger 
populations in good health who only needed occasional care. Medicare therefore emphasized 
care for acute illnesses rather than for the chronic ones that affected the elderly at a greater rate 
than the young. Nearly 25 percent of the elderly required some form of long-term care, as did 
nearly 60 percent of the older-than-eighty-five age set.
88
 Nonetheless, Medicare made no 
provisions for extended hospital, home health, and nursing home care. Patients who suffered 
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from chronic or catastrophic illnesses still faced a possibility of exhausting their financial 
resources and falling back on the welfare system under Medicaid. Medicare similarly failed to 
cover prescription drugs, hearing aids, eye glasses, and dentistry.
89
 
 Mills's cost containment provisions failed, which soon resulted in an explosion of costs 
that by the 1980s would become synonymous with conservatives’ pejorative use of the word 
"entitlements" to describe domestic social programs. The program had virtually no 
administrative cost controls. Medicare's system of "reasonable reimbursement" (originally 
intended to placate the American Hospital Association and the AMA, and to avoid interfering 
with private medicine) guaranteed payment levels equal to the prevailing charges in the private 
sector. Without regulatory oversight, health care providers could themselves set the prevailing 
fees, which allowed costs for individual services to explode. Physicians’ incomes increased by 
11 percent annually, even though the number of visits to doctors only increased by between 5-8 
percent annually. Policy analysts have on occasion argued that, as measured by financial 
benefits, doctors benefited as much or possibly more than their patients.
90
 Prices for services 
continued to rise precipitously until the 1983 adoption of the Prospective Payment System, 
which limited payment levels to try to pressure providers into lowering charges. Even that 
system broke down in the early 1990s, though, as health care providers threatened to turn away 
Medicare patients due to lower reimbursement levels than private insurance plans.
91
  
 Other cost-containment measures similarly failed. If a Medicare payments claims 
administrator determined that an already completed treatment was unnecessary, the legislation 
did not specify whether the physician or the patient would receive the blame and which party 
should bear the costs. Reimbursements to the patient were occasionally denied, but many 
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administrators and patients alike saw this as unfair to the patients who thought their bills would 
be covered. In any case, Medicare officials correctly observed that many patients lacked the 
expertise to determine medical necessity and argued that those patients should not be held 
accountable for such decisions. The administrators instead believed that forcing remuneration 
from the physician for unnecessary procedures was a more effective deterrent, but in practice the 
law allowed this pressure to be exerted only if the physicians in question explicitly agreed that 
they had provided unnecessary care. Predictably, such agreement was rare and the doctors had 
little oversight from either their professional peers or from bureaucrats in determining what 
procedures were necessary.
92
 The Medicare regulators thus understood that they lacked 
institutional control over costs, but they could not determine how to contain wasteful spending 
without negatively affecting patient outcomes. In any case, such efforts to administer 
bureaucratic control would have met resistance from the medical lobby, senior lobby, liberals, 
and even some conservative politicians, because the Medicare creators had explicitly stated that 
the program would not "interfere" with the private practice of medical care.
93
  
 Medicare improved the economic fortunes of the medical industry. The newfound 
availability of government money fueled what some observers derisively called the "health care 
industry," a term that is now ubiquitous but which originally disdained the growing emphasis on 
profits among hospitals, doctors, nursing homes, and pharmaceutical companies.
94
 The elderly, 
who then made up 10 percent of the population, represented 30 percent of public and private 
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medical spending in 1977. Medicare and Medicaid, most policy analysts agreed, made this rate 
of spending possible. Without those programs, older patients would almost certainly have sought 
less care, with profound effects on the health industry and on seniors' health and quality of life.
95
 
Even less flattering terms like the "medical-industrial complex" cropped up in the following 
years to describe the conflicts of interest sometimes inherent in money from a third-party payer 
(whether private or public) paying for medical services regardless of the corresponding outcomes 
for patients.
96
  
 More so than non-medical programs, the growing costs of Medicare demonstrated the 
advantages and the drawbacks of the entitlement approach to legislation. Due to the broad base 
of beneficiaries, an active senior lobby, and a lingering public sympathy toward the aged, the 
program remained popular. For committees attempting to keep the federal budget in balance, the 
program was a nightmare. With cost control measures repeatedly failing, the only plausible 
solutions were politically unpalatable: cutting benefits or raising revenue through increased 
Medicare taxes or additional fees on Medicare Part B. While there was public concern about the 
growth of Medicare expenses, sympathy from the prospect of older persons losing their benefits 
usually dwarfed any apprehensions about the government’s ability to pay. The senior lobby did 
its part to promote such public empathy. When faced with a potential $383 million cut in 
Medicare in 1971, for example, William Hutton, the director of the NCSC, argued that "The 
[Nixon] Administration is trying to balance the budget on the backs of sick old people, and 
Congress will never go along with it."
97
 Mr. Hutton correctly recognized the public mood, and 
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the cuts did not materialize. To the contrary, the most significant expansions of Social Security 
to that date passed in the following year.
98
 
   
Public Approval for the Older Americans Act (1965) and Social Security COLAs (1972)  
 The early history of Medicare indicated that public approval for senior entitlement 
programs had solidified, and the history of related policies further supports this conclusion. The 
Older Americans Act of 1965 and the adoption of Social Security COLAs were the two other 
new pieces of major legislation in the 1960s and 1970s. Neither required as contentious a 
political debate as had Medicare, or attracted as much public attention; therefore, I do not 
provide the same level of legislative detail or policy analysis for them. Instead, this section 
explores the arguments in favor of the legislation and the emergent public approval that 
underpinned and sustained these policies.  
 Created by the Older Americans Act in 1965, the Administration on Aging (AOA) started 
as a bureaucracy with lofty goals but a modest budget and later grew to administer federal, state, 
and local benefits for seniors that extended well beyond health care and pensions. The act had a 
profound impact on the history of old age and at the same time managed to remain virtually 
invisible to the public, largely due to its utilization of local branches and its small initial scale, at 
less than one thousandth of the Medicare budget.
99
 With an initial annual budget of just five 
million dollars, the act sought to help seniors maintain an "American standard of living," access 
adequate medical care, locate suitable living arrangements, combat age discrimination in 
employment, attain affordable transportation, and participate in community activities. By the 
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early 1970s, though, funding had increased to $68 million, funding 412 area agencies that 
brought services to the local level.
100
  
 For senior citizens who did not have significant resources, this program could have a 
surprising impact for the relatively small amount of money spent. One example of a local agency 
was the Lawrence Council on Aging, in Lawrence, Kansas, which received 90 percent of its 
funding from the Older Americans Act. Operating in a county with only 59,000 total residents 
and fewer than 4,500 senior citizens, the ambitious size and scope of the Lawrence Council on 
Aging demonstrates the local impact of the Older Americans Act. The council provided local bus 
transportation for 127 seniors (amounting to between 1,800-2,778 rides per month), served 
26,250 free meals per year, and organized recreational activities that included band concerts, 
outdoor theater productions, picnics, transportation to local fairs, tours of local historical sites, 
baseball games, and trips to local malls. Another Kansas group funded by the Older Americans 
Act, the Jayhawk Area Agency on Aging, offered legal counseling and affordable health 
clinics.
101
 This program continued to grow nationwide. By the mid-1990s, the AOA utilized the 
services of more than 27,000 private service providers nation-wide under the direction of the 
fifty State Units on Aging and more than 661 local Area Agencies on Aging.
102
 In sum, the AOA 
operated on an impressive scale while remaining obscure to the public. 
 While the Older Americans Act was not the focus of a major national debate in itself, the 
services that its local affiliates and branches provided and the issues they sought to alleviate were 
major topics of public discussion and a part of the wider consideration of just what services 
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senior citizens should be entitled to. The economic inflation of the 1970s, especially regarding 
food costs, accentuated the continuing economic problems facing the elderly. A 1973 Chicago 
Tribune article noted that in just over seven months, food prices had gone up 20 percent. With 
each older person on government assistance only allotted an average of $30.38 per month for 
food, the free or low-cost meals made available from the Older Americans Act provided an 
essential means of support. One beneficiary explained the value of the program: "Before I found 
out about this program, my diet consisted of sweet rolls, cereal, coffee, and milk . . . Now I 
conform to a well-balanced diet and my eating habits have changed." Demand was extensive 
enough that the Chicago nutrition program frequently ran out of food at its thirty-five sites.
103
  
 The complaint about having less than one dollar per day for food was a nation-wide 
phenomenon. An elderly Deer Park, New York resident complained at a forum put on by 
Representative Tom Downey in 1975 that she lacked enough money for food and medical care. 
Inadvertently emphasizing her point, she passed out before she could finish her remarks, and 
required medical assistance to recover.
104
 Residents of South Beach, Florida, a community with 
more than half of its population made up by senior citizens, observed a trend of older persons 
digging through garbage dumpsters looking for food.
105
 Other newspapers ran stories claiming 
that some older persons resorted to shoplifting or even eating dog food to survive.
106
 The lack of 
money for food was one indication of the continuing problem of poverty for older Americans by 
the early 1970s. In the state of New York the average cost of rent was between $175-$200, yet a 
Social Security check averaged just $206 per month.
107
 The Senate Special Committee on Aging 
noted that the number of older Americans living below the official poverty line had increased by 
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200,000 between 1968 and 1969, even as 1.2 million younger persons rose above the poverty 
level. In 1971, nearly 25 percent of senior citizens still lived below or near the poverty line.
108
  
 The publicity of these problems revealed that many senior citizens widely relied on 
public funds to make basic ends meet. Proposed solutions included funding or discount programs 
for food, medications, transportation, rent, and utilities, as well as a straightforward increase in 
Social Security pensions. The NCSC negotiated discounts ranging from 30-50 percent on 
prescription drugs from two nation-wide pharmacy chains. Tax relief enjoyed similar popularity, 
as municipalities and states cut property taxes and increased tax exemptions for persons over the 
age of sixty-five. San Francisco's trolley system granted an 80 percent senior citizen discount, so 
that a ride cost just five cents. Private businesses, especially movie theaters in the early years, 
partook in senior discounts so that they could sell their services to retirees during regular 
business hours. Whether the discounts came from private or public entities, though, the 
justifications for discounts and special programs rested not with profits or the mere economic 
benefits for senior citizens, but with the goal of improving seniors’ quality of life. In a majority 
of cases, recipients of these discounts did not have to show proof of financial need – only 
evidence of old age.
109
  
 New federal programs designed to reduce senior poverty similarly emerged in the early 
1970s. The most notable welfare program was Supplemental Security Income (SSI), adopted in 
1972 as an offshoot of Social Security. To qualify, recipients had to demonstrate low income and 
a low total net worth in addition to proving physical disability, blindness, or old age. It 
guaranteed a meager base income of $140 a month for individuals or $210 for married couples, 
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but individual states had the option of supplementing these funds.
110
 While its provisions 
represented a substantial increase in public aid for long-term disability and were no doubt 
appreciated by the recipients, the beneficiaries still only received guaranteed income equal to less 
than 80 percent of the federal poverty line.
111
  
 In the history of senior entitlement, the approach of Supplemental Security Income 
represented a notable alternative approach to addressing seniors’ social welfare. The SSI 
program treated old age as just another personal characteristic that only qualified individuals if 
they also met the requirements of financial need. Under such a program, individuals received 
benefits on the partial basis of old age, but not on the sole basis of old age. Had this narrower 
approach been adopted as the major federal approach to public old age assistance in all 
programs, the experience and politics of aging in America would have been radically different in 
the ensuing decades. Instead, the program remained obscure and limited in scope relative to the 
major entitlement programs. Sixteen years after SSI came into law, AARP's Modern Maturity 
magazine noted that only half of the eligible recipients were on the program and many of the rest 
likely did not even realize that SSI existed or that they qualified.
112
 
 In the same year, another shift in entitlement policy, sponsored by Wilbur Mills, dwarfed 
the limited SSI program. The 1972 amendments to Social Security established two key features: 
an outright increase in pension levels and benefit increases indexed according to inflation. 
Pensions grew by 20 percent, the largest increase ever made to Social Security and 15 percentage 
points higher than the initial lobbying request made by the NCSC.
113
 Mills introduced the 20 
percent figure in large part because he was then considering running for the presidency and 
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recognized the popularity of the measure.
114
 The average single retiree now received $166 per 
month, while the average couple received $270. This represented a 40 percent increase over mid-
1960s levels.  
Even more notable for the long-term expansion of Social Security was the bill’s provision 
for Cost-of-Living Adjustments, or COLAs. When COLAs took effect in 1975, the legislation 
triggered benefit increases that would kick in automatically on an annual basis to match the 
Consumer Price Index cost of living estimate whenever it reached 3 percent inflation in a single 
year. In the inflation-riddled environment of the 1970s and 1980s, senior citizens came to expect 
these annual raises and no longer needed to wait multiple years for politicians to debate an 
improvement in benefits. Further underscoring the entitlement nature of Social Security by 1975, 
fully 93 percent of the population either then received or were younger citizens who would 
expect to receive Social Security benefits. By comparison, only 20 percent of Americans of all 
ages had either qualified or could expect to qualify for Social Security thirty-five years earlier.
115
 
The only groups now excluded were workers who earned below the qualifying levels in their 
respective fields, federal workers who qualified for separate public employee retirement systems, 
individuals who had never worked outside the home, or who had never been married to a 
beneficiary, or some people who had worked for a small business owned by close relatives. Most 
importantly for the average older woman, spouses and widows of qualified workers also 
qualified for benefits of their own, despite not directly paying into the systems.
116
 For the first 
time in its history, the Social Security program entitled virtually all older, retired citizens to 
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pensions that, while still modest, were substantial enough to ensure basic financial security for 
most people.  
 By the early 1970s, Social Security had become something of an American rite of 
passage and provided benefits substantial enough to cover many senior citizens' basic living 
expenses or even provide a middle-class standard of living if combined with other sources of 
income. Average benefits for single citizens still had not reached the $200 per month level 
proposed by the Townsend Plan in the 1930s, even after forty years of inflation, yet the program 
now formed the basis of a typical retirement experience. The outright size of Social Security 
checks had grown considerably, even after adjusting for inflation. In 1985 the Wall Street 
Journal noted that the average Social Security check was worth 25 percent more than had been 
in the case in 1971.
117
 Among all older persons in 1975, including retirees and those who still 
worked, the portion living below the poverty level was 15.3 percent.
118
 When this rate is 
contrasted with the corresponding elderly poverty rate of 66 percent in 1940, mentioned earlier 
in this chapter, it is clear that senior citizens made vast financial gains in just over thirty years.
119
 
 This decline of poverty rates should not be interpreted as affluence, however. Older 
persons tended to rely heavily on government programs, which often only carried them just 
above official poverty rates.
120
 Even after the significant expansions of the previous decades, 
Social Security still was not intended to lift people from poverty to a comfortable middle-class 
lifestyle, and yet more than half of older men and women relied almost entirely on the program 
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for their income.
121
 In 1973 dollars, median household income for people older than sixty-five 
was $6,841, compared with $13,080 for households headed by persons aged fifty-five to sixty-
four.
122
 In the early- to mid-1980s, Social Security made up 50 percent of elderly married 
couples' incomes, 70 percent of the income of elderly single persons, and 85 percent of the 
income of the poorest fifth of retirees.
123
 Certain subsets of the above-sixty-five age group 
averaged higher poverty rates from the late 1970s through the mid-1980s, including 19 percent 
for the disabled elderly, 26 percent for older widows, and 36.3 percent for older blacks.
124
  
When combined with the "near-poor" rate, which the Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare defined as incomes 25 percent above the poverty level or less to reflect an "absolute 
minimum [income] needed for a subsistence standard of living," more than 25.4 percent of the 
elderly could be considered poor, compared with a rate of 17.6 percent for all ages. Among 
elderly blacks, this near-poor or poor rate exceeded 50 percent in 1975.
125
 The expanded Social 
Security benefits consequently left much to be desired for individuals who relied almost solely 
on the program, but it did provide minimal sustenance beyond what had existed before and still 
facilitated a considerably improved quality of life for senior citizens who also had access to a 
workplace pension and/or private savings. As such, Social Security, pensions, and personal 
savings came to be known as the "three-legged stool" of retirement, in which all three "legs" 
were necessary for a financially stable retirement.
126
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 Even with these limitations, the expansion of Social Security did reflect the growing 
sense that older Americans deserved a greater level of independence, even if preserving that 
"independent" status required a heavy reliance upon government benefits.
127
 In contrast to other 
cultures that revered the care of the elderly, Americans tended to believe that happiness and 
dignity in old age depended upon the individual's ability to remain active and independent.
128
 
The underlying popularity of Social Security also reflected that people of all age groups had a 
stake in seniors' financial independence, an idea that echoed the defense of Medicare made by 
Dr. Benjamin Spock in the 1960s.
129
 Responding to calls for a reduction in Social Security 
spending in 1987, Jack Carlson, the Executive Director of AARP, argued that without Social 
Security, younger generations "could be responsible for their parents' support . . . Social Security 
binds, not divides, generations."
130
 Carlson’s view of course overlooked the possibility that 
familial responsibility might actually increase intergenerational bonds for some families.  
 While theoretically now entitled to financial independence, some individuals lost out in 
the details of Social Security policy. Unhappily for some, these policies incentivized retirement 
and dependence on the government dole. Many older workers wanted to draw Social Security 
pensions and continue working simultaneously on a full or part time basis, but any wages earned 
above a fairly modest amount ($1,200 per year in 1965) would sharply reduce the size of Social 
Security checks or, if large enough, eliminate them altogether. As Charles E. Bell, a 72-year-old 
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constituent of Wilbur Mills, complained, "I am an American citizen by birth, have always paid 
my taxes . . . I am willing, able and ready to work, and am working." Bell lamented that his 
income was too low to pay his household expenses, yet too high to qualify for Social Security.  
Other people, Bell complained, lacked ambition and "will sit down and want the 
government to pay all their expenses," but those same people could then retire and draw from 
Social Security. Bell wanted to be able to continue working without losing the benefits he had 
earned as a tax-paying citizen.
131
 Supplementing Social Security in this manner could only be 
done through personal savings or private pensions, not through continued participation in the 
workforce. For someone like Bell, who wanted to continue working, Social Security constituted 
little more than a safety net, similar to welfare, which he could utilize only after losing his 
income, even though he had paid into the system throughout his career. The earnings limitation 
had its supporters, especially from the NCSC, which argued that the policy saved the program 
$2.5 billion per year in 1970 (from approximately 1.4 million persons who lost potential 
benefits), thereby leaving more money for individuals who lacked income and needed it the 
most.
132
 In this aspect, Social Security more resembled a redistributive welfare program intended 
for senior citizens with low or no incomes rather than a program that would supplement the 
incomes of the employed.
133
  
 As a political concept, though, programs broadly benefiting middle-class retirees enjoyed 
greater popularity in comparison with welfare programs directed at people of other ages or 
demographic groups. Younger generations fell behind in the amount and scale of promised 
benefits, although it could be argued that senior entitlements relieved some of the financial strain 
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of caring for older family members. As spending on Social Security and Medicare continued to 
grow and senior poverty rates declined through the early 1980s, entitlements for non-senior 
citizens declined and poverty rates for those groups increased. Aid to Families with Dependent 
Children, for example, declined by roughly 33 percent, contributing to an increased childhood 
poverty rate of 22 percent by 1985 (up from about 15 percent in the early 1970s). Self-interest 
may have played a role in this political preference. A University of Pennsylvania professor 
specializing in population studies argued that voters supported old-age entitlement over 
childhood entitlement because they planned to become senior citizens themselves and might face 
hardships, but no one expected to be reborn into an impoverished family.
134
 
 Gaps in other American public policies placed seniors' benefits in stark contrast with the 
lack of similar benefits for younger generations. While senior citizens now enjoyed (mostly) 
universal access to healthcare through Medicare and Medicaid, Senator Edward Kennedy and 
other activists struggled and ultimately failed in their plans to enact a national health insurance 
bill. Proclaiming health care to be "a forgotten right," Kennedy argued that all Americans, 
regardless of age, were entitled to benefits. Even older Americans needed more entitlements, 
Kennedy and the NCSC jointly argued, as they still lacked coverage for prescription drugs, 
eyeglasses, and hearing aids.
135
 For decades thereafter, though, federal policies recognized only 
the indigent, disabled, and some impoverished subsets of children as having the limited "rights" 
to healthcare that senior citizens automatically enjoyed.
136
 Attempts to extend more welfare to 
the disadvantaged usually met with significant resistance. Americans tended to associate the term 
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"welfare" with racial minorities, even though when measured by absolute numbers there were 
more white recipients of such programs. The various benefits to older Americans consistently 
maintained greater popularity than similar welfare subsidies such as low-income housing 
programs that could potentially attract lower-income minorities to local communities. In contrast 
to welfare programs, the most visible recipients of Social Security, Medicare, and to a lesser 
extent the programs made possible by the Older Americans Act, were presumably "deserving" 
middle-class whites who had merely experienced the misfortune of growing old.
137
  
 Senior entitlement also received support because of a perpetual assumption that whether 
due to ill-health, financial incentives, or discrimination, most people over the age of sixty-five 
could not realistically continue to support themselves even if they chose to do so. This shift of 
public opinion was documented in a series of polls that revealed where the responsibility for 
personal income in old age should rest. The percentage of respondents answering that "the 
individual" was responsible fell from 50 to 31 percent between 1969 and 1976. By the latter date, 
42 percent believed the employer or union should be the entity responsible for ensuring older 
persons' income, and 26 percent believed it was the government's responsibility. While a 
significant minority still placed the greatest responsibility on the individual, a combined 68 
percent looked to other sources, indicating that a large majority of Americans believed senior 
citizens either deserved or had earned financial assistance, as well as a respite from labor, as a 
result of their advancing age.
138
 As indicated by Social Security policies that encouraged 
retirement rather than continued employment, public policy generally coincided with the public 
opinion that the proper social role of older Americans was one of retirement. 
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Conclusion 
 By the early 1980s almost all senior citizens were entitled to some level of benefits under 
Medicare, the Older Americans Act, and Social Security. The assumption that, as a general rule, 
older Americans needed various sorts of assistance and that even the more affluent among them 
should not be financially crushed before qualifying for aid coincided with the growing belief in 
senior dignity to form the foundational rationale for sustaining public programs targeted toward 
the elderly. Even as the practice of mandatory retirement declined (a trend that will be discussed 
further in chapter three) the public and private benefits available to retirees and age-based 
discrimination in hiring decisions ensured that retirement at around age sixty-five continued as a 
cultural norm. With a leisurely retirement as the leading expectation for old age and private 
pensions or savings only covering a fraction of the population, the new federal programs seemed 
a practical method of maintaining the new expectations for the bulk of the population.  
 When it came to the largest programs of Social Security and Medicare, the political 
debates were usually divisive, but the trajectory for these programs from the 1960s through the 
1970s was nonetheless toward expansion. Significant support existed for the idea that the most 
impoverished older Americans deserved basic support in the form of welfare or entitlement 
programs. The Older Americans Act and related programs such as local meal deliveries 
consequently focused on meeting basic needs for the impoverished or disabled. These programs 
maintained sufficient public approval because they could be locally managed and/or take a cost 
effective, compassionate approach. Although older Americans did not necessarily receive a 
guarantee of a comfortable, middle-class lifestyle, neither did the general public or policymakers 
agree that the most unfortunate among them deserved to eat dog food, live on the streets, or live 
in isolation without ever having access to transportation. In that sense, then, even the most 
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impoverished older Americans were at least "entitled" to food, shelter, access to medical care, 
basic human dignity and even a minimal level of companionship or the opportunity to participate 
in enriching activities. By comparison, this same philosophy did not apply to the non-elderly.  
Despite not having as many resources as some argued could be provided in a rich, 
industrialized nation, senior citizens were at least entitled to more benefits than the nation's 
younger and middle-aged adults, if not its children. These policies and the prevailing entitlement 
ideology acknowledged that in some respects, senior citizens had certain rights and privileges 
that extended beyond those of younger generations. They also acknowledged that older 
Americans should have the right or at least the possibility of pursuing more meaningful life 
experiences than was previously the case. As the next chapter will contend, Americans of all 
ages increasingly expected and accepted the premise of expanded public programs, despite 
extensive debates over the individual rights of senior citizens, over older persons’ roles in 
society, and over the effects of entitlement programs on tax burdens and the wider economy in 
the 1970s, 1980s, and early 1990s.  
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Chapter Three – "Third Rails" and "Sacred Cows": Senior Entitlement 
Becomes Entrenched 
  
In 1969, Robert N. Butler, author of the Pulitzer Prize-winning book Why Survive? Being 
Old in America (1975) and director of the National Institute on Aging, coined the term "ageism" 
to describe the pernicious and, in his view, wholly unwarranted discrimination against older 
persons.
1
 This language, based on that of the civil rights and women's rights movements, 
eventually formed one of the more potent arguments in favor of maintaining public benefits for 
senior citizens. Where the civil rights and women's rights movements fought against the 
injustices of racism and misogyny and called for freedom, Black Power, or women's liberation, 
the senior movement of the 1970s similarly adopted the term "ageism," promoted "senior 
power," and demanded an end to age-based discrimination in housing and in the workplace. 
Simply put, senior movement leaders did not consider the gains from Medicare, Medicaid, the 
Older Americans Act, private pensions, and Social Security expansions (all previously 
introduced in chapter two) sufficient if these were not accompanied by full freedom of choice 
and a meaningful role in society.  
Through the 1970s the major age-based organizations of the senior movement based their 
demands more closely on this rights-based language and only gradually strove for additional 
benefits. The goals of anti-ageism and entitlement sometimes contradicted one another – the 
former often promoted the right, and perhaps an emotional need, to continue working in old age, 
while the latter promoted indulgence in a leisurely retirement. Private pensions, Medicare, Social 
Security, and mandatory retirement policies jointly "entitled" individuals to the possibility of a 
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leisurely retirement, but these policies also allegedly removed the elderly from a meaningful 
place in society and denied them their right to choose to continue working. Some organizations, 
including the Gray Panthers and (as seen in chapter two) even AARP in the 1960s, opposed 
programs that entitled individuals to special benefits at the potential expense of a restriction on 
individual freedom of choice. This ideological dichotomy largely defined the senior movement 
in the 1960s and 1970s, but by the 1980s, AARP and other prominent senior organizations had 
largely shifted their focus away from opposing age-based discrimination and toward defending 
existing legislation and advocating for still more benefits. The senior organizations’ efforts and 
favorable public opinion ensured that senior entitlement became entrenched as an American way 
of life and politics.  
 
"All They Need is a Martin Luther King": The Movement Battles Ageism  
 As a symbolic measure, perhaps nothing better illustrated the lack of freedom and social 
acceptability than the practice of mandatory retirement that was then common in private and 
government workplaces. In particular, AARP and the Gray Panthers gained influence as they 
placed the legal abolishment of mandatory retirement among their highest lobbying goals.
2
 The 
problem, as described in AARP's magazine, Modern Maturity, was that younger people 
presumed that "the old are 'different' from ourselves – and so can be ignored, as whites ignored 
blacks and men put down women . . . ." In this view, the only real distinguishing factor between 
age discrimination and racial or gender-based discrimination was that many of the discriminators 
could actually expect to become a member of the subjugated group. This "stupid callousness," as 
the article labeled it, made it impossible for many younger people to relate to older generations 
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and ultimately acknowledge the rights, needs, and desires of older persons. For individuals who 
wanted or needed to continue working into their older years, mandatory retirement and a job 
market that frowned upon older workers took away these rights. It further argued that the 
relatively new trend of leisurely retirement itself subjected senior citizens to an "ejection from a 
citizenship traditionally based on work." Retirement was hardly something to embrace for those 
who had inadequate savings and for those whose children and grandchildren were unavailable to 
care for them.
3
  
 The major political debates undertaken by the senior movement did not directly address 
these social roles of retirees; rather, they focused more on the forces that compelled workers to 
leave the workforce when they were not prepared to do so. In this vein, Dr. Ethel Percy Andrus, 
founder of AARP, testified before Congress: "We believe it would be difficult to conceive a 
more vast waste of manpower and productivity than that caused by compulsory retirement."
4
 
Maggie Kuhn, founder of the Gray Panthers, similarly argued that mandatory retirement 
removed competent workers from the workplace, reduced income security for senior citizens, 
had a negative psychological effect on many individuals, extended the myth that older workers 
were always incompetent and worthless to society, artificially lowered the unemployment rate to 
make the economy appear stronger than it really was, and interfered with the most efficient use 
of human capital.
5
 As similarly argued in a Modern Maturity article, mandatory retirement 
drastically reduced the number of older people who worked in the labor force and unnecessarily 
turned them into "beneficiaries of, rather than contributors to, the pension plan."
6
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 Statistics seemed to confirm this viewpoint that even as millions of workers chose to 
retire early, millions of others left work unwillingly. A compilation of studies from the late 
1960s and early 1970s indicated that 24 percent of retired male workers reported retiring at their 
organization's mandatory retirement age, and nearly 60 percent of these retirees claimed to be 
unwilling to retire. The rest either retired early or were not bound by mandatory retirement 
policies. Calculations of mandatory retirement's economic impact were, by nature, complex and 
controversial, but a 1977 study estimated its annual cost to be $4.5 billion in lost productivity 
and direct expenditures from pensions and other support systems.
7
 Most strikingly, only 22 
percent of men and women over the age of sixty-five were in the workforce in 1974, as 
compared with 68 percent who belonged to that cohort in 1890.
8
  
 Demographic and economic trends gradually made it easier to argue against mandatory 
retirement. In 1974, for example, average life expectancy for someone who had already reached 
the age of sixty-five was 15.5 years for all persons (13.4 years for white or minority males, 17.6 
years for white females, and 16.8 years for minority females).
9
 By 1980, this average had 
increased to 16.3 years above sixty-five, which remained the most typical retirement age.
10
 Since 
it was well documented that, on average, the mind declines slower than the body with age, and 
the economy was already shifting toward more white collar jobs, senior advocates argued that 
many older workers were capable of continuing their careers.
11
 If such healthy individuals chose 
to work during those years rather than adhere to the norms of retirement and dependency on 
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pensions or government programs, and if they were physically capable of working, senior 
advocates saw no reason why they should not be allowed to do so. 
  Opinions on mandatory retirement varied greatly outside and even within the senior 
movement. Among its defenders were the AFL-CIO and its offshoot senior organization, the 
National Council of Senior Citizens (NCSC). Both of these pro-labor groups claimed to oppose 
the principle of mandatory retirement but actually supported it in the event that it were made a 
part of a voluntary labor contract. Most leaders of organized labor considered uniform 
compulsory retirement policies essential to the stability of pension plans and to ensuring the 
availability of work for younger workers.
12
 Labor leaders and management alike also believed 
that mandatory retirement spared workers the indignity of being fired for declining productivity 
and—by making pension planning sustainable—ensured a comfortable retirement. A manager 
for the Westinghouse Electric Company, for example, argued that workers could better maintain 
their dignity if they retired at a set age rather than waiting to be fired because they "can't cut it 
anymore."
13
  
Other arguments on behalf of mandatory retirement included the viability of business and 
the maintenance of racial and gender equality. In 1978 Congress adopted new restrictions that 
increased the minimum mandatory retirement age from sixty-five to seventy (a development that 
will be discussed shortly). Many business leaders reacted with trepidation, warning that the 
revised policy would curtail opportunities for young workers, lower the efficiency of the 
workforce, and saddle companies with unfounded discrimination lawsuits. A 1978 Fortune 
magazine article warned that companies would have to resort to paying outsized bonuses just to 
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incentivize older, inefficient workers to retire.
14
 Even outside of profit-oriented organizations, 
mandatory retirement could be a complicated issue. Senator Claiborne Pell (D-RI) noted that due 
to budget cuts, tenure, and minimum legal ages for mandatory retirement, Brown University had 
to reduce its costs by laying off newly-hired faculty, many of whom were minorities and women 
who were breaking new career boundaries. In such cases, the argument went, the elimination of 
age-based discrimination directly infringed on other groups' rights.
15
  
 Business and organized labor had the most clearly entrenched interests in mandatory 
retirement policies, but this did not deter other organizations from opposing mandatory 
retirement by arguing that it constituted a civil rights violation. These organizations included 
such prominent names as AARP, the American Civil Liberties Union, the American Medical 
Association (AMA), and the Gray Panthers.
16
 In contrast to the NCSC, the members of AARP 
and the Gray Panthers tended to be retired white collar workers who did not identify with the 
interests of organized labor. Multiple efficiency studies dating back to the 1950s had shown that 
a majority of aging white collar workers continued to perform their jobs as efficiently as, if not 
more efficiently than, their younger counterparts.
17
 One earlier, anecdotal example was Benjamin 
Duggar, a botany professor who successfully appealed for exemptions from his university's 
compulsory retirement policy for six straight years. At age seventy-one, he was finally forced to 
retire, but instead of pursuing leisure he found a job with a former student and went on to 
discover aureomycin, a drug that could be used against the diseases of scarlet fever, trachoma, 
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and tularemia. He remained an active professional and delivered lectures around the world until 
he died at the age of eighty-four.
18
  
Old age advocates argued that older workers actually remained more productive than 
younger employees who had less experience, were more distracted by raising families, and 
purportedly had an inferior work ethic. Firing all older workers simply because of an arbitrary 
number was, according to senior advocates, unconstitutional as well as unconscionable. The 
AMA’s Committee on Aging went so far as to claim that compulsory retirement "often leads to 
physical and emotional illness and premature death," because of lost social connections and 
economic resources.
19
 Dr. Bernard Hirah, a representative of the AMA, further elaborated, "We 
don't believe there is any statutory age of senility . . . A man may be in fine health at age 70 or in 
poor health at 35. People don't age uniformly."
20
 
 Ultimately, the arguments against mandatory retirement best matched public opinion, but 
legislation followed suit only gradually. Public opinion steadily shifted from tacit approval in the 
1950s to condemnation by the 1980s. In 1976, an American Council of Life Insurance survey 
found that 69 percent disagreed with mandatory retirement.
21
 Just five years later, a Louis Harris 
poll found that 90 percent of American adults and even two-thirds of business executives 
opposed mandatory retirement, presumably because of its arbitrary nature.
22
 Nonetheless, 
mandatory retirement and other forms of age-based discrimination were still widely practiced 
through the 1980s, despite some newer restrictions. Old age advocates had first attempted, but 
failed, to have age-based discrimination banned as a part of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and in 
the 1965 amendments to the Fair Labor Standards Act. Then in 1967, the Age Discrimination in 
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Employment Act (ADEA) banned workplace age-based discrimination, including mandatory 
retirement for most workers, but only for employees between the ages of forty and sixty-five. 
Over the next eight years, 9,000 employees were rewarded $30 million worth of settlements in 
resulting court cases. Mandatory retirement continued to decline as further legislation placed 
more restrictions on it in the 1970s and the 1980s, but it never disappeared entirely. In 1978 the 
Age Discrimination Act (ADA) increased the upper limits of age discrimination protection from 
sixty-five to seventy and eliminated the maximum age criteria entirely for federal employees. 
Then, in 1986, Congress banned mandatory retirement outright, with the exception of a few 
fields, such as for police and firefighters.
23
 Eventually the practice of mandatory retirement 
dwindled, although some policies still exist in the present day. By federal law, for example, all 
airline pilots in the United States are currently subject to mandatory retirement at the age of 
sixty-five – a policy that likely reduces the number of unhealthy pilots but has created some 
concern over a possible shortage of airline pilots as the workforce ages.
24
 
 Even for the age group of forty to sixty-five (and later to seventy) that the ADEA 
attempted to protect, the legislation failed to curb discriminatory hiring and firing practices. 
Companies could no longer post listings in the newspaper classified sections with phrases such 
as, "ambitious, young man to assist me in sales & service," or for a secretarial position, "No . . . 
exp nec for attractive, on-the-ball gal."
25
 Such job listings were the easiest form of age 
discrimination to identify and curtail, but very little prevented employers from discriminating 
against older workers if they exploited loopholes in the Department of Labor's enforcement of 
the ADEA. An example is the ADEA's stipulation that companies could continue to make age-
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based hiring decisions in fields where age mattered in the performance of the job. Such fields 
might include modeling or physically demanding work such as firefighting or police work. The 
most prominent example was the Greyhound bus company, which continued the policy of not 
hiring any drivers over the age of thirty-five, regardless of their individual health and even 
though the company itself had many drivers over the age of sixty who had been hired when they 
were younger. When the case came to court, the lawyers representing the Department of Labor 
argued with the bus company's lawyers over what age the drivers' bodies began to degenerate 
and whether or not that presented a safety hazard to bus passengers. The Federal Court of 
Appeals agreed with Greyhound that bodily degeneration began at age thirty-five; therefore, the 
company did not have to consider applicants older than that age. The U.S. Supreme Court 
declined the Department of Labor's appeal.
26
  
 More than a decade after the ADEA, many businesses still routinely—and not quite 
clandestinely—searched for ways to reduce the number of older workers. A 1984 Wall Street 
Journal article advised that, "the basic rule, and one that should be clearly established and firmly 
enforced, is that people beyond their early 60s should ease out of major managerial 
responsibilities." The supporting arguments were that older managers would make decisions 
based on outdated methods or information and then retire before they could fix the resulting 
problems. The author concluded that most companies should prod their workers into accepting 
lower-paying positions with less responsibility once they approached their sixties.
27
 At least one 
survey reported that 97 percent of workers who had authority in hiring and firing decisions 
admitted that "unfair" age discrimination was common.
28
 Confirming the suspicion of rampant 
age-discrimination was the statistic that in the mid-1980s, the Equal Employment Opportunity 
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Commission (which had taken over the ADEA responsibilities from the Department of Labor) 
only pursued one out of every 200 complaints of age discrimination. With the number of 
complaints in this time ranging from 10,000 per year to nearly 25,000 per year, only a tiny 
portion of infractions were ever even investigated. The individual victims could pursue their own 
litigation, but this presented a risk due to the cost and inconsistent, sometimes even hostile, court 
rulings.
29
 
 Despite a growing body of legislation, then, the evidence of persistent age-based 
discrimination and negative stereotypes allowed senior advocates to continue to portray their 
cause as a moral and legal battle for civil rights. In numerous local and national confrontations 
they sought more assurances of these rights as well as more public assistance for their housing, 
health, and financial needs. Occasionally these advocates opposed new public spending on 
younger generations and argued that the elderly were neglected and constituted a higher 
spending priority. In one such instance, Dr. Jack Kabcenell, a prosthodontist and president of the 
Rye, New York school board, ran up against opposition to an $8.4 million bond issue for a new 
junior and senior high school in 1971. The local senior citizens community based its opposition 
to the bond on the indignity and disregard which they frequently experienced, arguing that more 
money needed to be spent on the elderly rather than on new school buildings. With the help of 
the local newspaper, they organized older voters to participate in a referendum vote. The turnout 
of registered voters was an astonishing 95 percent, nearly twenty-five times higher than in 
previous school budget votes. The bond failed, leaving Kabcenell to remark that his patients, 
many of whom were elderly, expressed a "rising class consciousness" of old age. With longer life 
spans, a shared experience of retirement, and poor economic conditions, Kabcenell believed that 
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they only needed effective leadership to organize on a national scale. "All they need is a Martin 
Luther King and it could be a revolution," he told a newspaper reporter.
30
 
 
The Gray Panthers Pose a Dilemma: Fight Against Ageism or Pursue Entitlement? 
 The senior movement never found a leader as dynamic or prominent as King, but it did 
have leaders who vibrantly expressed their opposition to age discrimination, while not 
necessarily advocating senior entitlement. The most visible old age advocate of the 1970s was 
Maggie Kuhn, founder of the Gray Panthers. Kuhn's career as an activist had begun in the 1920s 
when she took a position with the Young Women's Christian Association (YWCA), and by the 
1930s she had ascended to the YWCA's national staff. During World War II, when the YWCA 
was a member of the United Service Organization (USO), she advocated on behalf of women 
who were soldiers' wives or who worked in war factories. She left the YWCA in 1947 and spent 
a year and a half at the General Alliance of Unitarian Women, before working for the United 
Presbyterian Church as a member of the Division of Social Education and Action and later in the 
Division of Church and Race.
31
  
 Kuhn made a career of disrupting the status quo of the Presbyterian Church. At the age of 
thirty she became one of the church's first female deacons and was nominated to join the 
governing lay body. In the latter incident, she could not override the objections of the local 
pastor, who believed women should not hold such a position.
32
 Beyond simply being a female 
church leader, her feminist stances also ruffled feathers within the church bureaucracy. In the 
1960s she suggested that the church needed to focus more on the needs of single women, rather 
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than exclusively on nuclear families, and be more accepting of extramarital sexual relations.
33
 
Kuhn herself never married, partially, according to her autobiography, because she did not find 
the right partner but also because the expectations of a career and of a housewife were largely 
incompatible in the mid-twentieth century. The YWCA's policy, for example, was to begin 
training a replacement for any woman immediately after she became engaged. She came close to 
marriage twice in her youth, but thereafter pursued several secret, extended love affairs.
34
  
 As Kuhn aged, activism for women's and racial rights eventually translated into activism 
for senior rights. She first became involved in aging issues in the 1950s, when she prepared a 
study on the cost of medical care for the Presbyterian Church. The costs of medical care for older 
individuals and the unavailability of insurance to cover those costs shocked her. She conducted 
meetings with representatives of the American Medical Association, the American Hospital 
Association, Blue Cross-Blue Shield, the AFL-CIO, and the NCSC, and she finally represented 
the church at the 1961 White House Conference on Aging, where she advocated for one of the 
proposals that later became Medicare.
35
 In the late 1960s, she served on the board of four "rather 
posh Church retirement homes" that served "well-to-do Presbyterians." In addition to the homes 
only serving the needs of the wealthy, Kuhn disagreed with their monotonous days and 
"autocratic" management that ignored the wishes of the residents.
36
  
 Old age advocacy became personal for Kuhn in 1970 when she was subjected to 
mandatory retirement, despite the fact that other (male) church executives in good health were 
allowed to continue working on a year-by-year basis. She soon organized a meeting with five 
other women who had also worked in nonprofit organizations and been forced to retire. They 
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first organized an event at Columbia University which attracted a crowd of 100 people interested 
in the place of the elderly within society. From these efforts came a small core of supporters who 
agreed that in addition to advocating for their own needs, the elderly should be more active 
participants in politics, especially with issues that transcended all age groups. The group later 
became famous for its advocacy on behalf of the aged specifically, but among their first actions 
were resolutions against the war in Vietnam, participation in anti-war rallies, and even the 
distribution of "care packages" to draft resisters. They also advocated for issues such as universal 
access to health care, racial equality, and other quality of life issues for people of all ages.
37
  
 Of course this small group would have amounted to little without specific, achievable 
goals and wider publicity. They decided to hit the streets with public protests, make loud and 
clear demands, and generally follow in the confrontational style of the more vocal elements of 
the civil rights, anti-war, or women's rights movements. They cycled through several names, 
including Aging Continuing the Struggle (ACTS) and Consultation of Older Adults, but the 
name Gray Panthers stuck soon after a radio program producer suggested it to Kuhn to reflect 
their confrontational style and hopes of having a media impact far larger than their small 
membership would suggest.
38
 While the group’s goals were not specifically focused on racial 
uplift (Kuhn and most of the other members were white) and they did not wield weapons in their 
protests, the obvious reference to the Black Panthers did reflect the emotional depth of their 
demands, their determination to make themselves heard, and a stance on major issues that is best 
described as socially liberal.  
The group’s first major success came when they teamed up with consumer advocate 
Ralph Nader to fight against local banking practices in Philadelphia. The largest bank, First 
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Pennsylvania Banking and Trust Company, routinely denied older persons (and, for that matter, 
the poor) checking accounts because their accounts would have been too small to be profitable 
for the banks. As a result, most senior citizens cashed their Social Security checks each month 
and frequently fell victim to robberies while walking home. In one instance, an older woman was 
murdered and robbed for $309, and some three dozen Gray Panthers occupied the First 
Pennsylvania Bank to demand free checking accounts, money orders, and better access to loans 
for home improvements, with the home itself serving as collateral. For his part, Ralph Nader 
arranged a meeting with the president of the bank, who ultimately gave into the Gray Panthers' 
demands.
39
  
 Such confrontations brought a great deal of publicity between 1972 and 1975. Maggie 
Kuhn was invited to the Phil Donahue Show on two occasions, appeared in a television interview 
with David Susskind, and most notably went on the Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson. 
Additional news about the Gray Panthers cropped up in national and local newspapers, 
newscasts, and four documentaries, the most widely distributed of which was called Maggie 
Kuhn: Wrinkled Radical. Finally, in 1974, President Gerald Ford invited Kuhn to his signing 
ceremony for the Employment Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA), which provided 
limited federal regulation and insurance for some private pension plans. Just a month after the 
unpopular pardoning of Richard Nixon, Ford hoped to receive positive publicity for ERISA and 
for garnering the support the Gray Panthers. Instead, Kuhn, who had prepared comments 
opposing ERISA (the Gray Panthers were outraged that it made no provisions for the more than 
half of all workers who did not even qualify for private pensions), indicated that she wanted to 
speak.
40
 Ford, most likely trying to be polite, addressed her, "Young lady, do you have 
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something to say?" Kuhn responded, "Mr. President, I'm not a young lady. I'm an old woman," 
and then proceeded to blast ERISA. In her autobiography she explained: "He was a little 
flustered and so were the others around the table. But I just couldn't help reminding him that his 
words weren't a compliment. Old people are old."
41
  
 The Gray Panthers used their newfound media spotlight to express their view that older 
persons, as with all other American citizens, possessed rights that should not be violated and that 
special legislation and programs were necessary to ensure those rights. Legally, their main 
argument against mandatory retirement was that it violated the due process clause of the Fifth 
Amendment and the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Various lawsuits, 
whether initiated by the Gray Panthers or other organizations and individuals, argued that 
mandatory retirement denied individuals these rights because the policy was based on the 
fundamental and mistaken assumption that "all workers over a certain age are incompetent," in 
the words of Maggie Kuhn.
42
 An AARP spokesman agreed with this viewpoint and further 
elaborated, "A person is constitutionally entitled to work, and the test of whether he is able to do 
so shouldn't be that he happened to turn 65."
43
 In general, though, the courts did not agree that 
mandatory retirement violated due process or equal protection. By the 1990s federal laws had 
eliminated mandatory retirement in almost all situations, yet the Supreme Court continued to 
uphold the basic constitutionality of the practice so long as it did not violate said laws.
44
  
 In spite of these courtroom failures, the rights-based language persisted within the senior 
movement, even in areas where seniors voluntarily made lifestyle choices. Some activists 
complained of age-based "segregation" in its various forms. Kuhn argued that, like "ghetto" 
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housing, retirement communities isolated the elderly and removed them from the rest of society 
where they were widely considered a nuisance. Leisure World, one such community in southern 
California, not only had its own hospital, health clinics, clubs, recreational facilities, and a 
church, but also had barbed wire fences, guards, and even a moat for security. Residents could 
leave, if able, but in Kuhn's characterization it was merely a "playpen . . . they're very safe . . . 
playpens are meant to be safe and comfortable. The people are out of the way of the rest of 
society."
45
 This viewpoint fit well within Kuhn's view that the elderly were treated as "wrinkled 
babies," who should be pampered, protected, and entertained, but never expected or even 
allowed to contribute their labor and ideas toward tangible accomplishments.
46
 Other activists 
echoed Kuhn's belief that leisurely retirement merely disguised paternalism and especially 
complained that "television has, almost unnoticed, become the 'baby sitter' for the old as well as 
for the young, but no one has yet devised a 'Sesame Street' for the elderly."
47
  
 Representatives of AARP often echoed these complaints about the social roles of older 
people and how they were treated or viewed, though without necessarily agreeing with Kuhn's 
broader criticism of leisurely retirement (AARP, after all, was by then promoting the sort of 
leisurely retirement that Kuhn and the Gray Panthers despised). Writing in AARP's Modern 
Maturity magazine, Dr. Alex Comfort suggested that older people needed to stand up for 
themselves and avoid falling "into a state of fatuous senior Uncle Tomism." To do this, he 
believed, seniors needed to react quickly and decisively to derogatory comments and treatment 
(such as being referred to as "old biddy" "Granny," "Pop," or "old lady in tennis shoes"), just as 
African Americans had asserted themselves more boldly against "people who talk slightingly 
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about 'niggers.'" Comfort undoubtedly sensationalized the comparison, as there was no history of 
age-based slavery and no record of older people being the target of hate crimes, but the 
comparison held some structural similarities in that both forms of language adhered to 
stereotypes and accordingly belittled the person being addressed. "Tell them you don't appreciate 
that sort of language," Comfort wrote, "Usually they mean no harm, but need their heads 
changed . . . Point out acidly that you have a name and if they don't know it they can damn well 
ask, and that you were earning a living when they were still eating baby food."
48
 
 The rhetoric of women's rights made its way into the senior movement in a fashion 
similar to that of the civil rights movement. While racial minorities were relatively invisible 
either as participants in or as beneficiaries of the senior movement, a trend that will be discussed 
in the epilogue, female activists were numerous and sometimes prominent among old-age 
advocates. Women's rights issues especially resonated with old-age advocates because a 
disproportionate number of the elderly were women due to longer female life spans and because, 
on average, older women had fewer resources than older men and were more likely to suffer 
from poverty and from abuse. Older women could also accurately complain that despite their 
larger numbers, they were ignored or belittled to an even greater extent than older men in 
popular culture and even in scientific studies. The National Institute on Aging, for example, did 
not include women in their study of "normative" aging until 1978 – in effect implying that men 
provided the only normative model of old age.
49
  
Personal experiences similar to those of Maggie Kuhn had originally motivated Dr. Ethel 
Percy Andrus to found the National Retired Teachers Association (NRTA) and AARP in 1947 
and 1958, respectively. In 1930 at the age of forty-six, Andrus received a Ph.D. from the 
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University of Southern California and thereby attained an amount of education highly unusual 
for a woman at the time and, clearly, still unusual among men and women today. Her career 
included high school teaching, volunteering at Jane Addams’s Hull House and the Chicago 
Commons, and serving a stint between 1916 and 1944 as the first female high school principal in 
California.
50
 Unlike Maggie Kuhn, Andrus retired voluntarily. But like Kuhn, Andrus found that 
the elderly faced many financial and health problems in retirement and felt compelled to address 
the issue. Andrus died in 1967 and therefore did not live long enough to see AARP become the 
nation’s leading lobby for senior entitlement programs, but the NRTA and AARP certainly 
shared the Gray Panthers’ goals of improving the lot of the aged, regardless of race or sex.
51
  
 Many of the same grievances that led women to become path-breaking feminists in their 
younger years frequently drove them to old-age advocacy. Reflecting on the second-wave 
feminism some decades later, the feminist Betty Friedan argued that old age advocacy and 
feminism were in fact indistinguishable. In her book, The Fountain of Age, Friedan wrote, "what 
had really caused the women's movement was the additional years of human life. At the turn of 
the century, women's life expectancy was forty-six; now it was nearly eighty. Our groping sense 
that we couldn't live all those years in terms of motherhood alone was 'the problem that had no 
name.'"
52
 When Friedan made this realization around the age of sixty in the 1980s, she joined 
other prominent women in advocating on behalf of the aged. She argued that the myths of old 
age not only paralleled those about women, but that frequently they overlapped with one another. 
In the 1960s, for example, public conversations usually only referenced menopause in the form 
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of innuendos. On the unusual occasions that menopause did receive public attention, it was 
considered a "shameful sexual sickness . . . [the] ultimate trauma, the end of her sexual function, 
her life as a woman. She was told to expect painful, even agonizing, physiological symptoms and 
depressions that might send her to bed for weeks, even years, sometimes requiring 
hospitalization." Yet many of the older women Friedan interviewed had trouble recalling 
particularly bothersome symptoms at all, and certainly few would experience effects as 
traumatizing as they may have been led to expect.
53
  
 Popular myths also held that all older people, whether male or female, were "senile," 
even though only a small percentage of the elderly population actually suffered from diseases 
such as dementia. Another connection Friedan made between feminism and old age advocacy 
was the social, medical, and political propensity to "protect" both women and the elderly in ways 
that denied their fundamental humanity. She referenced "‘protective’ laws sheltering women 
from the burdens of earning, voting, participating in society in equality with men" and compared 
them to policies that kept "the aging out of the places where the productive activities of society 
go on . . . the activities that earn money and status . . . . Far less trouble to keep them sedated, in 
beds and wheelchairs in expensive nursing homes, than to deal with their diverse reality and 
figure out ways to keep them productive in the community."
54
  
 Friedan, Kuhn, and Andrus all shared the view that, at least on occasion, entitlement 
policies could serve to reinforce the image of the elderly as hapless, force a leisurely retirement 
upon unwilling persons, or even rob individuals of their human liberty and dignity. Other than 
the Gray Panthers, though, old-age advocates commonly failed to reconcile or chose to ignore 
any discrepancies between entitlement ideology and rights-based ideology, in favor of the 
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former. A complete eradication of ageism would also, at least in theory, entail ending benefits 
that came automatically with chronological age. So while the Gray Panthers and AARP agreed 
upon the need for better systems to care for the elderly disabled, for example, they disagreed 
about the implications of leisurely retirements and retirement communities that tended to 
segregate the old from the young and from some fundamental aspects of social and economic 
life. While there were (and are) still limitations in seniors' rights and in how they were treated, 
the legislative gains, increased senior voting rates, and image improvements made between the 
1960s and the 1990s did at least signify a growing acknowledgement of senior citizens' 
fundamental humanity and dignity. This acknowledgement (and implicit or in some cases 
explicit admission of public responsibility) also underlay the growing public approval of benefits 
that applied specifically to older Americans.  
    
"Greedy Geezers": AARP and Senior Entitlement Come under Fire in the 1980s-1990s 
The newfound clout of AARP and the senior movement as a whole, discussed in chapter 
two, did not go unnoticed or unopposed. As the influence and power of old-age advocates grew, 
the nature and purposes of senior citizens' newfound benefits came under closer scrutiny. In 
particular, the decline of several older stereotypes about aging presaged the rise of new 
stereotypes that generally viewed the elderly as being able to take care of themselves. Many of 
the negative stereotypes surrounding aging had gradually softened by the 1980s, as discussed in 
chapter one, but this shift did not always translate into political advantages. A rising, though not 
yet ubiquitous, opinion trend viewed the elderly with at least three excessively positive 
stereotypes, all of which corresponded neatly with many political conservatives' arguments that 
federal spending on social services needed to be reduced. Gerontologist Robert H. Binstock 
115 
 
argued that these misconceptions were: 1.) senior citizens' finances were sound, 2.) that they had 
more than adequate political influence, and 3.) they all voted as a bloc according to self-interest. 
These stereotypes often led to the conclusion that, with a growing percentage of the overall 
population, increasing political clout, and selfishness, older Americans would soon subvert the 
nation's economy if nothing was done to reduce their benefits. Publications ranging from The 
Washington Post to The Wall Street Journal blamed excessive federal spending on older 
Americans (amounting to more than one-quarter of the federal budget by the early 1980s) for the 
nation's economic malaise in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
55
 In the words of AARP’s 
legislative director, "The old stereotype was eating dog food. The new stereotype is playing 
golf."
56
 The reality of old age, of course, lay somewhere in the middle and varied greatly by 
individual. 
The growth of AARP did little to dissuade some observers that senior citizens were 
financially and fiscally well off and perhaps taking more than their fair share of the nation’s 
wealth. By the 1980s no age-based organization could claim to be as powerful an advocate for 
such public benefits as AARP. Its membership expanded from one million in 1969 to eleven 
million in 1977 and to thirty-two million in 1989.
57
 By the latter date, AARP was gaining 8,000 
members per day and was, by membership, the largest organization of any kind in the United 
States aside from the Roman Catholic Church.
58
 Its main office in Washington, D.C. and its 
regional office in Long Beach, California conducted enough business through the mail to merit 
their own ZIP codes and receive discounted rates for bulk mailings with the United States Postal 
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Service.
59
 More than 20 percent of all registered voters were members of AARP.
60
 The 
organization spent $10 million per year and employed 125 staff members in its lobbying 
efforts.
61
 Adding to its clout was the fact that—unlike the situation prior to the 1980s—people in 
the age group of 65-84 by then actually did vote at a greater rate than all other age groups (a rate 
slightly above 60 percent). Even by then, though, voting rates for voters aged 85 and above were 
much lower (below 40 percent) and were in fact the lowest level of all age groups except for 
those aged 18-34, of whom fewer than 30 percent turned out to vote.
62
  
Even before the senior advantage in voting rates began to materialize, AARP came under 
criticism for allegedly using its large membership numbers to pursue political objectives that 
benefited the organization more than its members, many of whom had paid their five dollar 
annual dues not for political reasons, but rather for the personal benefits of accessing 
supplemental insurance plans, receiving Modern Maturity magazine, soliciting legal or health 
advice, or obtaining travel and other discounts.
63
 These critics included Ed Bradley, who in a 
1978 60 Minutes segment claimed that AARP was merely an insurance company posing as a 
nonprofit agency. Phillip Longman, another critic and a staff member of the 700-member 
Americans for Generational Equity, claimed, "The reality in Congress is that nobody can take on 
the elderly. When A.A.R.P.’s lobbyist shows up, it’s like Darth Vader at the door – he tells 
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people how to vote."
64
 Longman had previously been fired from his job as a Congressional aide 
for criticizing AARP on television.
65
 Some Congressional hearings brought forth further 
questions about the conflicts of interest between AARP’s lobbying and membership practices. 
One policy expert testified before the Senate Committee on Finance that AARP routinely 
expelled members for holding unauthorized meetings and expressing political views antithetical 
to those of the AARP leadership. The threat of expulsion from an organization that offered so 
many direct (and in some cases, irreplaceable) benefits to its members was not to be taken 
lightly. In this way, AARP could swell its membership, use those numbers to claim a large base 
of support for their legislative proposals, and then use benefits to coerce their members into 
retaining their membership.
66
 
The benefits of belonging to AARP merit further delineation. Each year members 
received six copies of Modern Maturity magazine, which in 1988 became the most-circulated 
magazine publication in the nation and eventually surpassed the combined circulation of Time, 
Newsweek, and U.S. News & World Report.
67
 Modern Maturity, along with the eleven-issues-
per-year AARP Bulletin, delivered a significant amount of information about aging issues, 
AARPs advocacy activities, and advertising content. AARP also offered Highlights magazine to 
200,000 of the organization’s volunteers, distributed Working Age to 65,000 subscribers over the 
age of sixty-five who still worked and produced various other educational or promotional 
pamphlets on hundreds of topics of special interest to the aged. AARP offered a Consumer 
Affairs Program to help older persons purchase consumer products as well as financial, utility, 
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and other services. The organization’s Criminal Justice Services, established in the late 1960s, 
trained police officers to interact with the elderly in positive ways. Other similar programs that 
AARP offered included the Grandparent Information Center, the Housing Program, Work Force 
Programs, Health Advocacy Services Program, the Legal Counsel for the Elderly Program, the 
Office of International Activities, and the Research Information Center (a publicly-accessible 
library devoted to the study of social gerontology).
68
  
AARP’s community service programs trained and coordinated senior citizens to 
volunteer their time to various causes or groups, including such organizations as the American 
Red Cross. Even after the adoption of Medicare in 1965, insurance companies continued to offer 
AARP-endorsed life and health insurance plans through its Group Health Insurance Program that 
would cover various medical services, drugs, or devices not covered by Medicare. It was even 
possible to buy AARP-licensed car, home, mobile home, and travel insurance. AARP members 
could receive discounts on prescription drugs, rental cars, and many other travel services or 
consumer goods. Members could also invest their money in AARP-endorsed mutual funds and 
use AARP credit cards. Further complicating the relationship among its endeavors of lobbying, 
charity, marketing, licensing, publishing, and nonprofit advocacy, AARP also received federal 
funds to manage such programs as the Senior Community Service Employment Program, the 
Senior Environmental Employment Program, and the Tax-Aide Program to assist older persons 
or those with disabilities in completing their tax returns.
69
  
The enhanced visibility of AARP and of senior citizens more generally came at the price 
of negative publicity. Increased criticism of the complex, the intertwined private and public 
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interests inherent in old-age politics threatened to undermine the ideology of senior entitlement 
itself. Senior entitlement came under fire for a combination of its costs (supposedly at the 
expense of younger generations), a growing perception that it was perhaps unnecessary, and, 
especially in the case of Medicare and Social Security, for its potential long-term insolvency. 
Numerous publications started using the phrase, "Greedy Geezers," to describe those who 
lobbied on behalf of more old-age benefits at the expense of younger generations.
70
 Ken 
Dychtwald, author of the well-known 1989 book, Age Wave, argued that efforts to relieve the 
elderly from poverty had gone too far. "They now have the lowest poverty level of any age group 
in the country," he announced to a group of insurance company representatives: "While we were 
worrying about the communists taking over America, the elderly took over."
71
 
By expressing concern over the growing resources devoted to senior citizens, some critics 
took stances in complete opposition to the view of senior citizens as entitled citizens. In 1984 
Richard Lamm, then the governor of Colorado, created a stir when he argued that the old 
possessed "a duty to die and make way for the young." Daniel Callahan, a medical ethicist and 
the author of the influential book, Setting Limits, further argued that a particular age should be 
established, perhaps in the late-seventies or early-eighties, after which patients should be denied 
life-saving health care.
72
 Callahan specified that these patients should not be placed in intensive 
care units, receive organ transplants, or be placed on life support. They would only receive low-
cost, routine care and, when faced with life-threatening situations, palliative measures to ease 
their suffering. Others, such as Dr. Christine Cassel, the chief of internal medicine at the 
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University of Chicago School of Medicine, alternately argued that cost savings should first be 
found by making the medical system more efficient, "before we talk about throwing people off 
the lifeboat." Cassel did suggest that some older patients (or their powers of attorney) already 
voluntarily chose to decline life-extending measures in certain circumstances, thus saving 
expenditures on terminally ill patients. Cassel argued, though, that individuals had the right to 
decide whether or not to take extraordinary measures to extend their lives, based on their quality 
of life rather than "on the basis of some arbitrary age cutoff."
73
 
 Older persons themselves sometimes expressed feelings of guilt associated with the 
benefits they received just for reaching certain ages. One such individual, Louis Maples, 
expressed concern that the benefits she and her husband had not even asked for or needed were 
saddling the economy with a significant burden. Maples argued, "Able-bodied seniors today are 
extending their hands for a handout rather than a handshake. Too many are playing on their age. 
Too many are freeloading the entire last lap of life's journey." She further summarized her view 
of the scheme: "Senior power is voting power, and there is no politician alive who does not 
recognize this fact. Give them senior centers. Give them recreational programs. Give them free 
transportation. Give them tax benefits. In return, they give their votes and the taxpayers give 
their money."
74
 In other cases, senior citizens were unable to reconcile their personal pride with 
the receipt of handouts. Vincenza Sceusa, director of a senior center in New York City with a 
large number of Italian-American members, told interviewers that the biggest challenge in 
connecting benefits with recipients was figuring out how to "teach [seniors] that the various 
services are entitlements—not charity—that they have paid for." Many seniors nonetheless 
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refused to accept any distinction between earned benefits and charity, even for programs that 
provided for basic, daily needs such as free meals.
75
 
 The views of Maples and Sceusa were undoubtedly closer to the mainstream of public 
opinion than Governor Lamm's suggestion that the elderly had no particular right to existence. 
Jeff Faux, president of the Economic Policy Institute, for example, argued that it was a "strange 
morality" to make demands "that would reduce medical care for 80-year-old retired workers in 
order to assure that the 18-year-old children of the affluent maintain their supply of stereos and 
sports cars."
76
 Indeed, the basic concept of providing the means of sustenance—as well as 
expensive medical care—to older Americans always maintained strong support from all age 
groups. A 1986 NBC News/Wall Street Journal Poll indicated that 78 percent of respondents 
opposed reductions in Medicare to balance the federal budget.
77
 In the same year, a 
Gallup/CCFR Survey indicated that 60 percent of respondents wanted to expand Social Security 
and a further 32 percent wanted it kept the same. Only 5 percent indicated that program should 
be cut back.
78
 
Two growing assumptions did threaten to undermine public support for senior 
entitlement. These were that senior citizens were better off financially than younger generations 
and that spending on Medicare and Social Security could be reduced without adverse effects on 
the aged population. Indeed, fewer senior citizens (12.4 percent in 1985) lived below the poverty 
line than did the general population (14.4 percent in the same year). The phrase "welfare for the 
rich" might even have roughly described the 10 percent of Social Security funds that went to 
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households with incomes above $30,000. Certain groups such as the "old-old" and minorities, 
though, still relied almost entirely on government programs for basic sustenance. Nonetheless, 
senior activists increasingly had to defend the charge of being "greedy and selfish consumers," in 
the words of Cyril Brickfield, executive director of AARP. Brickfield, other senior organizations 
besides AARP, and gerontologists therefore warned about the dangers of basing social welfare 
policies on this new, inaccurate stereotype of senior affluence.
79
 If proposals for entitlement 
reform assumed that senior citizens were generally affluent, then entitlement itself could 
potentially be challenged. 
Numerous proposals to reduce spending on old-age benefits emerged from the Reagan 
administration, but those met with limited success in actually curtailing entitlement spending. 
One of Reagan’s most notable campaign promises was to cut Social Security along with other 
social spending. He claimed that in an aging society, the program’s funding was unsustainable 
and the only way to save the program was to systematically cut its benefits. In reality, Social 
Security’s trust funds were sound for the foreseeable future, and Reagan’s plans for Social 
Security encountered so much opposition that he had to abandon them. Still, the idea of Social 
Security’s insolvency lingered, particularly among the nation’s youth, who repeatedly heard that 
the program would not exist when they grew old.
80
 The administration had more success in 
cutting the Medicare and Medicaid programs by placing more of the financial burden on the 
plans’ recipients and paying medical providers less money per service rendered.  
In addition to deep animosity toward government programs, the underlying theory behind 
the Medicare cuts was one of moral hazard: that excessive Medicare insurance benefits insulated 
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patients from personal financial risk, thereby causing them to seek unnecessary health care and 
increase overall medical inflation.
81
 Most medical policy analysts and medical economists argue, 
however, that shifting the cost burden onto patients caused (and still causes) some of them to 
forego necessary or cost-effective preventive and diagnostic care. This behavior tended to reduce 
the patients’ health and, in the long run, actually resulted in more spending on serious illnesses.
82
 
The Reagan-era Medicare reforms therefore did little to restrain medical inflation, as the 
administration had hoped, but for a time the reforms did limit the total amount of taxpayer 
money spent on Medicare. By 1985 Medicare’s beneficiaries shouldered much more of the fiscal 
burden, paying out-of-pocket medical expenses that were, on average, 49 percent higher for 
hospital services than they had paid in 1980. For the first time since 1965 (before Medicare even 
existed), older persons’ average out-of-pocket spending exceeded 15 percent of their annual 
income.
83
 The second major area of Medicare cost savings, enacted in 1983, came in response to 
the apparent insolvency of Medicare’s trust fund. The weak economy, coupled with years of 
inflation in medical costs, had caused the time to exhaustion of Medicare's trust fund to fall to 
approximately seven years and precipitate a "crisis" in Medicare funding for the second of three 
times between 1965 and 1997.
84
  
The Reagan administration responded to this crisis by introducing the prospective 
payment system (PPS), which as opposed to the existing "retrospective" or fee-for-service 
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system, sought to grant hospitals set payments for treating each patient (the specific amount was 
determined by the diagnosis in each case) rather than paying for each service rendered during 
treatment. A similar system was soon adopted for Medicare’s physician coverage (part B). In a 
cost-savings arrangement roughly similar to a restaurant-goer not tipping the server, the PPS 
ultimately saved money by paying physicians and hospitals less than the prevailing rates for each 
service rendered. At least in theory, the PPS incentivized medical providers to treat illnesses in a 
more cost-effective manner because they would have to provide services at less cost than the 
PPS payments or else absorb the financial loss. Over the next decade, though, cost savings 
outside the Medicare system were not realized. Medicare reimbursement continued to fall in 
relation to that of private insurance companies, which still paid providers on a fee-for-service 
basis. In the three years between 1986 and 1988, total Medicare expenditures for hospital 
services remained steady or actually declined. By 1993, though, Medicare payments to 
physicians averaged just 62 percent of the private insurance payments for the same services.
85
  
There were obvious limitations in the extent of savings that could be realized with the 
PPS. There were still no predetermined limits for Medicare’s total expenditures (as had been 
established in most industrialized nations possessing national healthcare policies). Policymakers 
also could only use Medicare’s PPS as a price-leveraging mechanism to a certain extent because 
lowering payment levels too far caused providers to turn away Medicare patients altogether and 
instead rely on younger patients with private insurance for their revenue. These factors, 
combined with an unplanned and unrestrained adoption of expensive medical technology, 
allowed health care costs and eventually Medicare expenditures to continue expanding in the 
1980s and 1990s.
86
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Conservative political strategists, drawing on the ideas of the Heritage Foundation, the 
Cato Institute, and the Concord Coalition shifted their efforts from the unpopular stance of 
cutting Social Security and Medicare outright to warning of "crises" in the programs’ funding 
structures. Those organizations wanted to use the pretext of funding crises (and perhaps even 
precipitate actual crises by cutting tax revenues) in order to reduce program benefits to the 
middle-class to "save" the programs. The end result would have been Medicare and Social 
Security benefiting only the poor and more closely resembling the less-popular welfare 
programs. In the short term this approach had little effect, as the Reagan administration backed 
off from its proposed cuts to Social Security, but in the longer term conservatives hoped that the 
repeated mantra of program insolvency would persuade younger generations that they would 
never benefit personally from the program.
87
  
In the face of Reagan-era cuts in Medicare, public support for maintaining and even 
expanding Medicare and Social Security remained strong. Through the 1980s and 1990s, a large 
majority of Americans continued to see Medicare and Social Security as middle-class entitlement 
programs that should be maintained or expanded. A 1987 Harris poll found, for example, that 84 
percent of respondents still opposed "cutting spending on entitlement programs, such as 
Medicare and health programs."
88
 The shifting of the cost burden in Medicare and the PPS had 
managed not to attract much attention because those actions enjoyed bipartisan support and at 
least at the outset appeared to be mechanisms for reducing medical inflation and program 
inefficiencies rather than reforms that would cut actual benefits.
89
 Even as more observers 
viewed the elderly as financially stable or possibly affluent, a majority either believed that 
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affluence was a desirable outcome or continued to recognize that federal entitlement programs 
were a major component of seniors’ financial security and health.  
 In comparison to the PPS, which enjoyed bipartisan support and seemed to find cost 
savings through improved efficiency, the Reagan administration’s attempts to reduce Social 
Security created more controversy. In May, 1982, President Reagan signed a budget that 
specified that either the Social Security tax would increase or benefits would be reduced by $40 
billion. Within a week, the resulting public hostility caused Reagan and Congressional 
Republicans to back off of the issue. In a news conference, Reagan announced that the program’s 
inflation-indexed Cost of Living Adjustments would be increased by 7.4 percent, as scheduled, 
with no additional taxes levied to pay for them. While that incident lasted only a week and is 
now an obscure piece of history, it is instructive of the nature and influence of senior power by 
the early 1980s. In what appears to have been the first printed use of the term, a Newsweek article 
the following week described Social Security as a "third rail" of politics. This quip 
metaphorically referenced the third rail of some urban railways, which carried a high-voltage 
charge and electrocuted anyone who touched it. The term—and the lesson—stuck. For a week in 
1982, Congressional Republicans and the Reagan administration had touched the rail of Social 
Security and suffered the resulting political shock. The same Newsweek article quoted a 
frustrated White House aide, who said, "All Republicans should be required to get a lobotomy so 
they can’t say the words ‘social’ or ‘security’ [again]."
90
 President Reagan followed this advice 
(except for the lobotomy) and with few exceptions generally shied away from using further 
rhetoric about cutting Social Security.
91
 The administration wisely focused its attacks on the less 
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popular welfare programs, whose recipients lacked the sizeable and influential lobbies that 
represented senior citizens, but the administration still had to endure steady questioning about its 
future plans for Social Security.
92
  
Despite the reductions of Medicare and Medicaid coverage, senior entitlement appeared 
almost sacrosanct to political observers by the late 1980s and early 1990s. "Third rail" became a 
commonly-used phrase and soon expanded to include Medicare.
93
 By the mid-1990s, it was 
accompanied by the term "MediScare," which could describe either the fear caused by proposals 
to cut or privatize Medicare, to denote a political tactic whereby Republicans or Democrats 
accused members of the other party of trying to destroy Medicare, or to intentionally create a 
panic surrounding Medicare’s fiscal stability.
94
 Less common but equally colorful metaphors 
included referring to Social Security as an untouchable "sacred cow."
95
 As Reagan discovered 
with the PPS, fiscal restraint on seniors’ benefits could only be politically acceptable if the cuts 
somehow managed to escape intense political debate and appeared not to be "cuts" at all. With 
AARP diligently defending against benefit cuts and then actually pressing for expansions of such 
benefits in the mid- to late 1980s, the PPS system was a unique exception to the third rail of 
senior entitlement.  
In the 1980s and 1990s, conservatives did occasionally ignore the third rail threat and 
suggested cuts in Social Security benefits so that its surplus funds could be used to balance the 
budget. These proposals outraged representatives of AARP and senior citizens in general. In 
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response to one such proposal in 1992, a Modern Maturity article simply stated, "Social Security 
is not adding a penny to the deficit; on an annual basis it actually masks the true size of the 
deficit." The article pointed out that Social Security’s trust funds had healthy reserves and that 
the Reagan tax cuts and increased defense spending were the true causes of federal budget 
deficit.
96
 In a letter to the editor of The Wall Street Journal several years prior, Jack Carlson, a 
representative of AARP, argued that the Social Security trust funds had enough reserves for the 
next seventy-five years, it served the disabled who were not elderly, and it even directly 
benefited 3.3 million children who were dependents of Social Security’s older beneficiaries. 
Carlson further argued, "It is a disservice to suggest that this program be cut in order to mask 
deficits in the general fund that were caused by decisions that have nothing to do with Social 
Security."
97
  
In addition to facilitating such pragmatic defenses of entitlement policies, the ideology of 
senior entitlement upheld a lingering sense of New Deal liberalism and promised senior citizens 
the support that many believed they had earned through years of contributions to society. Even 
though senior entitlement programs and leisurely retirements were still relatively new concepts, 
they were widely seen as a traditional part of the welfare state. This view can be found in the 
opinions of the beneficiaries themselves, many of whom had spent much of their lives growing 
accustomed to the benefits of federal social programs. In particular, the World War II or "GI 
generation," the group that was nearing or had attained eligibility for public benefits, had 
benefited to an unprecedented extent from federal social programs. While growing up during the 
Great Depression, they had witnessed or possibly benefited personally from the various relief 
programs that made up the New Deal. After World War II, servicemen qualified for the 
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educational and other benefits of the GI Bill and special subsidized loans from the Federal 
Housing Administration. They witnessed the construction of the Interstate Highway System in 
the 1950s, the numerous expansions of Social Security, and the creation of Medicare and 
Medicaid in the 1960s.
98
  
Virtually all members of that generation benefited from the 1972 Social Security COLAs 
and the 1974 Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) that regulated private pensions 
and made those pensions more secure than they were previously (or, for that matter, more secure 
than the pensions future generations would attain). These federal benefits, combined with a 
relatively high personal savings rate and an expanding real estate market that allowed for 
personal home equity, made possible the wealthiest group of retirees in American history.
99
 
Alongside leisure time and grandchildren, it was not uncommon for senior citizens to specify 
programs like Medicare as some of the best aspects of the later life experience. A seventy-eight-
year-old retired nurse answered researchers’ questions about the advantages of old age, "Mostly, 
it’s the help we get from the government. We have always looked after ourselves. I worked after 
my husband died at 66 until I had to quit work. The government is handling it better, so I can 
help my daughter with the rent."
100
 The typical retirees of the 1980s were long-accustomed to the 
benefits of government programs, and they had few incentives to support cuts in the very 
programs that made their retirement lifestyles possible. Likewise, younger generations could still 
benefit by not having to spend as much time or money caring for their aging parents, and they 
could still hope to receive similar benefits when they grew older. 
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Middle-Class Senior Entitlement Endures: AARP’s Failed Legislative Proposals 
While seniors’ benefits by the late 1980s were by any measure substantial, they still left 
room for further expansion. One of the important areas for which senior citizens (particularly 
lower-income seniors) still did not receive adequate protection was in insurance coverage for 
prescription drugs and long-term "catastrophic" illnesses. As AARP advocated for the Medicare 
Catastrophic Coverage Act (MCCA) in the late 1980s to remedy this gap in the social safety net, 
it stumbled upon a major point of contention over senior entitlement. That debate questioned 
whether the wealthy or healthy elderly should continue to be entitled to benefits commensurate 
with the poorest or sickest of the elderly who were most in need. The MCCA would have taxed 
Medicare’s more wealthy beneficiaries and use the revenue to provide coverage for long-term 
hospital stays, prescription drugs, and physician care not previously covered through Medicare. 
Considering that AARP was by the mid-1980s known as the "800-pound gorilla" of political 
lobbying or the "nation’s leading tax-increase lobby," AARP by this time had a remarkably 
humble track record of proposing new legislation.
101
 As seen earlier in this chapter, its efforts to 
end age discrimination were protracted but only partly successful, and it had not been active in 
pressing for new entitlement legislation. AARP had more success in opposing Reagan’s 
proposed cuts to Social Security (that is, defending the existing legislation), but it had not yet 
played an important role in any of the program’s major expansions.  
When AARP lobbied for the MCCA, which Congress passed and President Reagan 
signed in 1988, it constituted a watershed in AARP’s lobbying efforts. It was the first major new 
entitlement legislation endorsed by AARP. Paradoxically, it also soon proved to be the lowest 
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point in AARP’s political history, as the program ultimately fell victim to the protests of the 
elderly themselves. The unusual political story of the MCCA demonstrates that for programs to 
fit under the umbrella of senior entitlement and enjoy public support, they needed to be funded at 
least in part by the non-elderly population and to broadly benefit middle-class or possibly 
wealthy senior citizens. By contrast, the MCCA relied entirely on funding from the aged by 
directly taxing the middle- and upper-class elderly in order to provide health care benefits to 
less-wealthy Medicare recipients.  
With the creation of the MCCA, senior entitlement seemed to be expanding in scale and 
public support. The MCCA constituted the largest expansion of federal health benefits since the 
original Medicare legislation passed in 1965. It extended the maximum covered length of stay in 
hospitals beyond sixty days, placed a $1,370 per person cap on copays for Medicare Part B, and 
even offered some prescription drug coverage for the first time. The MCCA closed significant 
gaps in Medicare’s coverage, although it did not necessarily live up to its promise to cover the 
full financial impact of "catastrophic" illnesses. The most notable gap in MCCA coverage was 
that it made no provision for long-term nursing home care, which was the most likely cause of 
impoverishment for senior citizens. Recipients would still have to exhaust their financial 
resources before falling back on Medicaid for nursing home coverage.
102
  
Still, the MCCA seemed to offer greatly expanded coverage and also initially enjoyed 
considerable public and Congressional support. AARP, touting its membership of twenty-eight 
million, or 20 percent of all registered voters, threw its weight behind the legislation.
103
 Public 
opinion polls showed considerable support among the general public and the elderly, the latter of 
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which supported the legislation with an estimated approval rating of 91 percent.
104
 The members 
of the Senate ultimately voted in favor of it at a ratio of eight to one. In an interesting parallel to 
the presidency of Richard Nixon (who had proposed spending cuts in Social Security before 
signing COLAs into law), President Reagan reversed his stance toward benefits to older 
Americans and also supported the MCCA. At the time, Reagan was reeling from the Iran-Contra 
scandal and from sagging support among older voters, so he supported what most political 
analysts expected to be a popular domestic proposal.
105
 With such widespread support, the 
MCCA seemed assured of success when it finally passed in 1988.  
The MCCA’s funding scheme ultimately caused its downfall. The drafters of the 
legislation had expected the support of the general public (the tax only applied to a subset of the 
elderly population) and even the support of senior citizens because 60 percent of senior citizens 
would ultimately receive more from the program than they paid into it.
 
However, the funding 
scheme received scant media attention prior to the MCCA’s creation, which had artificially 
raised the polling support for the MCCA. After the legislation passed, the public’s awareness of 
the redistributive nature of the bill grew, and many senior citizens came to oppose the legislation. 
Polling results now showed a thirty-seven point drop in support even among the lowest-income 
elderly, who actually stood to benefit at no additional cost to themselves.
 
Just five months after 
the legislation passed, a grassroots campaign to repeal the legislation cropped up and founded 
new organizations, such as the National Committee to Preserve Social Security and Medicare, 
specifically to oppose the MCCA.
106
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Critics started calling the MCCA the "the AARP Tax" and complained that 85 percent of 
senior citizens already had similar, private coverage under supplemental "Medigap" plans.
107
 In 
the most visible event of these protests, a group of senior citizens in Chicago resorted to 
demonstrations that bordered on violence. In August 1989, about one-hundred senior citizens 
encircled the car of Dan Rostenkowski, chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, and 
cursed and slammed their picket signs into the car’s windows. One elderly woman even climbed 
on the hood of the car. Rostenkowski abandoned the car, sprinted through a gas station, and 
outran the crowd. Eventually he rendezvoused with the car and sped away.
108
 In November 1989, 
less than one-and-a-half years after the MCCA was signed into law, Congress voted to repeal the 
legislation, and President George H.W. Bush signed the repeal.
109
 Older persons who lacked 
supplemental insurance were left with significantly greater risk in the event of catastrophic 
illness than would have been the case under MCCA.
110
 
The vociferous response on the part of senior citizens merits some explanation. First, 
AARP failed to thoroughly consult its membership about the details of the legislation, even 
though many legislators assumed that AARP’s endorsement equaled senior citizens’ 
endorsement more broadly. In contrast, AARP’s internal polling and public awareness efforts 
had failed to include information about the included surtax. Second, some impoverished senior 
citizens mistakenly thought that they would also be taxed up to the maximum amount of $800 
per person (or $1,600 per couple), when in reality they owed no additional taxes for the MCCA. 
Third, some senior citizens resented the fact that the tax was levied against the aged only, 
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making the program appear to be more of a burden than a benefit to older taxpayers. Fourth, the 
elderly saw it as a redistributive welfare program that taxed the financially well-off to provide 
catastrophic coverage to all.
111
 By relying entirely on funding from the elderly themselves and by 
only benefiting lower-income senior citizens, the program’s design had strayed from the 
protective umbrella of entitlement ideology. 
Even the redistributive elements might have been more publicly acceptable if the 
program had also added benefits that more clearly assisted the middle-class.
112
 Instead, the 
individuals being taxed were the same ones who either already possessed or could likely afford 
private Medigap plans to cover the extra costs of catastrophic and long-term illnesses.
113
 The 
plan thus appeared to be more of a welfare plan to extend benefits to the poor than an entitlement 
program that provided a new benefit to everyone. It was not a lack of support for senior 
entitlement that caused the MCCA’s demise; to the contrary, the MCCA failed because it taxed 
senior citizens with approximately the highest 40 percent of income while offering few benefits 
to which the middle-class elderly did not already have access. One dissatisfied senior citizen who 
resented that she would be among those who would owe additional taxes for other persons’ 
health care threatened that she would consider leaving AARP for its support of the MCCA. "If 
my excellent supplement was not linked to membership in AARP I would resign and so would 
many of my friends," she said.
114
  
Therein lay AARP’s miscalculation in regard to the MCCA. It could not force its 
members to support the legislation that it advocated for the benefit of the few. AARP’s own 
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private Medigap plans made the MCCA unnecessary for a majority of senior citizens even as 
those plans bound the members to the organization. Once criticism emerged from AARP’s own 
members, it was easier for MCCA’s opponents to demagogue AARP as a special interest lobby 
that simply wanted to expand its mail-order prescription program (which then filled 7.5 million 
prescriptions per year) by adding prescription drug funding through the MCCA. Indeed, the 
MCCA would have granted AARP a fee of $4.50 for each prescription filled under the 
legislation.
115
 Critics also charged that the MCCA would still leave room for AARP to sell 
Medigap plans because the legislation lacked coverage for nursing homes. When MCCA passed, 
AARP estimated the law would allow it to reduce its Medigap plans’ premiums by 9 percent; 
however, medical inflation ensured that Medigap premiums actually would still rise 20 percent 
the following year, even after accounting for the MCCA.
116
 
Within months of the MCCA debacle, AARP took on an even more ambitious goal. It 
started pressing for a plan for universal health care. Horace Deets, the organization’s executive 
director, explained that AARP had reached a limit in winning new benefits for the elderly alone: 
"We need something that’s universal, that’s perceived as equitable and that’s shared by 
everybody. It’s got to be from cradle to grave." AARP had at least temporarily shifted its focus 
from senior entitlement to entitlement for all.
117
 It was among the organizations, including the 
NCSC, AFL-CIO, and AMA, that encouraged the Clinton administration to propose universal 
healthcare in 1993. In large part because of AARP’s efforts, President Clinton included 
prescription drug coverage (of the sort that was lost with the repeal of the MCCA) in his ill-fated 
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plans for reform.
118
 Clinton’s failure, combined with that of the MCCA, demonstrated that while 
AARP and other senior special-interest groups had a deep influence with the public and with 
politicians, they had a limited capacity to make demands that lacked grassroots public support. 
These groups were much better at defending existing legislation and the basic concept of senior 
entitlement that had solidified by the 1990s.  
The 1994-1996 Congressional budget debate clarified the public’s stance toward senior 
entitlement. Conservatives who wanted to reduce Social Security and Medicare spending 
increasingly used the term "entitlement" in a pejorative sense, essentially trying to conflate it 
with welfare for the poor. Among other Democrats, New York Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan 
complained that conservatives were using entitlement merely as a "code word" to attack Social 
Security. Congressional Republicans were far more likely to gain public support for proposed 
cuts to "entitlements" than to Social Security. Moynihan believed that entitlement was in fact an 
unfair label that made it sound like the elderly had done nothing to deserve benefits, when in fact 
most of them had paid taxes for Social Security and Medicare throughout their working years. 
The elderly had contributed to and been promised the programs’ benefits; therefore, Moynihan 
argued that they were quite literally entitled to receive them.
119
  
Despite the inherently negative associations with "being entitled," Horace Deets, 
executive director of AARP, advocated the use of the term entitlement in a straightforward, 
positive sense: "Social Security and Medicare are entitlements, and you should be glad they are." 
These were government benefits that people could "count on," he argued. Deets explained that 
the less-popular means-tested welfare programs like Medicaid and Aid to Families with 
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Dependent Children were also technically entitlements, but he argued that all 400 federal 
programs that could generically be described as entitlements or as welfare should not be lumped 
into the same category as Social Security and then subjected to across-the-board cuts.
120
  
The Republicans’ redefinition of entitlement toward a more negative meaning apparently 
did resonate with public opinion. Support for "entitlement" spending declined in public polling. 
When asked how President Clinton should address the budget deficit in 1992, only 24 percent of 
Gallup poll respondents had indicated making cuts in entitlement programs.
121
 By 1994 the 
Republicans’ efforts to use the term entitlement in a negative sense seemed to be paying off, as a 
poll conducted by NBC News and The Wall Street Journal indicated that 61 percent of 
respondents favored cutting "government entitlement programs" to reduce the deficit.
122
 If the 
respondents followed the Republicans’ lead in defining "entitlement" so generically that any 
form of social welfare spending on any demographic group could be included, it was without a 
doubt easier to support cutting entitlements. 
However individual groups defined the term entitlement, a majority of the public 
continued to support the existing benefit levels of the major individual programs associated with 
senior entitlement. A Time/CNN/Yankelovich Partners Poll conducted in 1994 indicated that 54 
percent of respondents opposed cuts in Social Security, 52 percent opposed cuts in Medicare, and 
48 percent opposed cuts in Medicaid, while only 41 percent opposed cuts in welfare.
123
 
Ultimately, the Congressional budget debates reached an impasse with Clinton’s veto of a 
spending bill that would have cut funding for Medicare, education, environmental regulation, 
and public health. The federal government shut down nonessential services on two separate 
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occasions for an unprecedented total of thirty-three days in late 1995 and early 1996.
124
 The 1997 
Balanced Budget Act kept benefits to senior citizens intact, but cut Medicare’s payments to 
medical providers. Two years later, however, Medicare’s payment levels were restored with the 
Medicare Balanced Budget Refinement Act to ensure that promised benefits could still be 
provided.
125
 Despite years of conservative attacks on senior entitlement spending and on the 
rationale for that spending, senior entitlement ideology and policies were alive and well at the 
end of the twentieth century. Once the most intense budget debates had passed in 1997, 
opposition to "reducing spending on entitlement programs like Medicare and Social Security" 
rose to 65 percent.
126
  
 
Conclusion 
 By the 1990s senior entitlement had become entrenched in American social and political 
life. This can be seen by the numerous polls that indicated public approval, by the repeated 
hesitation to cut spending on senior citizens, by the slow but steady growth of legislation that 
defended senior citizens’ rights in the workplace, and by the fact that rationing resources in favor 
of the young has never really been considered a serious option. At the same time, the most 
prominent organizations of the senior lobby had shifted from a fight for freedom of choice 
toward a fight for more public benefits, even if this meant portraying themselves as helpless 
victims of conservative budget hawks. This acceptance of dependency on the government had 
previously been rejected by organizations like the Gray Panthers and, as discussed in chapter 
two, even AARP, which under the leadership of Ethel Percy Andrus in the 1950s and 1960s had 
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feared the consequences of relying too much upon the whims of politicians. By the 1980s, 
though, senior organizations and senior citizens themselves had grown more accustomed to 
receiving publicly-funded pensions and medical care. Attempts to reduce or revoke these 
benefits were widely seen as direct attacks on elderly citizens. 
Far more than resulting from the efforts of narrowly-focused special interest 
organizations, senior entitlement enjoyed favorable public opinion on the part of older and 
younger Americans alike. Senior citizens often cited a lifetime of personal contributions made to 
the programs and thereby saw themselves as entitled to receive the federal benefits that helped 
them sustain more leisurely retirements and middle-class lifestyles. This adherence to entitlement 
ideology can be seen in their vociferous resistance to any proposed cuts in Social Security and by 
their successful demands for the repeal of the MCCA, which had strayed from the middle-class 
entitlement model by taxing middle- or upper-income senior citizens for the benefit of low-
income senior citizens. In essence, the "third rail" entitlement programs served as a rallying point 
for senior citizens, who could overcome most of their differences to unite at a grassroots level.  
Senior entitlement enjoyed far deeper popular support (both among aged and younger 
citizens) than would be assumed by lending too much credit to "special interest" organizations 
like AARP. Senior entitlement existed and grew in stability not because of the efforts of a 
narrowly-focused special interest group, but instead because of the persistent support of the 
general public, the grassroots efforts of senior citizens, and the accommodating actions of elite 
political figures. Whatever setbacks the senior movement faced, the economic, social, and 
political events of the 1970s through the 1990s ultimately affirmed the public’s commitment to 
the rights and dignity of senior citizens, as well as to the perceived public responsibility of caring 
for the aged. 
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 Two nagging questions remained: first, just what social roles should Americans fulfill 
after reaching old age, and second, did those roles justify the costs of the benefits they received? 
Even without mandatory retirement policies, retirement from the workplace continued to be the 
normative cultural experience, but would a "normal" retirement be entirely self-indulgent? 
Would it be a time of volunteer work and involvement in the lives of grandchildren? The 
answers to these questions largely came to center on a model of consumerism and leisure, the 
subjects of the next chapter. The entitlement policies discussed in this chapter, in combination 
with private pensions and personal savings, allowed a larger number of middle- and upper-class 
senior citizens to indulge in travel, shopping, and related activities. Young-old senior citizens 
particularly achieved public images and macroeconomic influences in their roles as jetsetters, 
retirement community residents, medical patients, shoppers, and investors – in short, as 
consumers rather than as producers. 
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Chapter Four – Carving a Place in American Society: Leisurely Retirement 
and the Aged Consumer  
 
In the Seinfeld television show, Jerry Seinfeld’s parents retire to Florida where they play 
golf, make friends with other people of their generation, enjoy early bird specials at local 
restaurants, and generally spend their time in leisure. As in real life, though, these positive 
images of an active, leisurely retirement coexisted with the implication that the elderly did not 
have a significant role in American society, except perhaps as self-indulgent consumers. One 
episode highlighted the cultural trend of younger adults attempting to separate themselves from 
their aging parents. In it, Jerry’s friend, George Costanza, notes that Jerry’s parents live hundreds 
of miles away, while George’s parents live nearby, constantly bothering him. George saw no 
particular value in keeping his parents in town and spent the early parts of the episode trying to 
convince them to move to Florida to enjoy the sunshine and leisure activities.
1
 Thus while the 
rise of leisurely middle-class retirement gave the elderly a role in society, retirement 
communities could also be seen as "playpens" or "playgrounds" for the senile elderly, in the 
words of Maggie Kuhn and Ethel Percy Andrus, respectively.
2
 
Other Seinfeld episodes demonstrated the vast social distance that could separate younger 
and older adults. These episodes treat the elderly as unfamiliar, physically nauseating, socially 
inept, and even immoral. In one case, the character Elaine Benes convinces Jerry and George to 
volunteer for the Senior Citizen’s Volunteer Agency, which simply entails spending time with 
seniors. Elaine is unable to tolerate the sight of the unusually large goiter on the neck of the 
woman she visits. George acts as if he has never conversed with an elderly person, by 
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immediately asking the eighty-five-year-old man how he can tolerate being so close to death. 
Meanwhile, when Jerry announces that he is from "the agency," the elderly man he visits thought 
this meant the CIA and that he has been targeted to be murdered. Jerry later brings the characters 
Newman, Kramer, and George to the man’s apartment, and the old man ends up biting Kramer 
on the arm, almost as if he is some sort of wild animal.
3
 In another episode, Jerry discovers that 
all older people are kleptomaniacs. Whenever his Uncle Leo gets caught stealing, he acts senile, 
saying "I thought I paid for it. What’s my name? Will you take me home?" Jerry learns that 
every older person he can locate frequently steals items and similarly feigns confusion when 
caught.
4
 
This chapter will argue that in many respects, senior citizens did increasingly experience 
their retirements largely separated from people of younger generations, with the result of 
increased inter-generational unfamiliarity. As depicted in Seinfeld, this separation from younger 
generations came to be defined by senior citizens spending large quantities of time in leisure. 
These common retirement experiences included hobbies, participation in social events, the 
purchase of consumer goods and services, and more passive forms of leisure such as watching 
television. While some real-life older Americans like Maggie Kuhn or Ethel Percy Andrus 
managed to draw attention for their social and political involvement, the predominant image of 
old age was one of mostly self-indulgent leisure activities. Drawing from the philosophy of the 
broader consumer movement, some activists argued that far from being selfish, senior 
consumerism played an important role in the economy, as demonstrated by communities that 
constructed golf courses, provided support to senior centers, and actively tried to attract retirees 
to live in them. Finally, by the 1980s and 1990s, popular depictions of old age had grown 
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considerably more flexible, with advertisements or television shows like The Golden Girls 
depicting senior citizens as energetic, witty, warm, and extroverted people – quite unlike the 
Seinfeld depiction. Many negative stereotypes and implications remained, but in one form or 
another, the leisured retiree evolved as the primary social role of older Americans by the 1980s. 
This image could exceed the reality, in which many senior citizens lacked the funds, health, or 
disposition to be happily retired, but the rapid growth of industries that revolved around travel, 
retirement communities, and other age-based services did reveal a growing number of senior 
citizens who could actually attain the leisurely retirement lifestyle. 
 
Entitled to Leisure? 
The cultural association between unstructured time and aging long predated the 
phenomenon of a lengthy middle-class retirement, but alongside the rise of senior entitlement 
ideology and policies, both the image and the actual experience of leisure became more active. 
The view of the 1950s held that the elderly wiled away long, possibly lonely days rocking in 
easy chairs. Considering that the term "old" could be applied to everyone in their sixties or 
above, that view was without a doubt embellished, but the elderly did indeed have fewer options 
for recreational pursuits prior to the onset of senior entitlement in the 1960s and 1970s.  
By the 1970s, the concept of "leisure" was inextricably linked to later life, but such a 
heavy focus on active, leisurely retirements for such a long period of life diverged significantly 
from previous norms. Such a pursuit of leisure required a wholesale transformation, if not 
abandonment, of the so-called "Protestant work ethic" by those Americans who had reached 
chronological old age, had retired from the workforce, and were still in reasonably good health. 
Now possessing the economic means for retirement, healthy middle-class retirees still had to 
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overcome longstanding paradigms such as "work makes life sweet," "busy hands are happy 
hands," and "the devil makes work for idle hands." These views were deeply-rooted in Protestant 
religious history, but for the middle-class they were also a critical component of the secular 
vision of American exceptionality.
5
  
Eugene Friedmann and Robert J. Havighurst, social gerontologists who studied the 
"meaning" of work and retirement in 1954, encountered such resistance to leisurely retirement 
among their subjects. The researchers argued that most contemporary retirees had previously 
based their identity largely on their work and careers. They speculated that with the rise of a 
leisure and consumer ethic since the 1920s, later generations of older Americans might better 
cope with the new social roles inherent in retirement.
6
 It was this uneasy relationship with 
retirement that researchers Elaine Cumming and William E. Henry observed when they first 
outlined disengagement theory, as discussed in chapter one, to reconcile older persons’ 
withdrawal from prior social roles.
7
 
Although somewhat limited in availability due to the lack of existing research, the 
empirical data from the 1950s does suggest that older Americans were no more likely to engage 
in leisure activities than younger generations. A 1956 survey conducted in the United States 
asked participants over sixty years and between fifteen and sixty years what leisure pursuits they 
partook in during the previous day. For most activities, the percentage of responses was within 
one to three percentage points for the two groups. Older persons were slightly less likely to have 
watched TV (53 percent to 57 percent), to have listened to records (6 percent to 14 percent), to 
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have played sports (2 percent to 4 percent), to have shopped (1 percent to 6 percent), or to have 
attended the cinema (1 percent to 3 percent). The aged respondents were more likely to have 
gardened (42 percent to 33 percent), read books (21 percent to 18 percent), or to have done no 
leisure activities at all (9 percent to 7 percent). The sociologists admitted that the available 
evidence was "flimsy," but they cautiously asserted that the type and frequency of most leisure 
activities did not vary much according to age.
8
  
Prominent members of the senior movement believed that retirement presented 
challenges to Americans’ sense of purpose. These difficulties had originally created a demand 
for organizations like the NRTA and AARP. Dr. Ethel Percy Andrus, the leading founder of both 
those organizations, described the trouble with retirement in an article entitled "To Find Again a 
Role in Life":  
We miss much more than the wages we earned before we retired; we have lost the sense 
of significance in the performance of that job of ours, the comradeship of others likewise 
engaged, the prestige in the community as a worthy and respected producer, even 
something of the esteem and appreciation of friends and relatives as the head of a family 
and its provider.
9
 
 
For Andrus and innumerable retirees of the 1950s, the central problem of old age went beyond 
mere financial or health concerns into deeper philosophical questions about how best to spend 
the enormous quantities of time now vacant of responsibilities. Andrus suggested a variety of 
approaches to coping with retirement in her writings for the NRTA Journal and Modern 
Maturity. Among a variety of activities, she advised retirees to start a collection of coins or 
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stamps, build things or put together scrapbooks, join a community theater, volunteer to assist 
with a civic need, or study history or other intellectual pursuits.
10
  
This did not mean that Andrus considered self-indulgent leisure to be the best use of 
older persons’ time, and she also warned that age-based leisure that was separated from the wider 
community could be dangerous. In her description of the purpose of AARP, she wrote, "AARP is 
not an organization of older folk who mainly desire . . . play-type amusements and recreation. It 
is not organized to seek governmental relief and direction nor is it a welcome recipient for 
playground activities."
11
 Andrus further argued in favor of a "stern financial creed" that "could 
be summed up in two words, work and save." She believed in financial independence and 
frugality, not spending excessive time and money on frivolous, self-indulgent activities.
12
 By no 
means did she believe that older Americans should be entitled to a luxurious retirement, and she 
even saw such public support as a threat to freedom and democracy. She warned, for example, 
"that the more of our personal burdens we encourage our government to assume, the closer we 
bring the day when the ruler will be stronger than the ruled and self government will have faded 
away."
13
 
In another article, Andrus predicted that the issue of non-working time would eventually 
trouble people of all ages and possibly reduce the sharp line drawn between the old and young. 
She first pointed out that from 1900 to 1940, the typical number of weekly working hours fell 
from sixty to forty, even as per capita income tripled and the nation modernized its production 
technology. Projecting this trend of mechanization into the 1980s (and citing unnamed 
"statisticians"), Andrus argued that industrial production would require just 3 percent of the 
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population to provide the goods to meet society’s basic material needs. "For 97%, no work!," 
Andrus wrote. She was not so naive to actually believe that 97 percent of the population would 
avoid careers; rather, she described a world of increasing production, "but the shifting is from a 
production of goods to the production of services, intangible, elusive, heart-warming services; 
endless, for man’s appetite for such is insatiable." For a worker in the "no-work world" (whether 
old and retired or young and in a service career), Andrus predicted that happiness would come 
not from "the collection of status symbols," but instead from the "concept of happiness through 
self-fulfillment." Instead of aging being a process of decline and disengagement from society, 
then, Andrus saw its potential to be a progression, or a "growth in self and service for all 
mankind."
14
 On the surface this vision seems markedly Pollyannaish, but for a growing 
percentage of the population it contained some accurate elements. Like Friedmann and 
Havinghurst, Andrus accurately predicted that future white collar retirees would find the 
transition from production to retirement relatively more seamless, familiar, and full of a wider 
range of activities than had blue-collar workers. She also correctly predicted that many retirees 
would seek out ways to bring positive aspects of their pre-retirement lives with them into the 
post-career stage of their lives. 
Well into the 1960s, most cultural observers still struggled to delineate the newfound 
focus on leisure. Writing in 1963, sociologists Joffre Dumazedier and Aline Ripert observed that 
the increasing prevalence and length of retirement (which is outlined in chapter one of this 
project) made it "obvious that leisure must occupy a more important place at this stage than at 
previous stages in life." They observed that since the publication of Thorstein Veblen’s Leisure 
Class in 1899, the term "leisured class" referred to wealthy, usually young or middle-aged 
individuals who did not have to work for a living. Only since the 1950s had the term leisure 
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begun to attain a cultural age-based association, and, Dumazedier and Ripert cautioned, most 
older men (their study, like many gerontology studies of the era, did not include women) 
struggled to derive a sense of fulfillment from leisure rather than from professional work.
15
 
Notably, only 3 percent of polled retirees between 1941 and 1951 claimed to have retired 
because they desired leisure time. This figure rose to 17 percent in 1963 – a growing figure, but 
one that hardly constituted a groundswell of enthusiasm. Five years later, in 1968, one poll 
reported that just 17 percent of retirees had even wanted to retire in the first place.
16
  
By the 1970s, retirement had grown more popular, but still less than half of the retired 
population had actually wanted to leave the workforce. A study conducted in 1975 reported that 
48 percent of retirees claimed they had "looked forward to stopping work." Predictably, white 
respondents with middle or upper incomes were more likely to look forward to retirement than 
were those with lower incomes. One forty-six-year-old woman from Verona, Pennsylvania 
observed that early retirement "ages a man and he fails faster if he retires early, unless he is 
wealthy and has various interests." According to this younger observer and a growing minority 
of senior citizens, comparative wealth and non-career "interests" could indeed help an individual 
cope with the loss of purpose commonly associated with retirement.
17
  
The image of a leisurely retirement had thus become prominent long before a majority of 
senior citizens embraced it in their own lives. Even while nearly half of senior citizens claimed 
to have looked forward to retirement, a majority still continued to miss important aspects of 
work, including the income (74 percent), the "people at work" (73 percent), the work itself (62 
percent), and the "feeling of being useful" (59 percent). Many resisted the idea of abandoning 
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work. One eighty-two-year-old man in Newton, New Jersey, who worked part-time, stated his 
support for continued work: "I think work is good for everyone, if they have their health. You 
stay much more alert and interesting when you keep busy doing something, whether it’s work or 
volunteer work."
18
  
Many retirees did begin to engage more frequently in leisure activities, yet younger adults 
continued to view the leisure time of retirement as more passive than actual retirees reported. 
Even after the rise of senior citizens’ clubs, entitlement ideology, marketing campaigns, and 
policies that promoted the enjoyment of leisure time as the primary advantage of growing old, a 
1975 study reported that adults between the ages of eighteen and sixty-five were more likely than 
senior citizens to report that the elderly spent "a lot of time" watching television (67 percent of 
younger respondents, versus 36 percent of senior citizens), "sitting and thinking" (62 percent 
versus 31 percent), sleeping (39 percent versus 16 percent), and "just doing nothing" (35 percent 
versus 15 percent). Notably, senior citizens of the 1970s did report participating in a wide range 
of leisure activities—sometimes on a daily basis—and did increasingly view such activities as a 
normal part of retirement.
19
  
To explain the transition from widespread ambivalence toward leisurely retirements in 
the 1950s to the wider acceptance of them in the 1970s, historians of retirement generally do not 
credit senior citizens’ grassroots demands for more leisure time, but instead credit businesses 
that, starting as early as the 1940s, used corporate memoranda to portray retirement as an 
opportunity to spend time with family or to pursue other leisure activities. This strategy, argues 
historian William Graebner, attempted to justify the businesses’ mandatory retirement policies. 
Labor unions, especially the United Auto Workers, adapted by winning pension benefits that, 
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when combined with Social Security, would make life after work economically feasible.
20
 Thus 
the marketing of retirement, which had begun as a consolation to employees exiting their 
companies, helped create a rationale for expanded public benefits to senior citizens that would 
enable them to focus on leisure activities. While senior citizens generally entered retirement in 
the 1950s and 1960s against their preferences, those same senior citizens and marketers 
concurrently constructed a model for later life that came to center on leisure and consumerism.
21
  
Marketers did not define the senior market segment without the active participation of 
senior citizens themselves. While most senior organizations and older individuals initially were 
reluctant to retire and focus more heavily on leisure, over the course of the 1960s they did cope 
with the problems of retirement, forge a sense of group identity, and define a set of unifying 
characteristics that marketers could exploit.
22
 Such seemingly universal characteristics embodied 
a focus on maintaining or regaining youthful bodies, pursuing activities not stereotypically a part 
of the old age experience, and attaining more significant social and political roles. Marketers 
thereby found the most success in selling products or services that promised to enhance the areas 
of life that senior citizens had already defined as important in their own experiences of 
retirement.  
By organizing politically and socially, as covered in chapters two and three, retirees took 
the first steps in turning themselves into a group that seemed to present a major opportunity to 
marketers. In addition to the numerous economic gains made in the 1960s, senior citizens formed 
a shared sense of group identity based on confronting widespread age-based problems. The rise 
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of thousands of local senior citizens clubs around the nation, as well as of national organizations 
like AARP, the NCSC, and the Gray Panthers, offered new age-based social venues where 
participants could combat purposelessness and disenfranchisement by partaking in bingo or 
shuffleboard, social dinners, political causes, or volunteer work.
23
 By the 1970s, 18 percent of 
senior citizens (3.7 million people) and 8 percent of near seniors (1.4 million between the ages of 
fifty-five and sixty-four) participated in a local senior citizens center or golden age club at least 
once per year.
24
 The Older Americans Act of 1965, which provided for hundreds of local Area 
Agencies on Aging, offered further support for retirees who needed assistance in the preparation 
of meals, in transportation to social venues, and in seeking out help in general.
25
 All of these 
opportunities not only offered support to individuals, but they also collectively raised public 
awareness of the elderly as a distinct demographic group with a (presumably) shared outlook on 
life, hobbies, political viewpoints, and buying habits. While certainly not all senior citizens 
participated in bus tours and bingo tournaments, or lived in a retirement community or shared the 
same political views, new political, social, and economic images of senior citizen solidarity 
helped define retirement as a time of leisure and older citizens as an important market segment.  
 
Selling Old Age 
Between the mid-1950s and the 1960s, Madison Avenue marketers began to recognize 
the potential of the senior market. The marketing journal Tide, for example, published an article 
that claimed older Americans had as much combined buying power as African Americans.
26
 In 
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this manner, senior citizens emerged as one of the many market "segments" that marketers 
targeted for new sales opportunities. The approach of market segmentation had the advantage of 
allowing companies to advertise products specifically targeting certain subsets of the population. 
These segments could presumably be identified as any group that had constructed a shared group 
identity. The easiest groups to identify were those participating in "identity politics," including 
women, African Americans, the youth, and senior citizens. In their own ways, each market 
segment shared a sense of community, specific political demands of one sort or another, and, at 
least in market segmentation theory, similar demands for products and services.
27
  
In 1960, an article in Advertising Age stressed the abundant potential of any market 
segment that comprised just 1 percent of the population. Such a group would amount to a 
population of 1.75 million persons who could be steady consumers of products specifically 
marketed to them.
28
 With more than $40 billion dollars of disposable annual income and sixteen 
million persons over the age of sixty-five in the early 1960s—some 10 percent of the overall 
population—senior citizens already constituted an enormous, potentially lucrative market 
segment.
29
 A few years later, in 1966, the Center for Research in Marketing reported that older 
Americans (in this case defined as persons over age fifty-five) possessed 35 percent of all 
common stocks. Additionally, 75 percent had paid down their mortgages, and the group as a 
whole spent $250 million annually on travel.
30
  
Among other indicators of this growing financial stability was the increased tendency for 
older persons to continue living in independent households, a trend first discussed in chapter one. 
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In 1950, 70 percent of retired men lived in independent households, and by 1970 that percentage 
had increased to nearly 90 percent.
31
 The trend of older persons moving in with their children 
virtually disappeared. Drawing a sharp line between retirement living in 1977 and the 
experiences of prior generations, John F. McClelland, president of the National Association of 
Retired Federal Employees, announced: "It used to be that the elderly lived at home with their 
children, who looked after them . . . that doesn’t happen today, and old people feel that they have 
to look out for themselves."
32
  
The aged market segment presented great potential rewards for companies, but it also 
posed special challenges. Marketers could not simply assume that all senior citizens demanded 
similar products or that they even wanted to identify as "old" in the first place. Some of the most 
common mistakes resulted from marketing food products using older actors as props to sell food 
products with high fiber content to promote regular bowel movements. Senior citizens 
unsurprisingly considered such advertisements offensive. In one well-known blunder, the H.J. 
Heinz Company disastrously marketed a salt-free line of food products in St. Petersburg, Florida 
and Cincinnati, Ohio during the 1950s. Nothing was offensive about a low-sodium diet, but 
Heinz unwittingly labeled the product, "Senior Foods." Not wanting to purchase products that so 
transparently announced their advancing age, seniors boycotted the line.
33
  
Marketers gradually learned to counter the negative stereotypes of old age not by 
rejecting the dominant youth-oriented culture (a move that many gerontologists encouraged), but 
instead by claiming that each product or service could help buyers regain their youthfulness in 
later life. In essence, Madison Avenue marketers acknowledged that society did not value the 
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characteristics commonly associated with old age, and they started creating advertisements that 
would assist in redefining those characteristics in favor of a more youthful image. Cosmetics 
producers, for example, could successfully sell their products by claiming that their products 
would reduce wrinkles, add color to gray hair, and generally make potential buyers appear more 
youthful.
34
 Boosted by funds from Medicare in the mid-1960s, medical or personal care products 
and services accordingly emerged as some of the most lucrative sets of products for businesses to 
exploit.
35
  
As the more youthful cultural images of old age arose in the 1960s and 1970s (images 
which were detailed in chapter one), advertisers benefited from being part of a well-established 
narrative and a more clearly-defined market segment. Advertisers could utilize seniors’ more 
frequent participation in organized activities. A Dun’s Review article, "Old Folks: An 
Overlooked Market?," gave an example of this technique. The article referenced a group of 
thirty-two senior citizens from Ypsilante, Michigan who, in 1962, considered chartering a 
Greyhound bus so they could travel to the Seattle World’s Fair. To make the sale, a marketing 
manager from Greyhound organized an entire tour package that included sleeping 
accommodations, fair admissions, and organized tours. The seniors collectively paid $8,400 for 
their tour, or $262 apiece. The event kicked off a campaign by Greyhound to offer tour packages 
for hundreds of senior citizens to attend the 1964 World’s Fair in New York, and senior bus tours 
quickly emerged as a common emblem of active aging.
36
  
Grocers were among the first merchants who learned to mitigate and actually take 
advantage of the specific problems shared by the elderly population. Some grocers began to time 
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their advertising specials and staff additional store clerks at the beginning of each month, when 
Social Security and pension checks were sent out. The associated advertisements did not have to 
specifically reference age and risk driving customers away; instead, they simply highlighted 
products that seniors tended to buy and set the sales at times that seniors liked to shop, outside 
peak hours for young families. Employees in a variety of industries similarly began to receive 
special training in how to assist older customers who might have physical ailments or problems 
with hearing. Older patrons of grocery stores frequently complained about outsized portions 
intended for large families. In one instance, a store manager noted that retired couples preferred 
to buy pork chops in packages of three rather than six. The manager realized the store could 
attract elderly customers simply by marketing smaller portion sizes.
37
 Any of these strategies 
could backfire if the sales pitch touched a nerve with the senior community. Gerber’s launched a 
line of jarred foods for senior citizens, with smaller portion sizes, in the early 1970s. In addition 
to Gerber's (in this case unfortunate) association with baby food, the company made the mistake 
of using the name "Singles," which unpleasantly reminded widows and widowers that they were 
eating and living alone.
38
  
Another marketing method involved teaming with psychologists or gerontologists to 
determine how older persons processed information. From these collaborations some marketers 
drew the conclusion that it was more difficult for seniors to absorb new messages and that 
seniors were less likely to alter their shopping behavior than younger generations. Very concise, 
powerful messaging would be required to compel someone to change the brands and habits that 
had been established over the course of a lifetime. Most of these collaborations with 
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gerontologists, however, discovered that few real differences existed in the ways that senior 
citizens and younger adults spent their money on daily purchases.
39
  
The overwhelming marketing finding based in gerontology was that most aged persons 
behaved similarly to younger persons. As Vergil Reed, a marketer at the J. Walter Thompson 
Agency, observed, "old people use practically everything everybody else uses." Companies 
could choose to use marketing techniques that would make products appeal to the elderly 
population, even if the product itself had no features that specifically benefited an older 
individual.
40
 In these cases, marketing specialists strategically placed advertisements in 
publications likely to be read by senior citizens and then portrayed the products as cheaper or 
more convenient alternatives to traditional purchases. Retirement Living, for example, contained 
promotions and articles about mopeds and freeze-dried food, which some marketers claimed 
would be affordable alternatives to automobiles or traditional food.
41
  
It is important to remember that senior citizens were not, as a general rule, particularly 
affluent or major consumers of luxury goods, but by the 1980s they did possess more buying 
power than a cursory examination might have revealed. After all of the gains made in Social 
Security COLAs, Medicare coverage, and private pensions by the 1970s, median households 
headed by senior citizens earned barely half ($8,871) the median income of other households 
($17,710) in 1980. Such low figures, though, obscured a rate of growth in income that 
outstripped the gains made by younger adults. Between 1967 and 1980, for example, the median 
income for households headed by persons over age sixty-five increased nearly 44 percent, 
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compared to a 12 percent increase for households headed by persons of any age.
42
 Some analysts 
argued that, on average, older Americans had fewer financial obligations and more financial 
security than middle-aged Americans.
43
  
Senior citizens often had the advantage of lower average living costs, a steady stream of 
public benefits, and, therefore, relatively higher disposable incomes for their modest income 
levels. They were less likely, for example, to have home mortgages or young children to raise. 
Additionally, they could take advantage of senior discounts at numerous venues, and due to 
Medicare they no longer necessarily had to save as much as possible for potential health costs.
44
 
With Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, private pensions, life insurance, and other savings, a 
majority of middle-class and working-class elderly could look forward to a more financially 
secure retirement than ever before.
45
 From the early 1970s, marketers estimated that the aged 
possessed twice the total buying power as the coveted youth market.
46
   
Public entitlements played a major role in these financial gains. In 1977, an average of 32 
percent of senior citizens’ income came from Social Security. Reflecting the fact that some 
seniors still worked, 32 percent of average income came from wages earned. An additional 17 
percent came from interest on personal savings accounts. Company pensions accounted for only 
6 percent of average seniors’ incomes, and government pensions other than Social Security 
accounted for an average of 4 percent. The last 9 percent of average income came from relatives 
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and friends. For the male retiree, a status describing more than 80 percent of older males, leaving 
the workforce meant relying on Social Security for more than half of their earnings. The average 
older female was unlikely to have pensions of her own and so had to rely more heavily on a 
combination of her spouse’s income (if she was married and not widowed) and on Social 
Security.
47
  
 
Senior Citizens Tentatively Accept Consumerism as a Model of Retirement 
It is clear that a growing number of senior citizens sought active retirements, but this 
desire did not always translate into an enthusiastic acceptance of a consumer lifestyle. Magazines 
such as Modern Maturity actively pursued revenue from advertisers, but such advertising 
campaigns did not necessarily reflect the demand of seniors themselves. The magazine 
representatives sometimes went beyond the facts in claiming that senior citizens were affluent 
and possessed a unified consumer group identity.
48
 Marketers likewise were overly optimistic in 
estimating senior citizens’ enthusiasm for material accumulation. In the early 1970s, for 
example, some marketers theorized that senior citizens were even more "consumer-driven" than 
younger adults because they had less time remaining to buy products and enjoy life.
49
 One 
marketer explained in Dun’s Review, "These people are really the ‘now’ generation. They have 
to live for now because they don’t know how long their now will last."
50
  
"Living for now" did not necessarily translate into purchasing goods. Whether out of 
necessary or choice, many older individuals sought to reduce their consumer expenditures. 
Nicolina Zingali, a former Chicago, Illinois resident, reduced her spending out of necessity, but 
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still managed to live an active, leisurely retirement. After the death of her husband, Zingali had 
no savings, no pension, and no investments, but she did draw from Social Security. She managed 
to travel alone through Europe by finding rooms in decrepit hostels at a rate of $1.75 per day and 
cooking her own food. For Zingali, an active retirement did not require lavish purchases, 
luxurious accommodations, or other consumerist frills.
51
 A married couple from Beverly Hills, 
California similarly found ways to enhance their retirements without necessarily spending more 
money. They retired to Brisbee, Arizona, a small mining town. The purchase price of their home 
was the same cost as just twenty months of rent in Beverly Hills had been. They described life in 
Brisbee as "tranquility," with enough spare time to start a garden and share fruits and vegetables 
with their neighbors. Yet life in Brisbee could still be active, as local cultural events and venues 
included plays, puppet shows, concerts, arts and crafts exhibitions, museums, a library, visiting 
lecturers, "Brewery Gulch Days," parades, high school sports events, local history celebrations, 
hiking, picnicking, fishing, horseback riding, sightseeing, camping, designated rock-collecting 
areas, bowling, tennis, swimming, golf, a health club, recreation centers, and gymnasiums. All of 
these opportunities were free or inexpensive, and the older couple found everything quite 
accessible due to minimal traffic congestion compared with Beverly Hills.
52
  
Gregory Behgman, another contributor to Retirement Living, described his life at the age 
of sixty-three after his wife passed away. Despite some initial hesitation, he started dating again. 
He derived most of his pleasure from telephone calls and spending time with friends. Then he 
discovered the youthful thrill of rock and disco dancing at a local university club. While 
Behgman spent money to enter the club and consumed the music, the experience was far more 
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social than consumerist. He emphasized the joy at dancing and mixing with the much younger 
female college students who, he assumed, found him "interesting."
53
  
In their daily lives and when partaking in leisurely (but not consumerist) activities, 
average senior citizens tended to devote more time to entertainment that did not involve 
shopping or other obvious forms of consumerism. In a 1975 study, senior citizens were most 
likely to report that they spent "a lot of time" socializing with friends (47 percent), gardening (39 
percent), reading (36 percent), watching television (36 percent), "sitting and thinking" (31 
percent), caring for members of the family (27 percent), participating in recreational activities 
and hobbies (26 percent), and going for walks (25 percent). According to self-reporting, then, 
senior citizens spent most of their daily lives engaging in activities that could be described as 
leisurely or active, but not necessarily as consumerist. The only activity on the list that fit 
squarely within a consumerist framework was television viewing.
54
 Senior citizens most 
frequently expressed a desire for more money not so that they could buy physical merchandise, 
but rather so that they could have the luxury of travel or the equipment or entry fees to enjoy 
their hobbies.
55
  
When engaging in special "leisure-time activities" (not necessarily on a daily basis), 
senior citizens likewise tended to avoid overt consumerism. A 1980 survey conducted by the 
National Council on Aging revealed that more than 50 percent of senior citizens reported 
traveling, 40 percent reported doing needlepoint, weaving, or handiwork, 30 percent did 
photography, nearly 20 percent played a musical instrument or sang in the choir, about 15 
percent painted or drew, over 10 percent wrote stories or poems, approximately 8 percent made 
pottery or ceramics, about 8 percent did folk or ethnic dancing, and less than 5 percent worked 
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with a local theatre group. Besides travel, the list was devoid of leisure activities that could be 
described as consumerism. While the elderly were spending more money on consumerist 
activities than in the past, they still tended to devote much more of their leisure time and efforts 
to activities that did not require significant expenditures.
56
 
Some senior citizens did embrace consumerism more readily. Many of these seniors 
wanted to make their lives more comfortable by acquiring luxurious (though not necessarily 
expensive) items such as satin sheets, more fashionable eye glasses and clothes, better hair 
styles, and nicer cars. These items, according to articles in Retirement Living magazine, may 
have been easy to disregard during the hectic working years, but they became higher priorities 
for some during the leisure years of retirement.
57
 Spending on small luxuries hardly compared 
with seniors’ spending on necessities. In descending order of dollars spent, senior consumers 
spent more than 50 percent of their total income on housing, food, and transportation. This was 
nearly 10 percentage points more than non-elderly consumers.
58
 Medical spending constituted a 
fourth major personal expenditure, amounting to 15 percent of income by the mid-1980s.
59
 At 
the same time, retirees did spend a considerable amount of their incomes on recreational 
activities and made up one of the most significant consumer groups for recreational vehicles and 
travel services.
60
  
Beyond mere self-fulfillment, some senior citizens believed that becoming more 
prominent consumers actually improved the group’s status as American citizens. In response to 
criticisms of senior citizen discounts and Social Security benefits, one senior, Harry Ronis, wrote 
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to the New York Times that he believed the economy depended on older Americans. He pointed 
out that businesses deliberately offered senior discounts to expand their customer base, 
especially during the weekdays when younger customers tended to be at work or school. In 
particular, movie theatres thrived off the matinee crowds made up largely of retirees who paid 
less than the ordinary admission fee. He speculated that 90 percent of Social Security payments 
were "swiftly poured back into the economy, giving senior citizens a better quality of retired life 
and immeasurably stimulating our ailing economy."
61
  
Such assertions about senior consumerism did not go uncontested. By the 1970s, some 
conservatives argued that excessive federal spending on senior citizens harmed the economy. In 
the early 1970s, Medicare was a primary target of these criticisms because in the first five years 
since its inception the nation’s total private and public health care spending had risen from $7.9 
billion to $20 billion. Roughly $9 billion of this $12.1 billion increase came directly from 
Medicare expenditures.
62
 A 1972 study undertaken by the Conference Board, a nonprofit 
organization for economic research, estimated that through Social Security and other social 
programs, $59 billion had been transferred from "productive to nonproductive sectors of the 
economy" between 1968 and 1973. Due to the removal of this money from businesses and wage-
earning individuals, they argued, workers’ incomes had dropped while prices increased.
63
  
As with other conservative arguments, though, these complaints tended to resonate more 
against "welfare" spending on younger groups than with the middle-class entitlement programs 
of Social Security and Medicare.
64
 Nonetheless, political opponents of Medicare and Social 
Security argued that welfare for the disabled or impoverished elderly would be a better approach 
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to reduce overall federal spending and inflation. One likeminded columnist acknowledged that 
the indigent elderly had seen their savings and fixed pensions wiped out by the runaway inflation 
of the 1970s, but he cautioned, "We must not confuse the plight of the few with the condition of 
the many."
65
 Under such a plan, senior citizens could then only have been prominent consumers 
if their personal savings and private pensions supported such a lifestyle. 
Detractors’ claims about excessive spending on the elderly did not stop senior citizens 
from identifying as consumers or from demanding a continuation or expansion of senior 
entitlement. Prominent organizations in the senior movement helped define senior citizens as 
consumers by either promoting consumerism outright or by seeking to protect senior citizens’ 
rights as consumers. Most notably, AARP abandoned its prior opposition to leisurely retirements 
following the death of Ethel Percy Andrus in 1967. As it expanded its business-inspired model in 
the 1970s and especially in the 1980s, AARP gradually promoted the notion of a leisurely 
retirement, grounded more in consumer rights and self-fulfillment than in the concept of 
voluntarism that Andrus had promoted. By the late 1980s, two-thirds of AARP’s revenue came 
from endorsements and other business activities, with only one-third coming from dues.
66
 For tax 
purposes, it maintained a nonprofit status despite directly competing with many for-profit 
businesses.
67
 AARP earned royalties from its endorsement of products and services, including a 
4 percent royalty (amounting to $67 million) from the for-profit Prudential’s sale of 
supplemental health insurance under the AARP endorsement label. In this case, AARP collected 
the premiums and then had forty days to remit the payments to Prudential, allowing AARP to 
invest the money for the short term and earn an extra $15 million per year. AARP provided more 
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consumer services using the same method, including automobile insurance, homeowner’s 
insurance, mutual funds, travel services, a special motor club, and discounts on pharmaceuticals. 
The IRS considered this to be nonprofit activity only because AARP did not provide the actual 
services – AARP merely advertised the services directly to its millions of members, helped 
design the services, used its brand-name as an endorsement, and collected the premiums. All of 
these benefits were made available, tax-free, to members who paid AARP’s low five dollar 
annual fee (spouses automatically received membership with the five dollar fee).
68
  
Reducing the threshold age of membership to fifty (from fifty-five) in 1983 helped 
AARP increase its membership by 77 percent in the subsequent four years. Most of the new 
members were not even retired and were considerably more affluent than the older members. 
The organization’s total earnings increased 600 percent between 1986 and 1988, and revenues 
reached $296 million per year. This widening of the aged market segment contributed to 
society’s more youthful outlook on old age, and no doubt helped enhance the consumerist image 
of AARP and older Americans. AARP members who traveled could receive discounts on a car 
rental or hotel of up to 30 percent. AARP’s Modern Maturity magazine had the third highest 
circulation of any magazine in the nation in 1988, and by the early 1990s it had taken the top 
spot. Modern Maturity was actually a money loser for AARP, but, as one critic pointed out, if it 
had made profits in the magazine business (which was not as central to AARP’s social benefits), 
the organization’s nonprofit status may well have come into doubt. Regardless of its tax status, 
Modern Maturity did elicit jokes that its circulation was better than its readership’s.
69
 Perhaps 
AARP’s most striking foray into the promotion of consumerism was the AARP Federal Credit 
Union. The union directly challenged for-profit banks by offering checking, certificates of 
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deposit, money market savings programs, and a Visa credit card, all at rates that were cheaper 
than the banking industry’s standards.
70
  
AARP’s business model did eventually prompt complaints from for-profit competitors 
and politicians. The author of a 1990 Forbes magazine article complained that AARP and other 
nonprofit organizations had a competitive advantage and that their nonprofit tax status actually 
produced a "halo effect" that garnered increased public trust. For many customers, the article’s 
author argued, nonprofit hospitals, credit unions, universities, and charitable organizations 
seemed far more trustworthy than their for-profit counterparts.
71
 The 1994 "Republican 
Revolution" sparked investigations into AARP’s tax-exempt status. These events resulted in the 
IRS levying a total of $202 million in fines for the period between 1985 and 1999. AARP also 
paid a fine to the U.S. Postal Service in 1999 in the amount of $5.6 million for illegally garnering 
nonprofit mailing rates. AARP then split itself into two "affiliated entities" – one the nonprofit 
AARP Foundation and the other the for-profit AARP Services.
72
  
Most reflective of the changing nature of AARP and of the more flexible definitions of 
old age, the organization officially changed its name in 1999 from "American Association of 
Retired Persons" to simply "AARP." This change reflected the fact that roughly half of AARP’s 
members were not yet retired.
73
 Now that old age could designate anything from age fifty 
(AARP’s threshold of membership since 1983) to above 100 years of age—and age 
discrimination in employment was declining gradually—retirement itself could no longer be 
considered a shared condition of older Americans. "Old age" held a vast number of meanings 
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compared with the almost universally negative interpretations that had prevailed in the 1950s. 
Regardless of its members’ range of ages, though, AARP encouraged active aging and 
retirements with consumer interests in mind.
74
 AARP did continue to offer nonprofit services and 
volunteer opportunities that legitimately qualified for tax-exempt status, but as early as the 1980s 
these had been dwarfed in the number of services offered and in the public image of special 
interest lobbying.
75
 AARP appeared in the news media primarily as a member-benefit and 
lobbying organization and a giant among the special interest groups in America.  
The influence of consumerism on the senior movement can be seen in the fortunes of the 
other prominent age-based organizations that did not follow in AARP’s member-benefit path. 
The National Council of Senior Citizens (NCSC), which was the only organization comparable 
in size or revenue to AARP, provided some direct benefits to its members, primarily discounts 
on travel, prescription drugs, and legal assistance, but these paled in comparison with AARP’s 
array of benefits. In 1971, the NCSC had a budget of $416,000, compared with AARP’s budget 
of more than $6 million. Notably, 40 percent of the NCSC’s budget was made up of donations 
from labor unions, especially the AFL-CIO. Most of the rest came from member dues. AARP, by 
contrast, gleaned over half of its budget from the services rendered to its members.
76
 In the 
ensuing decades, AARP dwarfed all other age-based organizations in size, revenue, and public 
image. By 2001, the NCSC’s membership had fallen to one million, and the organization 
changed its name to the Alliance for Retired Americans (ARA) and focused its efforts on gaining 
former working-class AARP members who were disaffected by AARP’s middle-class focus or 
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political stances. The strategy resulted in some success, such as an increase in membership to 
four million individuals, spread across thirty states as of 2011.
77
  
Still, AARP by then had 40 million members and expected to draw more members from 
the roughly 78 million baby boomers who were in their fifties and sixties.
78
 AARP also had total 
revenue in excess of $1 billion.
79
 By comparison, the other prominent organization discussed at 
length in this project, the Gray Panthers, offered virtually no direct benefits and had a 
membership of just 60,000 members by the early 1980s. After the death of Maggie Kuhn in 
1995, the Gray Panthers lost its visibility in the national media, and its membership declined to 
20,000 members in 2011. The Gray Panthers still have 50 local chapters and effectively 
influence small-scale local issues, but most Americans likely have never heard of them.
80
  
By the later 1980s, the revenue made possible by AARPs promotion of consumerism had 
thereby reshaped and, in many respects subsumed, the senior political movement. With its 
consumer-oriented model, AARP managed to outshine its counterparts and grow into the 
nation’s foremost age-based organization. Initially founded to help older Americans cope with 
the retirement that was forced upon them, AARP thus now promoted the institutions of leisurely 
retirement and senior consumerism.  
At the same time, retirement had become a cultural norm and the main expectation of 
later life for people of all ages. "Successful" retirement, consisting of a comfortable lifestyle, 
leaving the workforce by or before age sixty-five, and leisure activities, required copious 
amounts of money, which in turn required a combination of Social Security, Medicare, and 
company pensions or decades of investment in private or employee savings plans. Investment 
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companies in the 1980s and 1990s accordingly promoted savings plans, particularly to young 
adults who could enjoy up to forty years of compound interest on their investments. Retirement 
was therefore something to look forward to, but it also presented an ominous challenge for 
individuals to save enough money to complement public pensions and medical benefits. For 
retirement planners (and for many typical individuals), longer life spans translated into lengthier 
retirements and the need for massive savings, not lengthier careers. Financial planners combined 
such expectations with conservatives’ frequent warnings that Social Security might be insolvent 
and encouraged people to save for retirement at progressively younger ages. By the it was 
becoming more common for parents to start retirement funds on behalf of their pre-teenage 
children and for high school curriculums to inculcate the necessity of saving for retirement 
before most of the students had even attended college or started careers and families.
81
  
 On the surface it would appear that the personal responsibility required for a lengthy, 
pleasurable retirement would reduce the cultural trend toward retirement or the sense of 
entitlement to such a retirement. But the shift away from pensions and toward employee savings 
plans which began in the 1980s actually heightened workers’ awareness of the "necessity" of 
planning for the lengthy retirements that they anticipated. Retirement became a goal to be 
achieved, but efforts to achieve that goal also created certain expectations. Public entitlements 
remained an important cornerstone of retirement planning. Because workers had paid into Social 
Security and Medicare, had invested money in employee savings plans, or had privately saved 
money in tax-deferred accounts, they felt entitled to receive the full benefits of those programs 
and to participate in the institution of retirement. Whether through public or private programs, 
workers generally felt that they had invested in or, in the words of one gerontologist, even 
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"purchased" their retirements.
82
 Thus, while senior citizens did not fit particularly well into many 
traditional marketing models and were not conspicuously enthusiastic consumers of physical 
goods, they did indeed become pronounced consumers of the trappings and institution of 
retirement itself. 
 
Purchasing Youth: Older Medical Consumers 
Some fundamental, if oft-overlooked, aspects of a "successful" retirement included good 
health, personal mobility, and access to medical care. Socializing with friends, gardening, 
reading, and watching television were the leading uses of senior citizens’ time, and travel was 
their most frequently cited leisure activity, but consumption of medical products and services 
was a leading expenditure that far exceeded per capita spending by the younger population. 
Medicare facilitated much of this spending. Between 1966 and 1968, in the first two years 
following Medicare’s implementation, senior citizens’ total spending on health care increased by 
40 percent, even after adjusting for inflation.
83
 Older Americans soon had an outsized impact on 
the medical sector of the nation’s economy. By the late 1970s, for example, Americans over the 
age of sixty-five, who made up 10 percent of the population, accounted for 30 percent of the 
nation’s total medical spending.
84
 In 1984 annual medical spending on the elderly (from private 
and public sources combined) amounted to $119 billion, or $4,202 per person per year. Of this 
amount, more than 32 percent was from private expenditures and over 67 percent came from 
Medicare, Medicaid, and other government programs.
85
 This distribution of spending was nearly 
a mirror image of that of the younger population, for which more than 70 percent of spending 
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came from private insurance plans or out-of-pocket expenditures. Even considering the greater 
public contributions for older Americans, the elderly on average still had nearly twice the 
amount of out-of-pocket medical expenses as did younger individuals.
86
 
Alongside AARP, private health insurance companies profited from supplemental 
"Medigap" insurance plans that offered coverage for medical services not covered by Medicare. 
Colonial Penn, for example, teamed with AARP to provide life, health, and automobile insurance 
geared towards the needs of older individuals and in so doing increased its profits by 70 percent 
between 1968 and 1970.
87
 Much more directly, a concession made to the insurance lobby during 
the legislative process forced Medicare to rely upon 130 insurance companies to process its 
claims. Consequently, a significant share of Medicare dollars, which some researchers claimed 
amounted to $1 billion per year by the 1970s, went toward private insurance administration.
88
 
Medical providers also found new ways to capitalize on the growing health spending – a 
discovery with both positive and negative consequences. The nursing home industry provides 
one of the more dramatic examples of the growth in health spending caused by Medicare in 
1965. Nursing homes had been growing steadily since 1950, when Social Security amendments 
allotted benefits to be spent on nursing homes, but not on the less-popular almshouses.
89
 The first 
two years following Medicare’s adoption witnessed a "boom" in nursing home growth. In the 
first two years of the program, the number of older Americans in nursing homes increased from 
63,000 to 80,000.
90
 The public share of money spent on nursing homes rose from 38 percent in 
1965 to 64 percent in 1967. Chains of nursing homes emerged and stock in their companies shot 
up in value. By 1972 the nursing home industry had revenues of $3.5 billion, 75 percent of which 
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came from federal, state, or local governments. Critics charged that these nursing homes had 
inadequate standards for fire and food safety. As early as 1971, alarmed government officials 
began taking steps to reduce spending on long-term care by denying payments for certain 
patients, placing stricter requirements on admissions, and placing more regulations on nursing 
facilities accepting Medicare patients.
91
 The "boom" in the nursing home industry was therefore 
short lived, but nursing homes remained a common institutional residence for the elderly and 
continued to receive revenue from Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid.
92
 The industry’s 
revenues in 1976 were still twenty times what they had been in 1960.
93
  
The discourse of consumerism first applied to health care in the late 1960s, as patients of 
all ages began to transliterate the rhetoric of consumer rights onto the movement for improved 
patients’ rights.
94
 While this revolution in the definition of the doctor-patient relationship gave 
the patient more autonomy in seeking treatment, it had the side effect of sometimes defining 
patients more as paying customers than as persons in need. By the 1980s hospitals had become 
more accustomed to treating patients (young and old) as consumers, and grew more adept at 
marketing to them. Annie Doll, senior vice president of marketing for a hospital in Dayton, Ohio, 
explained, "We used to be pretty paternalistic, but now we ask consumers what they want and we 
try to give it to them, whether it’s shorter-stay maternity care or a guarantee that they’ll be seen 
within 15 minutes when they come to the radiology department."
95
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Owing in large part to deregulation and the resulting competition, hospitals’ marketing 
teams went to great lengths to advertise their services, establish a unique corporate brand, and 
attract market segments to their facilities. In an extreme (and no doubt unethical) example, a 
hospital in Orange County, California, mailed unsolicited $2,500 checks as an advance 
"dividend" to doctors to encourage them to buy stock in and refer patients to their hospital. More 
commonly, hospitals offered physicians rent discounts and revenue sharing programs in 
exchange for patient referrals.
96
 Between 1985 and 1986, the percentage of the nation’s hospitals 
actively advertising increased from 64 percent to 91 percent, according to a Gallup study.
97
 In 
1987, hospitals’ national spending on advertising increased 46 percent from the year before, to 
$726 million.
98
  
As the leading demographic group in health spending, senior citizens were often the 
target of these advertising campaigns. Many hospitals tried to bolster their amenities with 
concierge services, improved food menus, and upgraded furnishings in the rooms. Others 
trademarked their services with catchy names such as "You’re Becoming" to describe cosmetic 
surgeries, "Gift of Sight" for cataract surgeries, and "Step Lively" for podiatric surgeries. Others 
offered special senior citizen discounts, such as waiving Medicare deductibles.
99
 Under the 
advisement of marketers, many hospitals started presenting health lectures specifically to senior 
citizens’ groups with the hopes of making the potential patients familiar and comfortable with 
the hospital. They would then presumably choose to go to the hospital that they were most 
familiar with should they eventually need admittance.
100
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At the same time, companies in a wide variety of industries produced and marketed new 
products to increase personal mobility and the livability of senior citizens’ homes. Such products 
included a wheelchair accessible kitchen layout designed by General Electric, kitchen cabinets 
designed specifically to be easily accessible for older women, bathtubs and showers without 
barriers to step over, everyday products for arthritic patients, special grab handles in bathrooms, 
video surveillance and visitor admittance systems, and emergency alert devices in the event of 
falls. While not all of these were inherently "medical" products, they did have benefits of a 
medical nature by making it more feasible for older persons to live in their own homes rather 
than reside in nursing homes or assisted living facilities.
101
  
 Even more removed from the traditional definition of medical care, some prominent 
aging advocates argued that telephones should be covered by Medicare with a prescription, 
because for disabled senior citizens it might be the only method of contacting the outside world 
for emergencies or basic human companionship. Citing nutritional deficiencies among the 
elderly, aging advocates also sometimes considered food purchases to be medical necessities that 
should be subsidized by Medicare.
102
 While Medicare did not expand to cover telephones or 
food, it did gradually expand to cover more traditional medical devices. While the scale of the 
loosely-defined medical device industry is hard to quantify, businesses did enthusiastically 
expand into these markets and trade literature predicted a steady growth of engineering jobs 
related to senior mobility and communication.
103
 
The spending mentioned to this point was for medical services rendered by doctors’ 
offices, hospitals, and other providers, or for products making daily life more workable. But 
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purchases made for the purposes of appearing younger or coping with age-related disabilities 
could also fit within a broader theory of medical consumerism, in which devices, surgeries, or 
other services could be purchased for cosmetic or social purposes as much as for pressing 
physical needs.
104
 The prevalence of this form of medical consumerism reflected a continuing 
celebration of youth-oriented culture on the part of younger and older Americans alike.  
Old-age advocates had long hoped that America’s "youth culture" would fade as the 
country’s population aged. One such person, Simeon Costa, dreamt of a culture that would 
revere and emulate its older citizens. Writing to Retirement Living magazine in 1978, Costa 
noted that the portion of Americans under the age of twenty-five there had dropped precipitously 
in the previous decade, from nearly 50 percent of the population to just 40 percent. With the 
average age of the population growing older, Costa hoped (perhaps naively) that advertisers 
would promote maturity on its own terms instead of focusing on "products [that] were designed 
to help you look young, feel young, or think young."
 
In the satirical exposé, Costa described a 
world in which wrinkle creams would make wrinkles more pronounced, hair products would dye 
hair grey, canes and trifocal glasses would become fashionable "accessories," and automobiles 
would be big, tall, and cushy like 1930s cars, albeit probably built to the modern "shoddy 
construction" standards of the 1970s. He painted an image of "Guaranteed to Make You Look 10 
Years Older" products to point out the absurdity of idealizing particular images just because of 
young age. More importantly, he thought that with recent progress in viewing aging more 
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positively, there was already a subtle shift away from a youth-oriented culture and toward the 
promotion of "maturity" as an important personal trait.
105
  
Contrary to Costa’s desires, most older Americans continued to pursue youthfulness, not 
the other way around. Magazines like Retirement Living frequently offered advice for how to fit 
in with younger crowds and to project a more youthful image. One such article described the 
new styles of eyeglasses and advised, "next time you look through your glasses in the mirror, 
look at them too – and ask if you’re due for a change to something up-to-date?"
106
 Researchers 
attempted to understand older persons’ motivations for appearing more youthful. Betty Friedan, 
for one, argued in 1993 that middle-aged and older, healthy individuals feared and even 
exaggerated the negative stereotypes of aging in an attempt to distinguish themselves as still 
"young," whereas the disabled, ill, poor, or "senile" elderly were truly "old." Deliberately 
echoing race theory, Friedan further argued that an intense social pressure caused many of these 
young-old Americans to attempt to "pass" as young by denying their age, dying their hair, or in 
more extreme circumstances, undergoing plastic surgery and other cosmetic procedures. Hiding 
old age, Friedan argued, reinforced the notion that to be old was to be frail, dependent, poor, and 
lonely, because no positive, realistic models for old age remained.
107
  
For both the elderly and young, cosmetic medical procedures could also be more 
consumerist and emotionally fulfilling than seeking more traditional forms of medicine. 
Traditional medicine lacked one key feature of typical consumer markets – there were virtually 
no price tags. Medical bills were covered mostly by third party health insurers or public 
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programs, while the patients made smaller copayments or met deductibles. Many fees were 
negotiable, but those discussions tended to occur between the provider and the insurer and not 
directly involve the patient. By contrast, patients tended to paid for elective cosmetic procedures 
out-of-pocket. Providers marketed those procedures by advertising their effectiveness and their 
affordable prices. Similar to buying other consumer goods, the patient could anticipate, save 
money, research, and even negotiate the price for such elective procedures. In this sense, 
cosmetic procedures and products most closely matched nonmedical consumer market models.
108
 
Gerontologists frequently observed a trend that was opposite to the emulation of youth. 
Many senior citizens subconsciously behaved "older" than their chronological age. Borrowing a 
theoretical approach from Betty Friedan’s Feminine Mystique, some gerontologists in the 1970s 
identified an "elderly mystique," a term which described the purported tendency for the elderly to 
play a role dictated by society.
109
 Writing in the early 1990s, Friedan herself used the term "age 
mystique" to describe social expectations that caused many individuals first to deny their 
advancing age and then to resignedly accept their age and all of the limitations that it supposedly 
entailed. With the loss of some social roles, that is, older persons would instinctively begin to act 
out the other stereotypical roles of the elderly (possibly including exhibiting physical signals of 
aging, leaving the workforce, or quitting vigorous hobbies like dancing), even if they were still 
physically and mentally capable of performing them.
110
  
The "age mystique" did not fully explain older Americans’ social behaviors or their 
spending on cosmetic medicine, and it largely overlooked the numerous gains already made by 
the senior movement. But as a method of cultural analysis the theories of the age mystique and 
"passing" do provide a deeper understanding of why some older Americans considered the 
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purchase of health care, mobility products, or cosmetic services to be more than mere physical 
aids. Beyond merely fulfilling physical needs, medical consumption in its various forms helped 
older Americans maintain some of the social roles and status of their youth.  
 
Travel, Relocation, and Retirement Communities 
Medical services consumed large amounts of senior citizens’ money, but on average 
travel was their preferred consumer activity. Among retirees in 1980, 37 percent reported that 
they "traveled frequently," compared to just 13 percent of workers who were approaching 
retirement.
111
 Also in 1980, over 50 percent reported traveling for pleasure at least 
occasionally.
112
 Less commonly, but still a notable trend for the national economy, retirees 
sometimes relocated to be nearer to their children or to live in a warmer or otherwise favorable 
environment. Some moved into special retirement communities that were specially designed with 
the needs of retirees in mind. Through their travel and relocation, senior citizens had an 
important impact on the nation’s tourism industry and established a distinct cultural image. 
 These influences begin with the amount of money seniors spent on travel, which 
amounted to $50 billion annually by 1981.
113
 By some estimates older Americans (in this 
instance defined as mid-fifties and older) accounted for a full 80 percent of the revenues of the 
tourism industry, making seniors the nation’s most important tourists by sheer numbers.
114
 Such 
travel had a dramatic impact on a wide variety of industries. Eastern Airlines, for instance, 
adopted a "Get-Up-and-Go Passport" program, which offered frequent fliers over age sixty-five 
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nearly unlimited airfare for one year for a one-time fee of $1,299.
115
 The company credited the 
program with three profitable quarters, and other airlines, including Trans World Airlines and 
Continental Airlines, began emulating it. Launched in 1989, Continental’s program offered 
almost unlimited domestic travel for an annual fee of $1,299 or world travel for $2,699. Judging 
by typical airfare rates of $398 for a round trip coach-class flight, all flights subsequent to a third 
round-trip would come free to the passenger.
116
  
Hotels likewise had to be sure to cater to the needs of older guests, who frequently 
wanted more personalized attention, special discounts, and freedom from any age-based 
prejudices.
117
 The market for recreational vehicles (RVs) also boomed in the early 1980s as 
manufacturers built lighter but larger "park model" trailers suitable for retirees who wanted an 
affordable way to spend multiple weeks or possibly an entire winter away from home.
118
 In the 
1990s, banks ventured into the travel agency industry as they started organizing special trips for 
their clientele above age fifty. The trips purportedly drew new bank depositors from those who 
wanted to travel but were not able or willing to do so alone. Such customers included Myrlie, a 
sixty-seven-year-old widow who did not feel comfortable traveling after the death of her 
husband. She and a group who started calling themselves the "Blue Bombers" took advantage of 
every opportunity their local bank offered them to travel.
119
 Other organizations helped senior 
citizens travel for charitable reasons. One of the earlier groups was the privately-funded 
Vacations for the Aging, which in 1959 began organizing trips for impoverished elderly residents 
of New York City, many of whom had not left the city in several decades. By 1970, the group 
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made vacations available to 5,000 residents per year by splitting the cost evenly with the 
vacationers.
120
 
 In addition to the "jetsetters" (describing those who took frequent vacations), "snowbirds" 
or "sunbirds" were senior citizens who moved from colder climates to Sunbelt states for the 
duration of the winter. In February, 1985, the campgrounds of Arizona housed 33,951 seasonal 
residents, amounting to 67 percent of the total camping population of the state. As compared to 
short-term vacationers, winter residents spent considerably more money on groceries and 
entertainment, providing a significant economic boost to states like Arizona, Texas, and Florida. 
For some regions, the seasonal population boom could overwhelm public services, but in other 
areas it brought much-needed revenue.
121
 The San Benito, Texas area was one of the more 
impoverished parts of the United States in the mid-1980s, but each winter’s influx of snowbirds 
spent approximately $100 million, or a full 10 percent of the annual local economy.
122
 In 
California, one-quarter of the 4,700 mobile home parks catered exclusively to older persons.
123
 
Permanent relocation had an even larger influence on states with warm climates, 
particularly in Florida, California, and Arizona.
124
 With 24 percent of its population over the age 
of sixty-five by the 1980s, Florida had the oldest average population in the nation. According to 
some accounts, these demographics reduced intergenerational segregation among Floridians. 
According to one younger resident, "You don’t think about people 55 or 65 or even 75 as old 
anymore. They are the ‘young-old.’ You see so many people in their 80s and 90s."
125
 Young-old 
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perhaps best described Florida’s older residents. Many had moved to Florida in pursuit of the 
leisure promised in advertising campaigns for retirement communities. Even the oldest among 
aging Floridians were more independent and in better health than comparable populations in 
other states. Only 11 percent the state’s residents over age eighty-five were living in nursing 
homes, compared with an average of 22 percent in all other states and 35 percent in South 
Dakota, which had the highest percentage. Healthier and wealthier senior citizens were more 
likely to move to Florida in the first place, and the state put in place policies that effectively 
restricted the emergence of new nursing homes in an attempt to keep its share of Medicaid costs 
down.
126
 Throughout the American Southeast in the 1970s and early 1980s, the over-sixty-five 
population increased at twice the rate of the general population, and demographers explained that 
migration rather than natural population aging explained the growth rate. With senior citizens 
controlling an estimated 17 percent of the nation’s discretionary income, states that received 
these migrants also expected to receive a significant economic boost.
127
 
Wintering in the South, particularly in Florida, had roots as far back as the 1870s, when 
wealthy families followed their doctors’ advice to seek warm climates for their supposed health 
benefits for respiratory conditions. Traveling "for health" also provided a convenient justification 
for taking a vacation in a heavily work-oriented culture. Further, Florida had no income taxes or 
inheritance taxes, and growing real estate values made it a financially appealing location. The 
trend soon caught on for middle-class adults, and by the start of the twentieth century even 
working class families sometimes managed to winter in Florida. By the 1920s, municipal 
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campgrounds in St. Petersburg and Tampa housed many of the working-class winter migrants in 
tents, while other migrants lived out of their cars. Trailer parks also appeared in the 1920s to 
accommodate seasonal visitors who pulled improvised wood-structured travel trailers behind 
their vehicles. Many laborers sought winter work there, relocated permanently, took the season 
off from working, or, if their ill health precluded work, resided there without having any income. 
Far from seeking a life of leisure activities, elderly unemployed individuals generally moved into 
homes founded by labor unions, churches, or fraternal societies for the care of their older 
members, such as the Moosehaven home, operated by the Loyal Order of Moose.
128
 
Charitable or at least non-profit in nature, these were among the earliest recognizable, 
permanent communities for retirees in the nation. They also remained the only form of 
permanent retirement community for several decades, and many were still being founded by 
churches or trade organizations into the 1950s and 1960s. In 1954, for example, Ethel Percy 
Andrus founded the successful Grey Gables, a retirement home designated for teachers in Ojai, 
California.
129
 Another opened by the AFL-CIO in the mid-1960s was the Four Freedoms House 
in Miami, Florida, which encouraged union members to join but did not have any membership 
restrictions as long as residents could afford to live there.
130
 
In the postwar period, though, for-profit developers (some of whom had been speculating 
in the Florida tourism boom since the 1920s) began building their own permanent retirement 
communities and marketing to the emerging retirees who had longer life spans but who were 
being pressured or forced to retire without any traditional model of retirement lifestyle to 
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follow.
131
 Designated retirement communities housed an increasing number of the migrant aged 
population and contributed strongly to the image of leisurely retirement and to the growth of the 
retirement-leisure industry. The three major types of retirement communities were age-restricted 
communities, age-targeted communities, and naturally occurring communities. Each of these 
types could consist of rented or purchased apartments, condos, or single-family homes. They 
could offer numerous services or almost none at all. They could also be located anywhere in the 
nation, although they concentrated in warmer climates.
132
 Many of the communities offered 
tiered services, whereby younger and/or healthier residents could live in independent units and 
then receive increasing levels of service or eventually move into assisted living units or onsite 
nursing homes.
133
 The most visible of these types were the age-restricted communities, which 
banned children and sometimes even adults under fifty-five or another set age from permanent 
residence.
134
 In the 1980s an estimated 600 of the age-restricted communities housed some 2.5 
million residents.
135
 The retirement housing industry as a whole produced revenues of $2.5 
billion and an annual growth rate of 15 to 20 percent by the late 1980s.
136
 By 2012, the 
population of age-restricted communities had risen to nearly 12 million.
137
 
These communities could offer a wide range of activities and social opportunities. Sun 
City, a chain of age-restricted retirement communities that started outside Phoenix, Arizona in 
1960, intentionally borrowed from gerontologist Robert J. Havinghurst’s 1954 activity theory of 
aging to promote what it called an "active retirement." By joining fellow retirees in an exclusive 
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country club environment and partaking in hobbies, the developers claimed that residents could 
counter the purposelessness of retirement. Sun City’s golf courses, swimming pools, craft 
centers, theaters, social clubs, educational opportunities, and community life served as a model 
for the successful retirement community. Sun City was not the first community to pioneer age 
restrictions, but it did offer a particularly successful combination of age restrictions, amenities, 
and effective marketing that promoted a sense of country club exclusivity and a healthy 
lifestyle.
138
 Other standard amenities to be found in retirement communities were shopping 
centers, recreational facilities, libraries, clubs, churches, banks, and often even their own 
security, fire, and medical emergency response systems.
139
 Electric golf carts and pedal-powered 
vehicles were popular forms of transportation within many communities. A reporter visiting one 
retirement community observed that "Hundreds of foot-powered, oversized tricycles ridden by 
dainty, 60- and 70-year-old ladies can easily result in a kind of septuagenarian traffic jam." Many 
communities had their own pamphlets and newspapers, including the very successful Golden 
Rain News, which earned as much advertising revenue per page as the Chicago Tribune.
140
 
Developers’ strategies in building planned communities varied widely. The Marriott 
Corporation planned to invest $1 billion in the construction of 150 retirement communities, 
eventually housing 25,000 residents. Small investors would purchase the lodging units, but 
Marriott would continue to manage the facility operations. The residents would pay about $1,000 
to $2,000 per month in rent.
141
 Another model required residents to pay a substantial entrance fee 
in addition to monthly rent to cover potential health care and assisted living service costs. These 
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fees, which in limited cases were refundable, could be comparable to the price of a home, or up 
to $85,000 at some luxury complexes in Indiana.
142
  
The corporate nature of these retirement communities stood in stark contrast to their 
historic predecessors. The carefully crafted names of these communities—Leisure World, Fun 
City, Sun City, Youngtown, Dreamland Villa, Century Village—evoked theme parks, suggested 
a certain separation from the real world, and epitomized the emerging leisurely but active 
concept of retirement. A cursory glance at one community in California, named Fun City, would 
have revealed a typical American suburban community. Upon closer inspection, the observer 
would see a carefully managed environment consisting of nearly 6,000 upper-middle class 
residents who rented or purchased the small, low-maintenance single-family homes. Fun City’s 
low-maintenance lawns were mostly covered in small rocks, which were generally stained green 
to mimic grass. Even some of the landscaping shrubbery was made out of plastic. Residents 
moved into the community primarily because it was isolated from the crime, smog, social 
diversity, and crowds of big cities. Residing ninety miles from the nearest metropolis, Fun City 
residents were also isolated from the outside world and limited to the community’s shopping and 
recreational facilities. Further, the vast majority of Sun City’s residents did not even participate 
in the organized community activities on a regular basis, preferring instead to spend their time 
watching television, playing cards, traveling, or visiting neighbors.
143
  
The residents of the for-profit retirement communities were rarely more diverse than 
those of the religious or fraternal facilities had been. Within many communities, the residents 
were generally homogenous in race, class background, social mores, family relationships, and 
expectations for their retirement lifestyle. Retirement communities’ households were mostly 
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made up of married couples, with widowed females as the second major group. Widowers made 
up an almost insignificant group, as they were often outnumbered by widows five-to-one. Due to 
women’s longer life spans, men inside and outside retirement communities had many more 
opportunities to remarry after the loss of a spouse.
144
  
Racial statistics were the most striking measure of homogeneity. A pamphlet from Fun 
City, California cited the numerous former professions of the residents and boasted that the 
community possessed a "complete cross section of Americana." To the contrary, Fun City’s own 
1970 census revealed that 5,516 of the community’s 5,519 residents were white. There were no 
African Americans and no Native Americans, and just three persons listed as "other" races. 
Nineteen residents were from foreign nations. Most retirement communities required a certain 
level of wealth to join, and many others actively discriminated against racial minorities. Racial 
segregation in Fun City, for one, was de facto rather than de jure, but the results were as or more 
effective than Jim Crow laws had been throughout the South. Black couples interested in moving 
to the community received the standard sales pitch and tour from the management, but the 
reception they received from the community was cold, if not outright hostile. Coupled with 
minorities’ average lower levels of wealth, shorter life spans, and a continuing propensity to live 
with their younger family members, only small amounts of hostility were necessary to dissuade 
the occasional black visitor from attempting to move into the community.
145
  
Despite some developers’ attempts to market to minorities in subsequent decades, 
retirement communities remain a place of residence primarily for whites, Christians, and a 
significant minority of Jews in the twenty-first century. In 2008 The Villages, the largest 
retirement community in Florida and in the nation, recorded only 250 African Americans out of a 
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population of 70,000, or just 0.3 percent. Around the same time, however, some communities 
noted a small uptick in the number of Hispanics and Asians, and relatively fewer cultural and 
economic barriers may have existed for those groups. Still, they remained vastly 
underrepresented in retirement communities.
146
 
The paucity of young people was, of course, another striking (and intentional) feature of 
planned retirement communities. Age-targeted communities were heavily populated by senior 
citizens, but some families with children lived in them as well. The population of the Deltona 
community in Florida during the mid-1960s, for example, was made up of 80 percent retirees, 10 
percent younger adults, and 10 percent children under the age of twenty. A vocal minority of the 
residents of Deltona complained that the youths played loudly, drove their cars too fast, and 
occasionally committed petty crimes. In a review of Deltona, the nationally-circulated Harvest 
Years magazine warned potential residents that the presence of children could detract from the 
community. The first age-restricted community, Youngtown, opened near Phoenix, Arizona in 
1954 with the precise goal of removing the potentially bothersome element of children. Buyers 
had to be over the age of sixty-five and they could have younger adults, but not children, living 
with them as permanent residents. When residents occasionally tried to have grandchildren move 
in with them in such communities across the nation and up to the present day, the communities’ 
reactions have on occasion escalated to legal action, intimidation, and even threats of physical 
violence. An organizing principle of many of the age-restricted communities was and remains 
the idea that grandchildren make wonderful guests, but terrible neighbors.
147
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Despite the homogenous, isolated nature of retirement communities, they perhaps did 
more than anything else to enhance the image of the active retiree.
148
 Popular television shows 
such as Seinfeld depicted retirement communities as places where senior citizens could go not to 
sit in rocking chairs, but instead to play golf, shuffleboard, or canasta with their peers. As the 
retirement community and other forms of active leisure became the most visible images of 
retirement lifestyles, an image of affluent leisure replaced the former image of poverty, at least 
for white middle-class senior citizens in good enough health to participate in the new version of 
retirement. 
 
Television Consumption and Revised Popular Images of Aging and Retirement  
When measured by the number of hours spent in a single activity, television viewing was 
the predominant consumer activity of most older Americans after 1960. Television viewership 
among older Americans outstripped their consumption of other media, including newspapers, 
radio, books, and magazines.
149
 Senior citizens also spent somewhat more time watching 
television than members of any other age group. A1979 study reported that 91 percent of senior 
citizens watched television on a daily basis, compared with 83 percent of all adults.
150
 By the late 
1970s, typical seniors spent more than five hours per day watching television, up from three 
hours per day in the mid-1950s. For both time periods, these numbers exceeded the viewing 
hours of younger adults by more than half an hour.
151
 In general, television viewership increased 
precipitously at the onset of retirement and only began to decline again as viewers reached their 
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late-seventies. Television offered an excellent form of entertainment for older viewers, who 
tended to have more time, be more socially isolated, and have less mobility than younger 
persons. The most popular programming for the elderly of both sexes was news programming, 
followed by the variety show, Lawrence Welk. Additionally, older women were frequent viewers 
of soap operas.
152
 Not surprisingly, senior citizens especially liked to watch programming that 
depicted old age in a positive manner. Shows like Sanford and Son, Alice, and Chico and the 
Man were among the most popular programs of the 1970s due to their depictions of positive 
relationships between older men or women and people of younger generations.
153
  
Despite generally high viewership numbers for such shows, attracting the aged audience 
traditionally signaled the death-knell of a show. Such was the fate of shows like Green Acres, 
Beverly Hillbillies, Red Skelton, and Gomer Pyle, USMC, which all had the misfortune of 
primarily drawing elderly viewers. This bias against television shows watched only by the 
elderly reflected many advertisers’ continued skepticism of the wealth and spending patterns of 
older consumers (with the exception of niche markets like medical services or tourism). In the 
late 1970s, shows that attracted an audience between the ages of eighteen and forty-nine could 
charge advertisers up to three times as much (about $200,000 per minute for a popular show) as 
shows that attracted an audience above age forty-nine.
154
 This situation actually demonstrated an 
improvement over some previous television ratings systems, which did not even bother to poll 
anyone over forty-nine years of age about their viewing preferences.
155
 Still, even by the 1980s 
television advertising did not emphasize the aged market segment to the same degree as did print 
advertising, primarily because television of the era had few channels and had to appeal to broad 
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audiences, while printed magazines with wide circulation—including Modern Maturity, 
Retirement Living, Seniority, and 50 Plus—already had a readership made up of older persons 
and therefore provided a focused, lucrative venue for advertising to senior citizens.
156
 
Some positive television depictions of aging had a cultural impact, but aging advocates 
desired more shows that would draw younger viewers without resorting to pejorative age-based 
jokes. One such scholar, Beth B. Hess, humorously commented that the top ten ratings lacked 
"such Top Ten hits as ‘Sugermommy,’ ‘The Octegenerians,’ ‘Bionic Widow’ and the like." She 
noted increased attention paid to senior citizens, particularly in advertising that used older 
characters to draw on a sense of nostalgia to sell cars or Countrytime Lemonade. While 
advertisements targeted to the older market segment still did not generate as much revenue as 
those for the youth market, their content was becoming less offensive and evidently more 
effective in influencing sales. Some ads depicted older persons as vivacious, without resorting to 
irony. One commercial, as Hess described, showed a "‘mature’ couple necking as proof that their 
dentures really hold and smell good – who could ask for anything more?" By the mid-1970s, 
most young and old audiences alike responded in polls that older people were being positively 
portrayed in regular television programming, commercials, and feature-length films.
157
 
Some of the gains made in the depiction of old age could be credited directly to the senior 
movement. The Gray Panthers started the Media Watch program, whereby members could 
submit complaints to Media Watch when they observed old age being depicted on television as 
an inferior state. Media Watch then submitted formal complaints to the programs’ producers and 
sponsors, asking them to revise their depictions in the future. Media Watch produced lists of 
criteria that it believed signaled ageism. Within the lists common stereotypes included loose and 
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ill-fitting clothing, hunched bodies, senility, and consistently blank or confused faces. Distortions 
could include depicting the elderly as meddlers, comically perverted, or childlike. Finally, 
omissions could include the script ignoring the perspectives of the elderly or failing to explore 
alternatives to negative stereotypes.
158
 In 1975, Media Watch’s leader, Lydia Bragger, convinced 
the National Association of Broadcasters to add "age" as a category of sensitivity alongside such 
subjects as race or sex. As suggested by the Seinfeld examples at the beginning of this chapter, 
stereotypical and offensive jokes about constipation or senility did not disappear from television, 
but thanks to organizations like the Gray Panthers and AARP, television producers and their 
sponsors were increasingly cognizant of senior citizens’ growing influence and concern.
159
  
 Concurrently a genre of movies cropped up in the 1970s that focused on older characters 
and age as central plot drivers. These starred such actors as George Burns, Art Carney, Henry 
Fonda, and Bette Davis, and they generally depicted old age in a more realistic and positive 
manner, albeit with Hollywood melodrama and a sometimes overly sentimental feel. Most 
importantly, these movies often drew strong reviews and large audiences made up of a spectrum 
of age groups, thereby tearing down many of the old ageist stereotypes and some 
intergenerational misunderstandings.
160
 A 1971 film, Harold and Maude, depicted a romantic 
relationship between a gloomy twenty-something young man and an eccentric seventy-nine year 
old woman. While oft-criticized for perpetuating some ageist stereotypes (Maude was a bad 
driver and perhaps not fully sane), it did cover new ground by having an elderly lead character 
depicted as a protagonist and by breaking down intergenerational barriers and 
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misunderstandings.
161
 On Golden Pond, starring Henry Fonda, Katherine Hepburn, and Jane 
Fonda was a surprise hit in 1981 that explored intergenerational relationships and the growth of 
Henry Fonda’s character from a depressed old man into one who, thanks to his step-grandson, 
could once again appreciate the beauty of life.
162
 The 1985 science fiction film Cocoon posed the 
question of how a group of elderly persons in a nursing facility would respond when offered the 
opportunity of immortality and exploration of the galaxy, but at the cost of never being able to 
return home. The film adhered fairly closely to 1980s models of science fiction movies, but it 
also posed questions to the audience about the proper role of the aged in society, the physical 
decline of old age, and the implications of human mortality.
163
 
The small screen offered the quintessential depiction of positive aging in The Golden 
Girls television series. Starring Beatrice Arthur, Betty White, Rue McClanahan, and Estelle 
Getty, the plot centered on four older widows who shared a home in Miami, Florida. The show 
was a comedy, but it did not resort to degrading the characters because of their age. Further, 
given the greater number of older women than men, the premise of four women living together 
without men was believable. The characters had active lifestyles, realistic friendships, and even 
sexual desires.
164
 Some scholars have pointed out that the most unlikely aspect of the show was 
that it showed the women living in too much affluence, given the statistical unlikelihood of 
widows or single older women having much wealth in the late 1980s.
165
 Nonetheless, The 
Golden Girls did fit within a broader entertainment trend of depicting older Americans as 
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affluent, intelligent, and witty. It joined other popular shows such as Murder She Wrote and 
Matlock, both of which showed older male and female lead characters solving criminal 
mysteries.
166
 In sum, while ageism never disappeared from the nation’s media, a number of 
entertainment producers and sponsors did gain an awareness of the movement against ageism 
and responded by creating entertainment that portrayed positive aging and frequently appealed to 
viewers of a variety of ages. 
 
Conclusion 
Older Americans gradually grew far more comfortable with the idea of a leisurely 
retirement between the 1950s and the 1980s. In many respects, to be old meant to be retired and, 
as long as health and finances allowed, to enjoy positive experiences in later life. Even as some 
observers argued that such excessive amounts of unstructured time could be mind-numbing, 
demeaning, or wasteful, as suggested by the Seinfeld episodes referenced at the beginning of this 
chapter, retirement and leisure were the only social models commonly regarded as normal in 
later life, at least for the white middle-class.  
This particular vision of retirement did not include old men whittling away their days in 
rocking chairs, nor was it stagnant or devoid of meaning. Senior citizens were not overly 
enthusiastic consumers compared to youth, but they did carve out certain market niches that were 
directly tied to the institution of retirement. These included the areas of medical and cosmetic 
consumption, travel, relocating and living in retirement communities, and watching television 
and movies. Even with Social Security and Medicare, preparing for such a retirement often 
required decades-long planning on the part of individuals or their employers, which actually 
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increased the sense of inevitability and personal entitlement to retirement. In sum, senior citizens 
fulfilled the image and actual social roles of leisured, but active, retirees. 
194 
 
Epilogue – Aging and Entitlement Politics in the 21
st
 Century 
 Senior entitlement policies have provided a basic level of support to the vast majority of 
America’s senior citizens, allowing the meaning of old age to include an image of affluence by 
the twenty-first century. The models of retirement described in chapter four became possible for 
vast swaths of healthy, middle-class people who took advantage of the opportunity to live a life 
of relative luxury and freedom from work for nearly one-quarter of their lives. For a large 
majority of older Americans, the experience of later life improved dramatically in the period 
covered by this project. The change in image, focused on financial security and a "youthful" 
defiance of aging processes, especially from the 1980s onward, matched or even exceeded their 
tangible gains.  
Despite this newfound prosperity for older Americans, not everyone reaped the benefits 
to such a degree. As will be briefly described in this epilogue, many experienced declining 
health, some racial minorities continued to face shorter life spans and poverty, and men and 
women still had their own distinctive problems with aging. Others struggled to cope with the loss 
of status or changing social roles inherent in retirement. Notwithstanding senior entitlement’s 
failure to deliver a life of prosperity to these groups, the programs still provided an important 
basic level of support for the more disenfranchised subsets of the elderly population by offering 
modest pensions through Social Security, health care through Medicare and Medicaid, and a 
patchwork of services such as food aid through a variety of levels of government and private 
charity.  
In the twenty-first century, the senior lobby led by AARP still serves as an advocate for 
senior citizens’ needs and social standing. The bulk of entitlement program expansion occurred 
between 1965 and 1980, but the period after that witnessed a vigorous defense of earned 
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benefits, and in the early-2000s AARP even successfully lobbied for new expansions in the form 
of Medicare Part D, the largest single expansion of the welfare state since Medicare itself came 
into being in 1965. In the face of an unprecedented number of Americans reaching old age and 
potentially declining support for senior entitlement, though, these benefits may ultimately prove 
fleeting.  
 
Entitlement for All? 
Despite senior entitlement ideology's implication of that anyone could attain a leisurely 
retirement when given a baseline of public resources, not everyone shared in the newfound 
prosperity detailed in this project. Some racial minorities and widowed or single women, in 
particular, were still more likely to continue experiencing later life as a time of poverty not far 
removed from the average experiences of the 1950s. Among African Americans, for example, 
this trend can be seen in the smaller numbers who manage to reach old age in the first place. In 
1950 black Americans had a life span nearly eight years shorter than white Americans (69.1 
years versus 60.8 years for both sexes). Notably, the average black person born in that time could 
not even expect to live to the age of eligibility for Medicare or Social Security. By 1980 this gap 
had closed to six years (74.4 versus 68.1 years), and by 2003 it had closed to 5.3 years (78.0 
versus 72.7 years).
1
 Despite this slowly improving outlook, though, blacks made up just 8.5 
percent of the elderly population, compared with nearly 13 percent of the population of all ages.
2
 
Further, the average black male in the early 2000s still lived just past the age of 69, on average.
3
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Retirees’ former salary levels, which correlated with race and sex, also affected the 
benefit levels of private pensions, worker savings plans, and the Social Security program. For 
Social Security, workers who were paid less also paid less into the program and then received 
lower pensions. Private pension amounts also correlated with a former employee’s salary, and 
workplace savings plans tended to be funded by a percentage of the workers’ incomes. Thus, 
female or minority workers who had faced discrimination or demographic disadvantages 
throughout their careers also faced lower benefits during their retirements. Even among groups 
with a tradition of close-knit kinship networks that cared for and possibly revered the elderly, 
such as immigrant families from China, researchers have observed a decline of private care for 
the aged due to those groups’ younger members moving away or devoting more time to their 
careers and childrearing.
4
  
For blacks, Hispanics, and single or widowed women, these trends have resulted in a 
heavy reliance upon public programs to meet individuals’ basic needs, leaving little or no room 
for travel, relocating to a retirement community, or the other forms of consumerism covered in 
chapter four. Among older blacks, for example, 39.5 percent relied on Social Security for 100 
percent of their income in 2008. Among older Hispanics, that number was even worse, at 44.2 
percent. An additional 29.3 percent of older Asians relied on Social Security for 100 percent of 
their income, as did 20.1 percent of older whites. Older whites were nearly twice as likely as 
blacks and Hispanics to have private pensions and three times less likely to receive public 
assistance in acquiring food. At the same time, relying totally on Social Security for income 
amounted to a meager standard of living for these groups. The median Social Security pension 
across the U.S. population amounted to $14,966 per beneficiary per year, but this obscured the 
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20 percent of the population who received less than $10,000 through Social Security. In a painful 
irony, the groups receiving the lowest Social Security pensions also tended to be the ones with 
more individuals relying on the program for almost all of their income.
5
 
Single or widowed women, particularly non-whites, made up another group that received 
lower levels of private and public support. Despite the trend of single feminist activists emerging 
as prominent members of the senior movement, including Simone de Beauvoir, Maggie Kuhn, 
Ethel Percy Andrus, Betty Friedan, and currently, Jane Fonda, these individuals’ life experiences 
were in no way representative of the typical older single woman.
6
 At any given time between the 
1950s and 1980s, approximately half of all women over the age of sixty-five were widowed and 
not remarried, and widows outnumbered widowers nearly four-to-one.
7
 That widowhood rate has 
since dropped to less than 40 percent, but women still outnumber men in total, accounting for 
56.8 percent of the population over age sixty-five and 62.8 percent of the population over the age 
of eighty.
8
  
Widows often faced and still face a tremendous loss of income and net wealth after the 
loss of their husbands. Private pensions and supplemental health plans sometimes, but not 
always, contained provisions for survivors’ benefits. The survivors’ benefits were generally at a 
reduced level compared with the husband’s pensions, and even today older women are unlikely 
to have had a career with their own pensions. For all races, but especially among racial 
minorities, the trend toward higher divorce rates and lower marriage rates further threatens many 
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older women’s survivors’ status for the future.
9
 Poverty rates have long reflected these racial and 
marital-status disparities. In 1982, when the white middle-class elderly were enjoying a 
newfound prosperity and a poverty rate of 12.4 percent, white widows or white unmarried 
women had a poverty rate of 22.1 percent, older blacks had a 38.2 percent poverty rate, and 
widowed or unmarried female blacks had a 52 percent poverty rate.
10
 In 2008 poverty rates had 
improved for virtually all groups, to 9.7 percent for all persons over age sixty-five, 15.4 percent 
average for widows of all races, 19.5 percent for divorced women, and 23.8 percent for blacks.
11
  
Less income for these groups resulted in less public visibility and social or political 
influence. As noted by the feminist Simone de Beauvoir in her 1972 book, The Coming of Age, 
Western society only "cares about the individual only so far as he is profitable."
12
 Beauvoir 
observed that as a general rule the elderly across Western Europe and the Americas were only 
beginning to see improvements in their economic wellbeing, social status, and political power. 
Unfortunately the numerous gains detailed in this project did not extend to all subsets of older 
Americans, and these groups also did not enjoy the social gains to the same extent as the white 
middle-class. High poverty rates for aged blacks altered the perception and meaning of old age 
for younger and older blacks alike. A 2004 study of subjects with a mean age of 37.9 years, for 
example, found that 60 percent of whites viewed old age as "a happy time," but only 21 percent 
of African Americans agreed. This revealed stark racial divisions in expectations for retirement, 
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health status, and poverty rates in later life.
13
 Relative to whites, then, only a small minority of 
blacks or Hispanics could look forward to a leisurely retirement, reasonably good health, or even 
such "luxuries" as adequate access to transportation.
14
 
These negative experiences meant that some subsets of the aged population relied more 
heavily on senior entitlement programs for basic sustenance without supplemental income. 
Without these programs it is unclear where (or if) these groups could find the resources for a 
minimal level of income or for basic medical care. Medicare, for example, presented an 
enormous benefit to recipients of all races or sexes. Its average expenditure per beneficiary, per 
year by 2008 was $11,018. This of course did not mean that each beneficiary received that many 
medical services every year. Instead, the bulk of the funds were spent on a minority of recipients 
who had the most health needs. The healthiest half of Medicare beneficiaries accounted for just 4 
percent of program spending, while the most expensive 20 percent of beneficiaries accounted for 
83 percent of program spending.
15
  
By the 2000s, older blacks and Hispanics visited hospitals and doctors more often than 
did whites and accounted for more Medicare expenditures. Researchers found, however, that 
blacks and Hispanics were 72 and 52 percent more likely, respectively, to consider themselves to 
be in "fair" or "poor" health than whites. One of the most marked racial disparities is that 37.3 
percent of older Hispanics are on Medicaid, compared with 29.8 percent of blacks and just 7.3 
percent of whites. Blacks and Hispanics were also far less likely to be able to afford 
supplementary health insurance, leaving them subject to more gaps in insurance coverage and 
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therefore had less chance of receiving high-technology interventions in the event of serious 
illness.
16
  
For senior citizens with lower incomes, these social insurance measures provided public 
guarantees of health care that would have been unattainable through private means. Senior 
entitlement provided little luxury and inadequate levels of financial support for these groups, but 
it did generally allow for basic needs to be met. As one eighty-four-year-old beneficiary 
described the philosophy of entitlement and Social Security, "He [President Franklin Roosevelt] 
believed, as do I, that Americans are entitled to adequate housing, food, and health care. We 
have allowed ‘entitlement’ to become a dirty word. It is not. It goes to the very heart of 
democracy."
17
 So while the rationale for senior entitlement policies tended to focus on the needs 
of the middle-class, senior entitlement also forged a crucial basis of support for the poor made 
visible by such actions as the addition of Medicaid to the original Medicare legislation and the 
extension of Social Security benefits to widows.  
For all senior citizens, social acceptance from the younger population is still far from a 
guarantee. Despite the gains made in public image and media depictions of aging, which are 
examined in detail in chapters one and four, ageist perspectives still exist and many younger 
individuals refuse to consider ageism as a legitimate concern alongside such problems as racism 
or misogyny. The genre of pop culture humor that comes at the expense of older Americans will 
not end anytime soon. The word "old" is still widely used as a pejorative. Phrases like "act your 
age" can still seek to constrain behavior not on the basis of physical abilities, but rather based on 
social preconceptions of how aging Americans "should" act, according to social norms. 
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Marketers seeking to sell products to senior citizens still find it necessary to pursue "stealth 
marketing" by avoiding overt references to age. As Professor Joseph F. Coughlin, director of 
M.I.T.’s AgeLab, summarized, "With any luck, if I am successful retailers won’t know they are 
putting things on the shelves for older adults."
18
 This situation still stands in stark contrast to 
marketing strategies that unashamedly glorify the advantages of youthfulness in order to sell 
products to younger customers.  
Finally, the predominant model of a leisurely retirement included a focus on self-
indulgent hobbies, limited societal responsibilities, absence from the workplace, television as a 
chaperone, or frequent travel for everyone. Even those who enjoy financial security and good 
health sometimes base their identity on their careers and ultimately regret leaving those careers 
for retirement. Despite the elderly making up a larger share of the population (at over 12 percent 
today) gaining public entitlements, and enjoying greater financial stability, they grew less likely 
than in the past to hold positions of political power or, for that matter, employment.
19
 The 
transition from employment to retirement could be emotionally and financially difficult. As more 
women sought employment and by the beginning of the twenty-first century made up half of the 
workforce, these adjustments to retirement became more complicated for many households. 
Dual-income households increasingly had to adjust to two retirements rather than one. Single 
women had to face their retirements without the additional financial support of a spouse, and 
women were still more likely than men to have faced employment gaps and to lack such benefits 
as private pensions.
20
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Women who were married but had not pursued careers also had to adjust to their 
husbands’ retirements. When a spouse suddenly stopped going to work, it altered daily habits 
and the nature of personal relationships. The couple usually would not have childrearing or other 
daily social responsibilities to provide structured time. Many couples reported positive aspects to 
these transitions and ultimately enjoyed retirement, but some had more trouble adjusting to their 
new roles.
21
 One marital partner retiring before the other, whether that partner was male or 
female, presented another challenge for many couples as a dual-income household had to adjust 
to one partner having more free time without the company of the other partner.
22
 
Even for middle-class individuals who benefit from all the advantages described in this 
project, it seems clear that the lengthy, leisurely retirement will be increasingly difficult to attain. 
Today’s work environment is characterized by increased global competition, shrinking or 
stagnant wages for workers outside of executive circles, career instability that features layoffs 
and multiple relocations to new companies or cities, growing health care costs, and employee 
investment plans in place of traditional pensions.
23
 Coupled with low personal savings rates and 
an increasing strain placed on entitlement programs by aging members of the baby boom 
generation, these factors compromise financial preparedness for retirement and threaten to 
redefine "retirement" as a period of life characterized by deprivation rather than leisure and 
relative affluence. 
Reformers are attempting to counter these trends by proposing policy modifications or 
developing technologies to cope with what is projected to be an unprecedented number of 
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retirees over the next several decades. Some of the most popular proposals involve finding new 
ways to keep retirees in their own homes and out of expensive nursing homes or assisted living 
facilities. Increased subsidies for home health care and preventive care through the Medicare 
program could theoretically bring down the high costs that result from Medicare’s traditional 
focus on treating acute illnesses. Additionally, Medicare patients suffering from chronic illnesses 
are often admitted, released, and serially readmitted to hospitals due to a failure to manage those 
conditions properly. When sent home without sufficient preventive measures taken to manage 
chronic conditions, such patients place an outsized and perhaps unnecessary cost burden on the 
system. Coverage for a number of preventive services has been added to the Medicare program 
over the last twenty-five years, including various cancer screenings, diabetes management 
therapy, diagnostic procedures such as colonoscopies, and some vaccines. Nonetheless, many of 
these services have been added in piecemeal fashion according to political or emotional whim 
rather than utilizing evidence and expert advice. Consequently, significant gaps remain in 
preventive care both in Medicare and throughout America’s health care system.
24
  
The most costly Medicare beneficiaries also are more likely to have lacked health 
insurance in the decade prior to obtaining Medicare coverage. Numerous studies have come to 
the conclusion that ensuring health insurance coverage for individuals when they are in their 
forties and fifties would ultimately reduce public expenditures when they become beneficiaries 
of Medicare at the age of sixty-five.
25
 It is no coincidence that the racial and ethnic groups with 
the best health account for lower amounts of Medicare expenditures. Among white Americans of 
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all ages, only 11.7 percent were uninsured in 2010, whereas 20.8 percent of blacks and 30.7 
percent of Hispanics were uninsured.
26
 Those groups reach old age in poorer health and with less 
financial stability; therefore, they require more medical care under Medicare and Medicaid. 
Medicare has been able to provide substantial amounts of care for acute illnesses across 
demographic groups, but it cannot erase the inequalities of health status that individuals amass in 
the first sixty-four years of life.  
New technologies and social systems being created to cope with the problem of 
dependency might help resolve some of the problems presented by the aging baby boom 
generation, but they could also cause even greater anxiety about the loss of social status, human 
companionship, and independence. An example of this is that today engineers and scholars are 
teaming up to create 2.5-feet-tall robots designed to keep individuals living "independently" in 
their own homes. The robots, expected to cost approximately $25,000 (notably cheaper than a 
$50,000 annual nursing home fee), are shaped like miniature human beings, have human facial 
features, and are even designed to interact with humans both visually and orally. They are able to 
monitor an individual’s behavior, return human gazes, and follow basic directions when, for 
example, a person points to an object or looks in a certain direction. Most importantly, the robot 
tracks the individuals’ daily living patterns, and any divergence from those patterns, such as 
spending an abnormally long time in the restroom, will prompt the robot to ask if the person is 
okay and then call emergency responders if he or she does not respond.
27
  
It remains unknown how disabled senior citizens will respond to around-the-clock 
technological surveillance, or if such systems will further decrease intergenerational contact as 
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technology replaces some of the services currently provided by human caregivers. For many 
individuals, the peace and mind offered by these systems may not be worth the social tradeoffs. 
For other seniors, such expensive technology will prove to be unattainable at any rate, 
particularly if public programs are not expanded to provide coverage for the new innovations. 
Barring a sudden shift in political priorities, it appears that some subsets of the aged population 
will continue to miss out on the financial stability and social status seemingly promised by senior 
entitlement ideology. 
 
Entitlement Politics and Policy in the 21st Century  
 The first decade of the twenty-first century has sent a mixed message about the current 
status and future of senior entitlement policies and ideology. Growing public concern and 
political outrage over the long-term sustainability of entitlements juxtaposes recent expansions of 
senior entitlement, especially the adoption of prescription drug coverage in Medicare. With over 
seventy million baby boomers reaching traditional retirement age, senior citizens’ lobbying 
influence is intact and possibly growing. Nonetheless, it is unclear how the United States can 
afford to sustain or expand its entitlement programs as the population ages and public debt 
accumulates.  
Of the major entitlement programs, Medicare has undergone the most transformation in 
recent years. The 1997 Balanced Budget Act created Medicare+Choice plans, or Medicare "Part 
C," which allowed beneficiaries to choose to receive benefits through subsidized purchase of 
private insurance plans rather than through traditional Medicare.
28
 The 2003 Medicare 
Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act (MMA) added prescription drug 
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coverage, or Medicare "Part D," and reformed and renamed Medicare+Choice plans to 
"Medicare Advantage" plans. Conservatives hoped that the Medicare Advantage plans would 
draw on market forces by placing private insurers in competition with one another to bring down 
costs. In 2009, though, the government spent 14 percent more for each Medicare Advantage 
beneficiary than for each traditional Medicare beneficiary, due to more extensive health coverage 
and the administrative costs involved in multiple companies providing dozens of individualized 
plans in each state.
29
  
Beneficiaries may choose this benefit to provide expanded coverage compared with 
traditional Medicare in addition to or instead of purchasing a private Medigap plan privately. 
They then have to select one plan from up to eighty-five offered, depending on the state. They 
also must be conscious of the need to coordinate their Advantage Plan with the coverage offered 
by Part D (which also utilizes private insurers and provides dozens of plans for beneficiaries to 
select). Additionally, they can purchase a Medigap plan to provide more coverage. 
Unsurprisingly, beneficiaries complain that the system is difficult to understand, and it takes a 
fairly advanced level of education and knowledge to effectively navigate the system. Signing up 
for Medicare Advantage could also require more money to pay for expert advice or in many 
cases to pay additional premiums for the expanded coverage.
30
  
 Along with Medicare Advantage, the continued expansion of so-called Medigap plans 
has highlighted growing class divisions between those who have the education, wealth, and good 
fortune to take advantage of the complicated new programs and those who do not. By 2001 over 
60 percent of Medicare beneficiaries had purchased these plans through private insurers to 
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provide coverage for services that are not covered by Medicare or to cover additional 
prescription drug expenses and co-pays. Senior citizens’ ability and willingness to purchase 
supplemental coverage depends largely on their income levels. Medicare beneficiaries with 
supplemental coverage are significantly more likely to receive preventive services, especially 
those that required co-payments under traditional Medicare. As Medigap plans become more 
necessary to deal with the shock of increasing medical costs, a larger share of the financial 
burden for health care is being shifted back onto older patients, many of whom cannot afford it.
31
   
Oddly, at the same time that Republicans were attempting to privatize and individualize 
Medicare benefits, the party’s own MMA enacted the nation’s largest expansion of entitlement 
policies since the Social Security reforms of 1972. Created by a Republican Congress and signed 
by President George W. Bush in 2003, the MMA added Medicare Part D for prescription drug 
coverage. Initial estimates placed the ten-year cost of Part D coverage at $400 billion. One year 
after Bush signed the legislation, these estimates had already climbed to $724 billion. 
Furthermore, the MMA made no provisions whatsoever for additional revenue. The costs are 
paid out of general operating funds, which themselves were already being depleted to an larger 
degree by tax cuts enacted between 2001 and 2003 as well as by defense spending on the "War 
on Terrorism" and wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.
32
  
The creation of Medicare Part D reflected the success of AARP’s lobbying arm and 
sharply contrasted the failed Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act (MCCA) of 1988, discussed in 
chapter three. The MCCA had relied on funds derived from the current recipients of the program, 
whereas Medicare Part D relies on taxpayers of all ages. Medicare Part D is also unlike the other 
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major entitlements in that there is no dedicated trust fund, so even future recipients cannot claim 
to have paid for and "earned" their benefits during their working years in the same way that they 
can with traditional Medicare and Social Security. In other words, today’s workers are paying for 
today’s Part D beneficiaries through general taxation, but not accumulating funds for their own 
generation to draw upon in the future.
33
  
 Even as Medicare Part D was criticized for being expensive and unfunded, critics accused 
it of being inadequate as a health policy. The policy emerged with a gap in coverage for 
individuals’ annual expenditures on drugs between the ranges of $2,400 and $5,451. This so-
called "donut hole" in coverage affected 26 percent of Medicare beneficiaries in 2007, and 15 
percent of those patients stopped taking their medications altogether once reaching the donut 
hole.
34
 The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 made provisions to gradually 
close this coverage gap, but it is notable that, like the Medicare Advantage plans, the original 
legislation contained provisions that would obviously limit its utility for lower-income 
beneficiaries. 
  The politics of entitlement at the turn of the twenty-first century have overwhelming 
concentrated on the projected insolvency of Social Security and Medicare. As a relatively simple 
pension plan, the imbalance of the Social Security trust fund could be fixed by relatively minor 
tweaks to the existing system, such as a modest increase in tax revenues or increasing the early 
retirement age above sixty-two or the full-benefits retirement age above sixty-five.
35
 According 
to current projections, the Social Security trust fund, which is technically "invested" in U.S. 
Treasury Bonds and thereby funding other parts of the budget, will not be able to pay 100 
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percent of promised benefits after 2036.
36
 With the aforementioned adjustments, Social Security 
could be solvent for decades beyond 2036.
37
  
The political willpower to compromise on politically moderate reforms has not yet 
emerged. Conservative reformers have taken a different approach to reform, with proposals to 
privatize the program by having workers invest their program contributions into private savings 
plans, including an emphasis on the stock market. These proposals, including President Bush’s 
failed privatization efforts following his reelection in 2004, have so far been roundly rejected by 
senior citizens and the American public at large. The opponents of privatization generally cite 
the proven inability of average American citizens to manage investments, particularly 
investments that are made in a volatile stock market. In its current form as a guaranteed 
entitlement oriented toward the middle class, Social Security remains popular, albeit still 
periodically under siege from outspoken political opponents.
 38
 Even before the 2008 economic 
recession, nearly 60 percent of Americans above the age of fifty-five had total savings of less 
than $100,000. Without senior entitlement programs, these individuals would find it impossible 
to live an independent retirement that has become the norm.
39
  
Medicare’s insolvency presents a similar political controversy, but a far more 
complicated policy conundrum. At its current rate of growth, Medicare and national spending on 
health care are indeed unsustainable. Making the Medicare program sustainable without cutting 
benefits will require either continuing to shift an increasing share of the cost burden onto 
younger citizens by decreasing payments to providers (a trend started with Medicare’s 
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progressive payment system in 1983 and most recently continued with the 2010 Affordable Care 
Act) or otherwise reforming the system of health care delivery to lower costs. At present levels, 
Medicare’s trust fund will not be able to pay full benefits starting in 2024.
40
 As previously 
mentioned, extending health insurance across much of the younger population, as the Affordable 
Care Act proposes to do for thirty million Americans, could also lower some Medicare expenses. 
This will not, however, be enough to contain the overall growth of medical spending. Today the 
Medicare program amounts to 3.6 percent of the nation’s GDP – by 2050 this one program is 
expected to be 8.8 percent of the nation’s GDP and eventually exceed Social Security in size.
41
 
Under a projection drafted by the Congressional Budget Office prior to the passage of the 
Affordable Care Act, Medicare and Medicaid combined would account for 38 percent of the 
nation’s GDP by 2082.
42
 Any predictions that range so far into the future are tenuous, but if such 
trends of growing expenditures continue, the situation is clearly unsustainable. It is equally 
impossible to predict whether this growth will be slowed by improved efficiencies in the delivery 
of medical care, cuts in benefits, or some combination thereof. 
 Amid this climate of uncertainty, a stage is set for a clash between the advocates of senior 
entitlement and fiscally conservative reformers, as well as between the generations. Recent 
events suggest that even in a political climate of recession and vitriolic rhetoric, the political 
willpower to sustain senior entitlement remains alive and well. During the 2009 debates over 
health care reform, the fear of government "death panels" and "pulling the plug on granny" 
resonated in some public circles. In that instance the protesters opposed the growth of 
government programs, but even these small-government, conservative "Tea Party" members 
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presented an unmistakable defense of older persons’ right to access health care.
43
 The potential 
for intergenerational conflict is also dampened by the financial benefits of senior entitlement for 
younger generations. From the 1980s through the early twenty-first century, only 3 percent of 
Americans provided financial assistance to their parents. In 1990, only 5 percent of senior 
citizens lived in their grown children’s homes, down from 22 percent in 1940. Relative to the 
past, these public programs have relieved financial burdens on younger family members as well 
as seniors.
44
 
Another encouraging sign for the survival of senior entitlement is the projection that the 
population of the United States will not age as rapidly as the populations of other economic 
powers. Continued immigration should continue to bring waves of young workers into the 
United States, making up for the nation's falling fertility rates. Today, senior citizens account for 
just over 12 percent of the U.S. population. By 2050, this number is expected to be 20.6 percent. 
By then senior citizens will make up 23.6 percent, 27.1 percent, 28.4 percent, and 35.9 percent of 
the populations of China, France, Germany, and Japan, respectively. Senior citizens will make up 
only 14.8 percent of India's population, but even that number is higher than the current burden in 
the United States, and India's per capita GDP will still be lower than the United States today. In 
sum, while the baby boom generation will place a significant burden on entitlement programs in 
the United States, the United States will have more workers and more resources relative to its 
economic competitors to support its elderly population.
45
 Deciding how to allocate this resource 
advantage, or whether the current model of retirement around the age of sixty-five is sustainable, 
will of course be difficult and politically contentious.  
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Gaps in entitlement coverage and the recent recession have increased demands on 
families to care for their elders, even causing a slight increase in the number of intergenerational 
households. But overall there appears to be little willpower to pull the plug of public support 
from America’s senior citizens, which renders tenuous any proposal to cut benefits associated 
with Social Security and Medicare. Finally, the next generation of older Americans, the baby 
boomers, remains highly supportive of senior entitlement ideology. In a 2005 survey, 90 percent 
of baby boomers reported feeling entitled to the full promised benefits of Social Security and 
Medicare, and even 80 percent felt entitled to the then-recently added prescription drug 
benefits.
46
 Given the sheer quantity of more than seventy million members of the baby boom 
generation and the long-established influence of AARP with its forty million current members, 
the survival of America’s senior entitlement programs and ideology seems favorable for the 
foreseeable future.  
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Appendix – Timeline of Major Events Relating to Senior Entitlement 
 
1933 – The Townsend Plan proposes federal pensions for the aged and helps prompt demands  
for Social Security pensions 
1935 – President Franklin Roosevelt signs Social Security into law, but it is initially limited in  
the scale of pensions and the scope of recipients covered 
1946 – Disability Assistance added to Social Security 
1947 – Dr. Ethel Percy Andrus founds the National Retired Teachers Association (NRTA) 
1948 – President Truman unsuccessfully promotes a national health insurance plan. His failure  
leads subsequent reformers to concentrate on a more limited plan for the elderly 
1950 – The National Conference on Aging is held (the precursor to the White House  
 Conferences on Aging) 
1958 – Dr. Ethel Percy Andrus and Leonard Davis found the American Association of Retired  
Persons (AARP) 
1960 – The National Council on the Aging (NCOA) is founded  
1960 – Senior Citizens for Kennedy claims to have tipped the presidential election in favor of  
 Senator John F. Kennedy, boosting a myth of exceptional senior involvement and voting  
 patterns.  
1961 – Aime Forand, the AFL-CIO, and Senior Citizens for Kennedy found the National Council  
 of Senior Citizens (NCSC)  
1961 – The first White House Conference on Aging is held 
1961 – Elaine Cumming and William E. Henry outline "Disengagement Theory" 
1964 – Provisions against age-based discrimination are left out of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
1965 – President Lyndon Johnson signs Medicare Parts A and B and Medicaid into law 
1965 – The Older Americans Act creates the Administration on Aging (AOA) 
1965 – Provisions for age-based discrimination are left out of amendments to the Fair Labor  
Standards Act 
1967 – The Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) bans age discrimination in hiring,  
but it is weakly enforced and only applies to persons between forty and sixty-five 
1969 – Robert N. Butler coins the term "ageism" 
1970 – Maggie Kuhn founds the Gray Panthers organization 
1971 – The second White House Conference on Aging is held 
1972 – Social Security pensions are raised by 20% and automatic, annual inflation-correlated  
 Cost of Living Adjustments (COLAs) are adopted 
1974 – Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) enacted to regulate and sometimes  
insure private pensions  
1978 – Amendments to the ADEA extend the minimum allowable mandatory retirement age to  
seventy  
1981 – The third White House Conference on Aging is held 
1983 – Medicare adopts the prospective payment system (PPS), which utilizes Diagnostic  
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Related Groups (DRGs) in an attempt to lower health care expenditures without  
adversely affecting health outcomes 
1985 – Due to Medicare reforms enacted during the Reagan administration, senior citizens pay  
49 percent higher out-of-pocket medical costs than they paid in 1980 
1986 – Congress abolishes mandatory retirement for all American workers, excluding a few  
professions, such as police work, airline piloting, and firefighting 
1988 – The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act (MCCA) is signed into law after intense  
lobbying by AARP 
1989 – The MCCA is repealed after a grassroots revolt by senior citizens 
1990 – The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is adopted and applies to disabled persons of  
all ages 
1995-1996 – The federal government shuts down twice after a budget debate that included  
possible spending cuts to Medicare and other social services. Benefits to senior citizens  
are upheld 
1995 – The fourth White House Conference on Aging is held 
1997 – The Balanced Budget Act creates Medicare+Choice plans, or Medicare "Part C," which  
gave beneficiaries the choice to receive their benefits through private insurance plans. 
2003 – The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act (MMA) creates  
Medicare "Part D" for prescription drug coverage. The MMA also reforms and changes  
the name of Medicare+Choice plans to Medicare Advantage plans. 
2005 – President George W. Bush’s proposal to privatize Social Security is rejected 
2005 – The fifth White House Conference on Aging is held 
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